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Bruce Thomas Murray (SBN 306504) 

1931 E Street 

San Diego, CA  92102 

murray@sagelaw.us 

(619) 501-8556 

 

Claimant, in propria persona 

PRESENTATION OF CLAIMS, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL 

SERVICES, GOVERNMENT CLAIMS PROGRAM 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY, 

Claimant 

v. 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA; 

KIMBERLY KIRCHMEYER, in her 

capacity as executive director, Medical Board 

of California; 

KERRIE D. WEBB, in her capacity as staff 

counsel, Medical Board of California; and 

DOES 1-25, inclusive, 

Respondents 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No.:  

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES, 

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, AND 

DECLARATORY RELIEF 

1. FAILURE TO PROVIDE PERSONAL 

INFORMATION, in violation of Cal. Civ. 

Code § 1798.34 

2. DENIAL OF PERSONAL 

INFORMATION to an authorized 

representative and beneficiary, in violation of 

Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.24(c) 

3. FAILURE TO ASSIST IN THE 

IDENTIFICATION OF RECORDS, in 

violation of Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1 

4. FAILURE TO PROVIDE PUBLIC 

INFORMATION in violation of Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6253 et seq.  

5. ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATION 

AND APPLICATION of Cal. Evid. Code § 

1040 and Cal. Gov. Code § 6255 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

6. FAILURE TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO 

‘THE PEOPLE’S BUSINESS’ in violation of 

the California Constitution, Article I, section 

3(b) 

7. VIOLATION OF PUBLIC POLICY, as 

set out in the Information Practices Act, the 

Business & Professions Code, the California 

Evidence Code, the California Constitution, 

and the California Public Records Act. 

■ Demand for monetary judgment, injunctive 

relief, declaratory relief, costs and attorney’s 

fees. 

■ Unlimited civil case 

 

 

I. SUMMARY OF CLAIMS 

1. Claimant Bruce Thomas Murray hereby presents his claims against the Medical Board of 

California and its agents, Kimberly Kirchmeyer and Kerrie D. Webb, as well as any unknown 

parties (“Does”), in accordance with Cal. Gov. Code § 910 et seq. 

2. Bruce T. Murray alleges that the Respondents wrongfully denied him personal 

information regarding his deceased mother, in violation of Cal. Civ. Codes §§ 1798.24-34, et 

seq. Furthermore, Respondents purposefully frustrated Claimant’s attempts to identify records 

and information responsive to his request, in violation of Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1.  

3. Pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.46, Claimant seeks an injunction ordering the Medical 

Board to release all information in its possession regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical 

condition, treatment and death. (Additional elements of the requested injunction are described in 

particularity below.) 

4. In addition to injunctive relief, Claimant seeks declaratory relief, damages, costs and 

attorney’s fees, pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.45 et seq., described in particularity below.  
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5. If and to the extent that any of the records sought by Claimant are covered under the 

California Public Records Act (Cal. Gov. Code § 6250 et seq.), Claimant seeks an injunction 

commanding the release of such information under Cal. Gov. Code § 6258, as well as declaratory 

relief. Additionally, Claimant seeks costs and attorney’s fees under Cal. Gov. Code § 6259. 

 

II. THE PARTIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES 

6. Claimant, Bruce Thomas Murray is a surviving son and beneficiary of Audrey Bevan 

Murray (Cal. Prob. Code § 24). As such, he is an authorized representative entitled to receive her 

personal and medical information under Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.24 and Cal. Civ. Code § 56.11. 

7. Respondent, the Medical Board of California, is a “board” under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 

§ 2002; a “public entity” under Cal. Gov. Code § 811.2; an agency of the “state” under Cal. Gov. 

Code § 940.6; an “agency” under Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.3; and a “state agency” under Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6252(f). As such, the Medical Board is subject to the requirements of Cal. Civ. Code §§ 

1798.24-34 (disclosure and inspection of personal information in records) and Cal. Gov. Code § 

6253.1 (Agency to assist in inspection of public record).  

8. Respondent Kimberly Kirchmeyer, as an agent of the Medical Board of California, is a 

“public employee” under Cal. Gov. Code § 811.4, and an officer of the state under Cal. Gov. 

Code § 900.6. In her capacity as executive director of the Medical Board of California, 

Kirchmeyer is ultimately responsible for the operations of the MBC, including the MBC’s 

compliance with its duties under the law.  

9. Respondent Kerrie D. Webb, as an agent of the Medical Board of California, is a “public 

employee” under Cal. Gov. Code § 811.4, and an officer of the state under Cal. Gov. Code § 

900.6. In her capacity as senior staff counsel of the Medical Board of California, Webb has a 

duty to comply with the California Constitution, the Business & Professions Code, the California 

Information Practices Act, the California Public Records Act, and all other applicable state laws. 

 

III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

10. In suits under the California Information Practices Act, “the court shall determine the 

matter de novo, and may examine the contents of any agency records in camera to determine 

whether the records or any portion thereof may be withheld as being exempt from the 
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individual’s right of access and the burden is on the agency to sustain its action.” Cal. Civ. Code 

§ 1798.46(a). 

11. For any issues decided under the California Public Records Act, “the court shall order the 

officer or person charged with withholding the records to disclose the public record or show 

cause why he or she should not do so. The court shall decide the case after examining the record 

in camera, if permitted by subdivision (b) of Section 915 of the Evidence Code, papers filed by 

the parties and any oral argument and additional evidence as the court may allow.” Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6259. 

IV. FACTS 

12. At approximately 8 a.m. June 4, 2013, Dr. James C. Matchison (med. license no. 

A00097926) performed a cardiac catheterization procedure on Claimant’s mother. 

13. Due to complications during the procedure, the procedure was aborted.  

14. At approximately 10 a.m. June 4, 2013, Audrey Murray was admitted to the Torrance 

Memorial Medical Center Progressive Care Unit (PCU) for post-procedure recovery. 

15. At approximately 11:30 a.m. June 5, 2013, Mrs. Murray was discharged from Torrance 

Memorial and into the care of her eldest son, William E. Murray, who brought her home. 

16. After she arrived home, Mrs. Murray began experiencing severe pain in her chest and 

shoulder, and difficulty in breathing. As her pain and distress increased, William called 911.  

17. At approximately 3:30 p.m., Mrs. Murray was transported back to Torrance Memorial for 

emergency treatment. 

18. At approximately 4 p.m. June 5, 2013, Audrey B. Murray, died in the emergency room at 

Torrance Memorial Medical Center.  

19. On June 11, 2013, Bruce Murray spoke with Dr. Matchison over the phone, seeking an 

explanation for and the cause of his mother’s death. The doctor provided none. 

20. On May 15, 2014, Bruce Murray filed a complaint with the Medical Board, seeking an 

explanation for and cause of his mother’s death. (See Exhibit 1.) 

21. In a letter to Claimant dated May 19, 2014, the Medical Board confirmed receipt of 

Claimant’s complaint and assigned it Control Number 800 2014 005263. 

22. In a letter to Claimant dated May 23, 2014, Linda Serrano, Medical Board Associate 

Enforcement Analyst, requested authorization for release of medical records and a copy of 
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Audrey Murray’s death certificate. The letter specified that the authorization must be signed by 

the “next of kin as shown on death certificate.” (Exh. 2.) 

23. Peter B. Murray, Claimant’s brother, is listed as the “informant” on Audrey Murray’s 

death certificate. (Exh. 3.)  Peter Murray was the successor trustee of the Audrey B. Murray 

Trust, now terminated. (Exh. 23.) Audrey Murray’s testamentary papers did not specifically 

name a “personal representative” according to Cal. Prob. Code §§ 42, 58. 

24. In a letter to Linda Serrano dated September 4, 2014, Bruce Murray granted the Medical 

Board of California full permission and access to all of his mother’s medical records, as 

necessary to conduct the investigation into her death. Claimant cited his authority to do so as 

“beneficiary or personal representative of the deceased patient,” under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2225. (Exh. 4.) 

25. On September 9, 2014, Peter Murray also sent Serrano an authorization for access to 

Audrey Murray’s medical records, along with a copy of Audrey Murray’s death certificate. Peter 

Murray also authorized the Medical Board to communicate directly with Bruce Murray regarding 

the matter. (Exh. 5.) 

26. September 2-9, 2014, Claimant exchanged emails with Cassandra Hockenson, JD, Public 

Affairs Manager of the Medical Board of California. Claimant requested assistance in locating 

the rules of procedure that the Medical Board of California follows when conducting 

investigations of licensees. (Exh. 6.) 

27. In a September 9, 2014 email to Claimant, Hockenson wrote, “We do not have rules for 

the process and procedures of an investigation. Our Investigative Unit has Enforcement 

Operations Manuals that lay out the procedures of investigating a matter. I’m not sure they are 

public though, and if they are they will likely need redacting.” (Exh. 6.) 

28. On October 10, 2014, Claimant sent an email to Linda Serrano, requesting that the 

Medical Board provide Claimant with documents that Dr. Matchison would have filed pursuant 

to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. § 1356.4 

(Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death). (Exh. 7.)  Serrano did not reply to this email.  

29. On December 15, 2014, Claimant sent another email to Linda Serrano, reiterating the 

request of his Oct. 10 email. (Exh. 8.)  Serrano did not reply to this email. 
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30. At various times during 2014 and 2015, Claimant called Serrano and left voice messages 

requesting the aforementioned documents. Serrano did not return these phone calls.  

31. In a letter to Bruce Murray dated January 15, 2015, Serrano confirmed receipt of all 

records and documentation required for a review of his complaint. 

32. On January 21, 2015, Claimant sent Serrano another email reiterating the requests of his 

Oct. 10 and Dec. 15 emails. (Exh. 9.) This time, finally, Serrano replied to the email, stating 

only, “We do not provide copies of those reports.” (Exh. 10.) 

33. On February 10, 2015, Claimant sent Respondent Kerrie Webb a letter requesting copies 

of any filings made by Dr. Matchison under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 (Report for Death of 

Patient) and 16 C.C.R. § 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death). Claimant made this 

request pursuant to Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1 (Agency to assist in inspection of public record). 

(Exh. 11.) Claimant also noted, “As the son and beneficiary of my mother, I am entitled and 

authorized to receive any otherwise privileged and confidential information.” Id. 

34. In a letter dated February 20, 2015, Respondent Webb denied Claimant’s request for 

these documents on three bases: (1) “Records of complaints to, and investigations conducted by, 

state licensing agencies are not subject to disclosure pursuant to government Code section 

6254(f);” because, she asserted (2) “[r]eports for the death of a patient are treated as complaints 

to the Board, and will not be disclosed.” [Emphasis added.] And (3) “[i]n addition, records of 

complaints and investigations of state licensing agencies are privileged under Evidence Code 

section 1040.” (Exh. 12.)   

35. In her Feb. 20 letter, Respondent Webb did not cite any authority for her interpretations 

of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254, Cal. Evid. Code § 1040, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240, and 16 

C.C.R. § 1356.4. Specifically, (1) she failed to provide any authority for “treating” reports for the 

death of patient as “complaints to the Board”; (2) she did not cite any authority for exempting 

these documents from the disclosure requirements of Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1; and (3) she did 

not cite any authority for assigning an absolute privilege to the information sought by Claimant 

(rather than the qualified privilege of § 1040). (Id.) 

36. Also in her Feb. 20 letter, Respondent Webb failed to “provide suggestions for 

overcoming any practical basis for denying access to the records or information sought,” as is 

required by Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1(a)(3). (Id.) 
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37. In a letter dated April 14, 2015, the Medical Board provided Claimant with a report of its 

conclusion of case number 800 2014 005263. The report contains six-sentences and 108 words. 

The report states, “It was the opinion of our consultant that the treatment rendered did not 

constitute a violation of the law as it relates to the practice of medicine. … Thank you for 

contacting the Medical Board of California.” (Exh. 13.)  

38. The letter does not state the bases for the Medical Board’s conclusion, nor does it include 

any facts or analysis of the facts involved in the investigation. Id. Most critically, the report does 

not provide any explanation for or the cause of Audrey Murray’s death – the central issue of 

Claimant’s initial complaint to the board. (Exh. 1.) Therefore, the final report is entirely useless 

to Claimant.  

39. On. October 5, 2015, Bruce Murray filed a petition for writ of mandate in the Los 

Angeles Superior Court (No. BS158575), requesting that the court compel the Medical Board to 

release documents filed with the Medical Board in accordance with Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 CCR 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery--Reporting of Death) 

regarding the death of Audrey Bevan Murray. Petitioner also asked the court to compel the 

Medical Board to release any information it had obtained regarding the cause of Audrey 

Murray’s death. 

40. On October 7, 2015, Petitioner served Audrey Murray’s two other beneficiaries, William 

E. Murray and Peter B. Murray, copies of the petition; and Petitioner lodged proof of service 

with the court. William and Peter did not opt to join the action.  

41. On November 20, 2015, Respondents demurred to the petition. 

42. On January 2, 2016, Petitioner filed an amended petition. (Exh. 14.) The amended 

petition contained five causes of action: (1) Abuse of discretion in denying Claimant’s requests 

for information under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254; (2) Abuse of discretion in the interpretation and 

application of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040; (3) Violation of Cal. Gov. Code § 6250, et seq. (Failure to 

Properly Respond to a Request under the California Public Records Act); (4) Violation of the 

California Constitution, Article I, section 3(b) (Failure to Provide Access to ‘The People’s 

business’); and (5) Violation of Public Policy with Respect to the California Constitution, the 

California Public Records Act, the Medical Practice Act and the California Evidence Code.  
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43. The Amended petition requested (1) all information, reports and statements acquired by 

the Medical Board regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death; (2) all 

documents contained in MBC file number 800 2014 005263 that contain information regarding 

the cause and circumstances Audrey B. Murray’s death; (3) all statements made to the Medical 

Board by Dr. James Matchison and any other third parties regarding Audrey B. Murray’s 

medical condition, treatment and death; and (4) all documents filed with the Medical Board 

pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 – or the equivalent 

underlying information – regarding the death of Audrey Bevan Murray. Id. 

44. On February 8, 2016, Respondents demurred to the amended petition. 

45. On May 3, 2016, Judge Mary H. Strobel overruled the demurrer in its entirety. 

46. On November 17, 2016, Petitioner filed his Motion for Judgment on the Writ. (Exh. 15.) 

47. On January 3, 2017, Petitioner filed his Reply to Respondents’ Opposition to Motion for 

Judgment on Writ. (Exh. 16.) 

48. On January 17, 2017, Judge Strobel denied the writ – primarily on the bases of failure to 

exhaust administrative remedies and mootness. (Exh. 17.) Thus, the case was not decided on the 

merits. The case was moot, the court determined, because the documents that Petitioner had 

initially requested (reports filed under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4) did 

not exist. Id. at 17. Nonetheless, the court noted an inconsistency with the Medical Board’s 

denial of Claimant’s request: “Webb denied the CPRA request based on an exemption, as if the 

report existed. If the report did not exist, there was no reason for Webb to claim that the report 

was exempt. As stated by Petitioner, perhaps ‘mistakes were made.’” (Exh. 16:4; 17:11.) 

49. Between January 31 and July 24, 2017, Peter Murray, as trustee of the Audrey B. Murray 

Trust, made the final substantial distributions from ABM Trust to the beneficiaries (in amounts 

ranging from $31,333.33 to $30,536.15). (Exh. 23.)  

50. In a letter to Kerrie Webb dated April 27, 2017, Bruce Murray requested that she provide 

him “with all information in the Medical Board’s possession regarding Audrey B. Murray’s 

medical condition, treatment and the circumstances and cause(s) of her death.”  Claimant 

requested this information “in accordance with the Information Practices Act (Cal. Civ. Code § 

1798.34 et seq.) and all other applicable laws of this state.” (Exh. 18.) 
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51. In a letter dated May 26, 2017, Kerrie Webb denied Claimant’s request. (Exh. 19.) Webb 

justified her denial by stating: “The Information Practices Act prohibits an agency from 

disclosing any personal information in a manner that would link the information disclosed to the 

individual to whom it pertains unless the disclosure falls within a particular category set forth in 

Civil Code section 1798.24. As relevant here, Civil Code section 1798.24, subdivision (g), 

provides that information may be produced pursuant to the California Public Records Act. The 

records sought in Category 1 are exempt from disclosure under the Public Records Act.” Id. 

52. Along with her May 26 letter, Webb purported to “produce” documents responsive to 

Claimant’s request. However, this small cache of documents consisted of writings that Claimant 

himself had previously provided to Respondents, as well as letters and emails that Respondents 

had previously sent to Claimant. Id.  

53. In a letter to Kerrie Webb dated July 10, 2017, Claimant objected to her illusory 

“production” of documents already in Claimant’s custody and control. (Exh. 20.) 

54. Also in his July 10 letter to Webb, Claimant objected to her bases for refusing to release 

any information responsive to his request: “You skip CIPA and go directly to CPRA by invoking 

Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.24(g). However, this provision of CIPA simply allows personal 

information otherwise protected by CIPA to be released via CPRA. But you use § 1798.24(g) as 

a shortcut to the CPRA exemptions – and then deny my request on that basis. This is an invalid 

analysis. Section 1798.24(g) is not a trapdoor getaway clause out of CIPA. If the clause could be 

used in this way, this entire section of the CIPA would effectively cease to exist and simply fold 

into CPRA. One law cannot be used to nullify another in this manner.” Id. 

55. In a letter from Kerrie Webb to Bruce Murray dated August 4, 2017, Webb justified her 

asserted exemption under the Public Records Act by stating, “First, once it was determined that 

1) you were seeking information relating to another person; 2) you were not the trustee of 

Audrey B. Murray’s estate; and 3) the letter signed by trustee Peter B. Murray was not sufficient 

to permit the Board to release Ms. Murray’s medical records to you, it was appropriate to 

evaluate the request as a Public Records Act request, and respond accordingly. Absent additional 

documentation, the Board is unable to release Ms. Murray’s medical records to you.” (Exh. 21.) 
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56. On August 30, 2017, the Audrey B. Murray Trust account went down to zero – thus 

triggering the operation of Cal. Prob. Code § 15407 (Termination of trust; Trustee’s powers on 

termination), i.e., “A trust terminates when … (2) the trust purpose is fulfilled.” (Exh. 23.) 

57. On September 8, 2017, R. Thomas Peterson, attorney for the trustee, reported to the 

beneficiaries that “the trust has been dissolved.” He also reported a notice of credit from the IRS 

for the tax account of Audrey B. Murray in the amount of $1,248. Any pending remaining trust 

business falls under Cal. Prob. Code § 15407(b) – “On termination of the trust, the trustee 

continues to have the powers reasonably necessary under the circumstances to wind up the 

affairs of the trust.” 

58. Along with a letter dated January 8, 2018, Bruce Murray sent Kerrie Webb a copy of the 

August, 2017 bank statement for the Audrey B. Murray Trust, showing the bank account going 

down to zero. (Exh. 23.) “Thus, the role of trustee … is a nullity, and the issue of trustee 

authorization is moot,” Murray wrote in the letter. (Exh. 22.) “Notwithstanding … the status of 

Audrey B. Murray’s testamentary trust is irrelevant to my request for information from the 

Medical Board. There was never any need for the trustee to authorize the release of information, 

as you assert. In this context, the law makes no distinction between beneficiaries, trustees, 

executors and personal representatives. This is true across the California Civil Code, the 

Confidentiality of Medical Information Act, the Business & Professions Code, the Public Health 

& Safety Code, the Information Practices Act, the Probate Code, the Code of Civil Procedure 

and the common law.” Id. Thus, as his mother’s beneficiary, Claimant is “the authorized 

representative of the individual to whom the information pertains” (Cal. Civ. Code § 

1798.24(c)); and further, he is entitled to receive his mother’s medical information under Cal. 

Civ. Code § 56.11(c) and Cal. Evid. Code § 993 (Physician-Patient Privilege). 

59. In a letter from Kerrie Webb to Bruce Murray dated January 29, 2018 (Exh. 24), Webb 

denied Claimant’s well-documented statutory right to receive the information he seeking; she 

denied the sufficiency of Peter Murray’s prior authorization (Exh. 5); and she ignored the 

information Claimant provided regarding the termination of trust. (Exh. 23.) Instead, Webb 

wrote, “If you provide a proper written authorization from Peter Murray, the Board will consider 

releasing Ms. Murray’s medical records to you. Alternatively, as the Board has previously 

advised, you are free, with the proper release, to obtain Ms. Murray’s medical records directly 
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from the facilities and medical providers who provided care and treatment to Ms. Murray as the 

creators and custodians of those records,” Webb stated. (Exh. 24.) Thus, even with a legally 

unnecessary “authorization” from Peter Murray, Webb suggests that the only information she 

would release is information that Claimant himself has already provided to the Medical Board 

and is already in Claimant’s custody and control. Therefore, Webb’s pledge to “consider 

releasing Ms. Murray’s medical records” is circular and illusory. 

60. In a letter to Kerrie Webb dated February 9, 2018, Claimant stated, “This is your third 

denial of my requests – beginning with my initial letter April 27, 2017; my second letter July 10, 

2017; and finally my Jan. 29, 2018 letter. In each response, you wrongfully denied my requests. I 

think it is fair to say that at this point, administrative remedies have been exhausted; and this 

matter is ripe for judicial review.” (Exh. 25.) 

61. Claimant received no response to his Feb. 9 letter. 

62. The Medical Board’s consistent and longstanding refusal to provide Claimant with the 

information to which he is legally entitled leaves Claimant aggrieved and exhausted of any 

administrative remedy. Claimant has no plain, speedy and adequate recourse under the law other 

than to seek relief from the court. 

63. In advance of filing a complaint in the Superior Court, Claimant presents his claims here 

to the Department of General Services, in accordance with Cal. Gov. Code § 905.2 et seq. 

64. On May 30, 2018, Claimant shared a copy of this presentation of claims and all 

supporting exhibits with Audrey Murray’s two other sons and beneficiaries, William Murray and 

Peter Murray, via Dropbox. There are no other beneficiaries. 

 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: 

FAILURE TO PROVIDE PERSONAL INFORMATION, IN VIOLATION OF  

CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.34 

As against all Respondents 

65. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 
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66. The California Information Practices Act states: “[E]ach agency shall permit any 

individual upon request and proper identification to inspect all the personal information in any 

record containing personal information.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.34(a).  

67. In his April 27, 2017 letter to Kerrie Webb, Claimant made a valid request under the 

Information Practices Act, asking that the Medical Board provide him “with all information in 

the Medical Board’s possession regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and 

the circumstances and cause(s) of her death.” (Exh. 18.) 

68. However, instead of disclosing the information or providing a proper analysis under the 

Information Practices Act, Webb responded by improperly invoking to the California Public 

Records Act and erroneously concluding, “The records sought [by Claimant] are exempt from 

disclosure under the Public Records Act.” (Exh. 19.) Webb’s “analysis” is arbitrary, capricious 

and entirely lacking any legal or factual support. As Claimant stated in his July 10, 2017 

response to Webb, “You skip CIPA and go directly to CPRA by invoking Cal. Civ. Code § 

1798.24(g). However, this provision of CIPA simply allows personal information otherwise 

protected by CIPA to be released via CPRA. But you use § 1798.24(g) as a shortcut to the CPRA 

exemptions – and then deny my request on that basis. This is an invalid analysis. Section 

1798.24(g) is not a trapdoor getaway clause out of CIPA. If the clause could be used in this way, 

this entire section of the CIPA would effectively cease to exist and simply fold into CPRA. One 

law cannot be used to nullify another in this manner.” (Exh. 20.) 

69. Respondents had a duty to maintain accurate information regarding Audrey B. Murray 

and the investigation of her death (Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.18); and the Medical Board also had a 

duty to share that information with her authorized representative upon request. Cal. Civ. Code §§ 

1798.24-34. But Respondents breached that duty by wrongfully denying Claimant’s beneficial 

status and wrongfully denying his request for his mother’s personal information. 

70. The Medical Board’s arbitrary and erroneous interpretation and application of the law 

call for a declaratory judgment that accurately states the rights and duties of the parties with 

respect to the Information Practices Act. Claimant then requests injunctive relief in order to 

compel the release of the information that he is seeking, pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.47. 

71. As a direct and proximate result of Respondents’ wrongful actions, Claimant has had to 

dedicate substantial billable hours in order vindicate his rights. In accordance with Cal. Civ. 
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Code § 1798.48(b), Claimant is entitled to recover the costs of this action, together with 

reasonable attorney’s fees as determined by the court. 

72. As a further direct and proximate result of Respondents’ conduct, Claimant has suffered 

general damages and non-economic damages in the form mental and emotional pain. It has been 

five years since Claimant’s mother died, and precisely what triggered her death following 

surgery is still a mystery. Respondents have insight into the circumstances of Audrey Murray’s 

death, but they wrongfully refuse to share it with Claimant. Claimant is deeply troubled by this 

state of affairs. In accordance with Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.48(a), Claimant is entitled to recover 

damages for his mental suffering. The amount of damages stemming from Respondents’ conduct 

is not fully ascertained but within the jurisdiction of the court and subject to proof at the time of 

trial. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: 

DENIAL OF PERSONAL INFORMATION TO AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 

AND BENEFICIARY, IN VIOLATION OF CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.24 

As against all Respondents 

73. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein.  

74. The Information Practices Act states: “An agency shall not disclose any personal 

information in a manner that would link the information disclosed to the individual to whom it 

pertains unless the information is disclosed … (c) To the duly appointed guardian or conservator 

of the individual or a person representing the individual if it can be proven with reasonable 

certainty through the possession of agency forms, documents or correspondence that this person 

is the authorized representative of the individual to whom the information pertains.” Cal. Civ. 

Code § 1798.24. [Emphasis added.] 

75. The statute does not discuss how to deal with the personal information of deceased 

persons. Nor does the statute make any distinctions between beneficiaries, trustees or executors 

for assigning the right of authorized representatives to receive the personal information of 

deceased parents. Nor does any case law interpreting this statute read such distinctions into the 

law.  
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76. The standard for releasing the personal medical information of deceased persons is set 

out in the Confidentiality of Medical Information Act: “An authorization for the release of 

medical information by a provider of health care, health care service plan, pharmaceutical 

company, or contractor shall be valid if it … (c) is signed and dated by one of the following … 

(4) The beneficiary or personal representative of a deceased patient.” Cal. Civ. Code § 

56.11(c). [Emphasis added.] This standard is applied to the Information Practices Act: “The 

disclosure of medical information regarding a patient that is subject to Civ. Code § 1798.24(b) 

(disclosure with prior written consent of individual under Information Practices Act) requires an 

authorization that complies with the provisions of Civ. Code §§ 56–56.37.”  37-429 California 

Forms of Pleading and Practice--Annotated § 429.203. 

77. Furthermore, as Claimant pointed out in his Jan. 8, 2018 letter to Webb, no law makes a 

distinction between beneficiaries, trustees and executors for the purpose of authorizing and 

receiving the personal information of deceased persons. (Exh. 22.) For example, “Any patient 

representative shall be entitled to inspect patient records.” Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123110. 

“‘Patient’s representative’” or ‘representative’ means any of the following … (4) The 

beneficiary as defined in Section 24 of the Probate Code or personal representative as defined 

in Section 58 of the Probate Code, of a deceased patient.” Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123105(e). 

[Emphasis  added.] 

78. The Medical Board’s own section of the Business & Professions Code places 

beneficiaries and personal representatives on equal footing: “[I]n any investigation that involves 

the death of a patient, the board may inspect and copy the medical records of the deceased 

patient without the authorization of the beneficiary or personal representative of the 

deceased patient … Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed to allow the board to inspect 

and copy the medical records of a deceased patient without a court order when the beneficiary 

or personal representative of the deceased patient has been located and contacted but has 

refused to consent.” Cal. Bus. & Prof Code § 2225(c)(1). [Emphasis added.] Thus, the code 

enables either a beneficiary or the personal representative to authorize or refuse the Board’s 

access to medical records of a deceased patient. The beneficiary and personal representative have 

equal power. 
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79. Even if the law did place trustees above beneficiaries in this context, the termination of 

trust equals them: “When the patient’s estate has no interest in preserving confidentiality, or 

when the estate has been distributed and the representative discharged, the importance of 

providing complete access to information relevant to a particular proceeding should prevail over 

whatever remaining interest the decedent may have had in secrecy.” Cal. Evid. Code § 993, Law 

Revision Commission Comments (1965).  

80. Not only does the law clearly assign Claimant’s right to receive the information that he 

seeks, his own court precedent establishes it: In Claimant’s writ action against the Medical 

Board, he conclusively established his standing and beneficial right to receive the information 

that he seeks. (Exh. 17.) At no point during the proceedings – from the demurrer to the trial – did 

the Medical Board ever challenge Claimant’s beneficial right. Thus, Respondents should be 

estopped from challenging his beneficial right in this action. 

81. Despite the overwhelming weight of the law, the facts and issue preclusion, Respondents 

nonetheless deny Claimant’s status as a beneficiary and authorized representative to receive his 

mother’s personal medical information. Respondents’ position is arbitrary, capricious and 

entirely lacking any legal or factual support. 

82. The Medical Board’s arbitrary interpretation and application of myriad state laws 

regarding beneficiaries call for a declaratory judgment by the court in order to clarify Claimant’s 

rights as a beneficiary. In accordance with Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.47, Claimant also requests 

injunctive relief in order to compel the release of the information that he is seeking. 

83. As a direct and proximate result of Respondents’ conduct, Claimant has had to dedicate 

substantial billable hours in order vindicate his rights. In accordance with Cal. Civ. Code § 

1798.48, Claimant is entitled to recover the costs of the action, together with reasonable 

attorney’s fees as determined by the court. 

84. As a further direct and proximate result of Respondents’ conduct, Claimant has suffered 

general damages and non-economic damages in the form mental and emotional pain. The amount 

of damages stemming from Respondents’ conduct is not fully ascertained but within the 

jurisdiction of the court and subject to proof at the time of trial. 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: 

FAILURE TO ASSIST IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF RECORDS,  

IN VIOLATION OF CAL. GOV. CODE § 6253.1. 

As against all Respondents 

85. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein.  

86. The California Public Records Act (CPRA) states: “When a member of the public 

requests to inspect a public record or obtain a copy of a public record, the public agency, in order 

to assist the member of the public make a focused and effective request that reasonably describes 

an identifiable record or records, shall … (1) Assist the member of the public to identify records 

and information that are responsive to the request or to the purpose of the request, if stated … 

[and] (3) Provide suggestions for overcoming any practical basis for denying access to the 

records or information sought.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1. 

87. On February 10, 2015, Claimant made a public records request to the Medical Board, 

requesting documents relating to his mother’s death filed under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 

(Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. § 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death). 

(Exh. 11.) Respondent Webb responded by denying Claimant’s request for these documents on 

three bases: (1) “Records of complaints to, and investigations conducted by, state licensing 

agencies are not subject to disclosure pursuant to government Code section 6254(f);” because, 

she asserted (2) “[r]eports for the death of a patient are treated as complaints to the Board, and 

will not be disclosed.” [Emphasis added.] And (3) “[i]n addition, records of complaints and 

investigations of state licensing agencies are privileged under Evidence Code section 1040.” 

(Exh. 12.) 

88. Respondents did absolutely nothing to assist Claimant to identify records or information 

that was responsive to his request, nor did they provide suggestions for overcoming any practical 

basis for denying access to the records or information he sought. Instead, Claimants stonewalled, 

and proffered false legal justifications for doing so.   

89. During the subsequent writ proceedings, Respondents denied the existence of the 

report(s) Petitioner requested. But Respondents never explained why it was that they would deny 

the disclosure of nonexistent documents. “‘Mistakes were made, perhaps,’” the court wrote, 
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quoting Petitioner. (Exh. 16:4; Exh. 17:11.) Claimant reiterates this statement with the 

underlying implication: One often shifts to the passive voice in attempt to conceal responsibility 

for misfeasance. Here, Respondents’ denials often appear in the passive, i.e., “[r]eports for the 

death of a patient are treated as complaints to the Board, and will not be disclosed.” (Exh. 12.) 

[Emphasis added.]  Respondents should not be allowed to get away with such obfuscations and 

evasions of responsibility. 

90. When Claimant made his initial request to the Medical Board, he was unaware of the 

Information Practices Act, and therefore he made his request under the Public Records Act.
1  

It is 

now clear that Claimant’s request should have been under CIPA rather than CRPA at the onset. 

“Mistakes were made.” But Respondents did nothing to correct Claimant’s mistake of law. The 

magic words had to be precise.
 
Most egregiously and inexplicably, Respondents did nothing to 

assist with Claimant’s ignorance of fact – that the documents he was seeking did not exist. 

Respondents were happy to lead Claimant down the garden path to nowhere. 

91. In reliance on Respondents’ misleading statements and omissions, Claimant commenced 

his writ action against the Medical Board and brought the case all the way to trial. Had 

Respondents’ not misrepresented both the law and the facts, Claimant would not have pursued an 

illusory writ of mandate to obtain non-existent documents. Respondents sent Claimant on a wild 

goose chase – and a very expensive one at that. 

92. As a direct and proximate result of Respondents’ misfeasance and nonfeasance, Claimant 

has incurred substantial billable hours in attempt to vindicate his rights. Therefore, Claimant is 

entitled to costs and reasonable attorney fees for this and the prior writ action, in accordance with 

Cal. Gov. Code § 6259(d). Alternately, the costs and fees of the prior writ action constitute part 

of his actual damages under his first two causes of action, pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.48.  

93. If and to the extent that any of the information that Claimant seeks is public information, 

Claimant seeks declaratory and injunctive relief under Cal. Gov. Code § 6258, clarifying the 

rights and duties of the parties, and enjoining the Medical Board to the release of the information 

Claimant seeks. 

                         
1 When Claimant first contacted the Medical Board, he was a second-year law student. As such, although 

he would have more knowledge of the law than a typical member of the general public, he was still a member of the 

public just as anyone else who would contact the Board. If Respondents’ behavior in this case is any indication of 

how they treat other members of the public, it is all the more important for the court to intervene in order to correct 

the Medical Board’s mistreatment of the public.   
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 

FAILURE TO PROVIDE PUBLIC INFORMATION IN VIOLATION OF  

CAL. GOV. CODE § 6253 ET SEQ. 

As Against All Respondents 

94. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. Additionally, Claimant incorporates the allegations and contentions in the First and 

Third Causes of Action of his Amended Petition for Writ of Mandate, incorporated by reference 

here. (Exh. 14.) 

95. The California Public Records Act (CPRA) states: “Except with respect to public records 

exempt from disclosure by express provisions of law, each state or local agency, upon a request 

for a copy of records that reasonably describes an identifiable record or records, shall make the 

records promptly available … Any reasonably segregable portion of a record shall be available 

for inspection by any person requesting the record after deletion of the portions that are 

exempted by law.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6253. 

96. If and to the extent that any of the information that Claimant seeks is public information, 

Claimant seeks injunctive relief under Cal. Gov. Code § 6258, compelling the release of the 

information Claimant seeks. Additionally, in accordance with Cal. Gov. Code § 6259(d), 

Claimant seeks costs and reasonable attorney fees. 

 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 

ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF CAL. EVID. CODE § 1040 

AND CAL. GOV. CODE § 6255 

As Against All Respondents 

97. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. Additionally, Claimant incorporates the allegations and contentions in the Second 

Cause of Action of his Amended Petition for Writ of Mandate, incorporated by reference here. 

(Exh. 14.) 

98. California Evidence Code section 1040 creates a two-tiered privilege regime for “official 

information … acquired in confidence by a public employee in the course of his or her duty”:  

(1) an unqualified privilege, when “disclosure is forbidden by an act of the Congress of the 
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United States or a statute of this state”; and (2) a qualified privilege for all other official 

information. 

99. The qualified privilege in Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2) sets forth a balancing test for the 

withholding of official information “if … disclosure of the information is against the public 

interest because there is a necessity for preserving the confidentiality of the information that 

outweighs the necessity for disclosure in the interest of justice.”. Moreover, “in determining 

whether disclosure of the information is against the public interest, the interest of the public 

entity as a party in the outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.” Id. [Emphasis 

added.] 

100. The California Public Records Act sets forth a similar balancing test for public agencies 

to justify withholding records from disclosure: “The agency shall justify withholding any record 

by demonstrating that the record in question is exempt under express provisions of this chapter 

or that on the facts of the particular case the public interest served by not disclosing the record 

clearly outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the record.” Cal. Gov. Code § 

6255. 

101. Respondent Webb variously invokes the Evidence Code and the CPRA balancing tests in 

her letters to Claimant. (Exh. 12, 19, 21, 24.) Not surprisingly, in Webb’s analysis, the purported 

“public interest” in non-disclosure always outweighs Claimant’s interest in receiving the 

information that he seeks. However, the real interest here in withholding information is not the 

public interest, but the Medical Board’s own bureaucratic interest. Respondents’ analysis is 

entirely self-serving and should not be accepted by the court.  

102. Alternately, Webb asserts that the records sought by claimant are exempt under Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6254, i.e., “This chapter does not require the disclosure of any of the following records 

… (f) Records of complaints to, or investigations conducted by … any other state or local agency 

for correctional, law enforcement, or licensing purposes.”  First of all, this provision of the 

Public Records is not mandatory – it does not say the state agency shall withhold, but it may 

withhold. Second, this provision does not prevent “any reasonably segregable portion of a 

record” from being selectively disclosed, redacted or presented for in camera inspection. Cal. 

Gov. Code §§ 6253, 6259. Finally, and most importantly, Claimant seeks personal information 

that is privileged to him as a survivor and beneficiary of his mother. Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.34. 
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Respondents illicitly convert Claimant’s Information Practices Act request into a Public Records 

Act request, and then claim an absolute exemption and privilege for themselves. In fact, the 

Medical Board is unlawfully withholding privileged information that belongs to the Claimant. 

103. Respondents’ improper assertions of exemption and privilege necessitate intervention by 

the court in order to conduct a proper and unbiased balancing test. Claimant therefore seeks a 

declaration regarding his rights under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040. Claimant then requests an 

injunction, commanding the Medical Board to release the information that he seeks. 

104. As a direct and proximate result of Respondents’ conduct, Claimant has had to dedicate 

substantial billable hours in order vindicate his rights. Under either Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.48(b) 

or Cal. Gov. Code § 6259(d), Claimant is entitled to recover the costs of the action, together with 

reasonable attorney’s fees as determined by the court. 

105. As a further direct and proximate result of Respondents’ wrongful withholding of 

information, Claimant has suffered general damages and non-economic damages in the form 

mental and emotional pain. Claimant is entitled to recover such damages under Cal. Civ. Code § 

1798.48(a). The amount of damages stemming from Respondents’ conduct is not fully 

ascertained but within the jurisdiction of the court and subject to proof at the time of trial. 

 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 

FAILURE TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO ‘THE PEOPLE’S BUSINESS’ IN VIOLATION 

OF THE CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION, ARTICLE I, SECTION 3(B) 

As Against All Respondents 

106. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. Claimant additionally incorporates the allegations and contentions in the Fourth 

Cause of Action of his Amended Petition for Writ of Mandate, incorporated by reference here. 

(Exh. 14.) 

107. Article I, Section 3(b) of the California Constitution, provides that “the people have the 

right of access to information concerning the conduct of the people’s business, and, therefore … 

the writings of public officials and agencies shall be open to public scrutiny.” 
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108. If and to the extent that any of the information Claimant seeks constitutes “the people’s 

business,” Respondents must provide access to this information; and the court should enjoin the 

Medical Board accordingly, in addition to awarding Claimant damages, costs and fees. 

 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

VIOLATION OF PUBLIC POLICY AS SET OUT IN THE INFORMATION 

PRACTICES ACT, THE BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE, THE CALIFORNIA 

EVIDENCE CODE, THE CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION, AND THE CALIFORNIA 

PUBLIC RECORDS ACT 

As Against All Respondents 

109. Claimant incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. Claimant additionally incorporates the allegations and contentions in the Fifth 

Cause of Action of his Amended Petition for Writ of Mandate, incorporated by reference here. 

(Exh. 14.) 

110. The Information Practices Act begins by declaring public policy: “The Legislature 

declares that the right to privacy is a personal and fundamental right protected by Section 1 of 

Article I of the Constitution of California and by the United States Constitution and that all 

individuals have a right of privacy in information pertaining to them.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.1. 

[Emphasis added.] 

111. Here, by denying Claimant access to information that privileged to him, and instead 

retaining this information for themselves, the Medical Board has violated a fundamental right of 

the Claimant. 

112. The Business & Professions Code sets forth the priorities of the Medical Board: 

“Protection of the public shall be the highest priority for the Medical Board of California in 

exercising its licensing, regulatory, and disciplinary functions. Whenever the protection of the 

public is inconsistent with other interests sought to be promoted, the protection of the public 

shall be paramount.” Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2001.1. 

113. The death of a patient is the worst possible outcome of a medical procedure. The Medical 

Board’s investigations of such deaths are of vital importance to consumers and to the public 

health of the people of California. If the Medical Board conducts its investigations so opaquely 
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that it will not even share the patient’s own privileged medical information, the Medical Board is 

not serving the public. It is only protecting itself and is licensees. 

114.  In its own mission statement, the Medical Board fashions itself as the protector of 

consumers and the keeper of its section of the Business & Professions Code: “The mission of the 

Medical Board of California is to protect health care consumers through the proper licensing and 

regulation of physicians and surgeons and certain allied health care professions and through the 

vigorous, objective enforcement of the Medical Practice Act.” Unfortunately, by shrouding itself 

in an impregnable cone of silence, the public has no way of evaluating how well the Medical 

Board is performing on its mission. Consumers can only hope that “control” prevails over chaos, 

and that somehow everything will work out well in the end. The Medical Board’s mission 

statement is nothing but empty words. 

115. California Evidence Code, section 1040 states that “in determining whether disclosure of 

the information is against the public interest, the interest of the public entity as a party in the 

outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.” But here, by “balancing” non-disclosure in a 

patently self-serving way, the Medical Board makes its own interests paramount rather than the 

public interest. 

116. The California Public Records Act states, “In enacting this chapter, the Legislature, 

mindful of the right of individuals to privacy, finds and declares that access to information 

concerning the conduct of the people’s business is a fundamental and necessary right of every 

person in this state.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6250. [Emphasis added.] However, in this instance, the 

Medical Board has treated the public’s right of access as disposable and optional rather than 

fundamental and necessary. The Medical Board’s “construing” of the law runs contrary to all 

legislative declarations set out in the statutes. 

117. The California Constitution states, “A statute, court rule, or other authority, including 

those in effect on the effective date of this subdivision, shall be broadly construed if it furthers 

the people’s right of access, and narrowly construed if it limits the right of access.” Cal. Const, 

Art. I § 3(b)(2). However, in this instance, the Medical Board has done just the opposite: It has 

broadly construed the Evidence Code in order to limit the right of access, and it has narrowly 

construed the Public Records Act to deny access. As this case amply demonstrates, the Medical 
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Board’s practices are bureaucratically self-serving, and therefore contrary to law and public 

policy. 

118. In its final report to Petitioner regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray (Exh. 13), 

Respondent Medical Board failed to provide Petitioner any information responsive to the central 

issue of his initial complaint to the Board, i.e., an explanation for and cause of his mother’s 

death. (Exh. 1.) The MBC’s failure to provide any substantive information renders Petitioner’s 

entire effort of bringing a complaint to the Board futile. A futile consumer complaints system – 

one that is wholly unresponsive to the public – is contrary to public policy. 

 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

WHEREFORE, Claimant prays for judgment in his favor on all causes of action against 

all Respondents; and he requests both equitable and legal remedies. In the category of equitable 

remedies, Claimant requests that the court issue an injunction commanding Respondents to 

release all of the following documents and information as follows: 

1. All information in the Medical Board’s possession regarding Audrey B. Murray’s 

medical condition, treatment and death, subject to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.46; 

2. All information in the Medical Board’s possession relating to the cause and 

circumstances of Audrey Murray’s death, subject to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.46; 

3. All reports, statements and other information acquired by the Medical Board during its 

investigation of Dr. James Matchison’s treatment of Audrey Murray (MBC file number 

800 2014 005263), subject to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.46; 

4. All statements made to the Medical Board by Dr. James Matchison and any other third 

parties regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death, including 

but not limited to information covered by the physician-patient privilege (Cal. Evid. Code 

§ 993); and 

5. If and to the extent that any of the documents described here are public documents, 

Claimant requests their release, subject to Cal. Gov. Code § 6259.  

6. Claimant further seeks a declaratory judgment in order to clarify his rights and 

Respondents’ duties under Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1798.24-34; Cal. Civ. Code § 56.11; Cal. 
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Gov. Code §§ 6253-55; and Cal. Evid. Code §§ 993, 1040. 

 

Claimant further requests monetary damages, costs, and fees, as follows: 

7. General, non-economic damages for mental suffering, as allowed by Cal. Civ. Code § 

1798.48(a), in an amount according to proof; 

8. General economic damages, encompassing costs and fees stemming from the prior writ 

action, and any other general damages in an amount according to proof at the time of 

trial, as allowed by Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.49 (remedies not exclusive); 

9. Costs of suit, including reasonable attorney’s fees, and any expert witness fees pursuant 

to Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.48(b); 

10. If applicable, costs and reasonable attorney’s under Cal. Gov. Code § 6259(d); 

11. Any special damages, in an amount according to proof at the time of trial; and 

12. For any other relief that is just and proper. 

 

DATED: May 30, 2018 

 

By:  

 

 

Bruce Thomas Murray, Esq. 

Claimant in propria persona 

User
Bruce Murray signature
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Bruce Thomas Murray (SBN 306504) 

1931 E Street 

San Diego, CA  92102 

murray@sagelaw.us 

(619) 501-8556 
 
Claimant, in propria persona 
 

 

PRESENTATION OF CLAIMS, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL 

SERVICES, GOVERNMENT CLAIMS PROGRAM 

 

 
BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY, 

Claimant 

v. 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA; 

KIMBERLY KIRCHMEYER, in her capacity 

as executive director, Medical Board of 

California; 

KERRIE D. WEBB, in her capacity as staff 

counsel, Medical Board of California; and 

DOES 1-25, inclusive, 

Respondents 

 CASE NO.  
 
 

CLAIMANT BRUCE T. MURRAY’S 

EXHIBITS IN SUPPORT OF HIS 

PRESENTATION OF CLAIMS AGAINST 

THE MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 

AND ITS AGENTS; 

DECLARATION OF AUTHENTICITY 

 

 

 

   

 

I. DECLARATION 

Claimant Bruce T. Murray hereby declares, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

State of California, that all of the documents provided here are true and correct copies of each. 

II. EXHIBITS 

Claimant Bruce T. Murray hereby submits the following exhibits in support of his 

Presentation of Claims against the Medical Board of California and its agents: 
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Exhibit 1: A true and correct copy of the contents of Bruce T. Murray’s May 15, 2014 

complaint to the Medical Board regarding Dr. James Matchison’s treatment of Audrey B. Murray. 

The content of this complaint was filed through the Medical Board’s online system.  

Exhibit 2: A true and correct copy of Linda Serrano’s May 23, 2014 letter to Bruce Murray, 

requesting for authorization for release of medical records and a copy of Audrey Murray’s death 

certificate. 

Exhibit 3: A true and correct copy of Audrey B. Murray’s death certificate, listing Peter B. 

Murray the “informant.”  

Exhibit 4: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s September 4, 2014 letter to Linda 

Serrano, Associate Enforcement Analyst, Medical Board of California. 

Exhibit 5: A true and correct copy of Peter B. Murray’s September 9, 2014 letter to Linda 

Serrano, and Peter Murray’s signed Authorization for Release of Medical Information. 

Exhibit 6: A true and correct copy of email exchanges – from September 2-9, 2014 – 

between Bruce Murray and Cassandra Hockenson, Public Affairs Manager of the Medical Board of 

California.  

Exhibit 7: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s October 10, 2014 email to Linda 

Serrano, requesting that the Medical Board provide him with copies of documents filed pursuant to 

Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. § 1356.4. 

Exhibit 8: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s December 15, 2014 email to Linda 

Serrano, reiterating the request of his Oct. 10 email.  

Exhibit 9: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s January 21, 2015 email to Linda 

Serrano, email reiterating the requests of his Oct. 10 and Dec. 15 emails. 
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Exhibit 10: A true and correct copy of Linda Serrano’s January 21, 2015 email to Bruce 

Murray, in which she stated, “We do not provide copies of those reports.” 

Exhibit 11: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s February 10, 2015 letter to Kerrie 

Webb, requesting documents under the California Public Records Act. 

Exhibit 12: A true and correct copy of Kerrie Webb’s February 20, 2015 letter to Bruce 

Murray, denying his requests for documents. 

Exhibit 13: A true and correct copy of Linda Serrano’s April 14, 2015 letter to Bruce 

Murray. The letter states the Medical Board’s conclusion regarding MBC case number 800 2014 

005263. 

Exhibit 14: A true and correct copy of Bruce T. Murray’s Amended Petition for Writ of 

Mandate against the Medical Board of California, Kimberly Kirchmeyer and Kerrie Webb, dated 

January 2, 2016. 

Exhibit 15: A true and correct copy of Bruce T. Murray’s Motion for Judgment on the Writ 

and Supporting Memorandum of Points & Authorities for Murray v. Medical Board of California, et 

al., No. BS158575, dated November 17, 2016.  

Exhibit 16: A true and correct copy of Petitioner Bruce T. Murray’s brief in Reply to 

Respondents’ Opposition to Motion for Judgment on Writ, dated January 3, 2017. 

Exhibit 17: A true and correct copy of Judge Mary H. Strobel’s Judgment on the Writ, as 

served to Bruce Murray on January 27, 2017. 

Exhibit 18: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s April 27, 2017 letter to Kerrie Webb, 

requesting information under the Information Practices Act. 

Exhibit 19: A true and correct copy of Kerrie Webb’s May 26, 2017 letter to Bruce Murray, 

denying his requests for information. 
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Exhibit 20: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s July 10, 2017 letter to Kerrie Webb, 

objecting to her refusal to release any information responsive to his request and objecting to her 

illusory “production” of documents already in Claimant’s custody and control. 

Exhibit 21: A true and correct copy of Kerrie Webb’s August 4, 2017 letter to Bruce 

Murray, upholding her denial of records. 

Exhibit 22: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s January 8, 2018 letter to Kerrie 

Webb, explaining why his request for information did not require permission from the trustee of the 

Audrey B. Murray Trust. 

Exhibit 23: True and correct copies of various Chase Bank statements for the Audrey B. 

Murray Trust, variously showing final distributions and the bank account going down to zero. 

Exhibit 24: A true and correct copy of Kerrie Webb’s January 29, 2018 letter to Bruce 

Murray, denying all of Claimant’s stated reasons why he is entitled to receive the information he is 

seeking. 

Exhibit 25: A true and correct copy of Bruce Murray’s February 9, 2018 letter to Kerrie 

Webb, in which Claimant stated his belief that any further meet and confer would be futile, “and this 

matter is ripe for judicial review.” 

Dated: May 30, 2018 

 

By: 

 

Bruce T. Murray 

Claimant, in propria persona 

User
Bruce Murray signature
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May 15, 2014 
 
Bruce T. Murray 
1931 E Street 
San Diego, CA  92102 
619-501-8556 
www.sagelaw.us 
murray@sagelaw.us 
 
 
The Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA   95815 
 
 
Dear Sir or Madame: 
 
I am writing to ask your assistance regarding the death of my mother, Audrey B. Murray, 
who died last June about 30 hours following an elective heart procedure. The doctor, 
James C. Matchison, either can’t or won’t tell me what caused her death. 
My mother was 86 and suffering from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. At the time 
of the procedure, Dr. Matchison gave her about two years to live, but she only made it 30 
hours into her assessed time period. 
On June 11, 2013, I spoke with Dr. Matchison over the phone regarding my mother’s 
death. He told me, “I don’t know what caused her precipitous decline … I have no great 
explanation for what happened.” 
I need better than that. 
Dr. Matchison lost a patient – my mother – and if he does not know what caused her 
death, he really should if he is to continue operating on patients. 
There may be a perfectly good explanation for what happened. Dr. Matchison may not 
have been negligent all. But his non-explanation gets me nowhere closer to the truth; and 
unfortunately, California medical malpractice law provides me with no legal leverage to 
encourage a better explanation. 
If indeed Dr. Matchison has no idea why he lost a patient, I think he owes an answer not 
only to me, but also to his medical peers. 
 
Thank you for your assistance. 
 
 
Bruce T. Murray 
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BRUCE Thomas MURRAY
1931 E Street    San Diego, CA  92102   (619) 501-8556    murray@sagelaw.us 

Sept. 4, 2014 

Linda Serrano 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 
Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA  95815-3831 

Dear Ms. Serrano: 

In order to avoid further delay, I am sending you the enclosed information and authorizations 
that are available to me at this time, in hopes that this will be sufficient to enable you to 
proceed with your investigation into my mother’s death. 
As I stated on my voice mail message to you, I am a beneficiary, but not the trustee/personal 
representative of my mother’s estate. The California Business and Professions Code suggests 
that either the personal representative or a beneficiary of a deceased person is authorized to 
release confidential medical information: 
“In any investigation that involves the death of a patient, the board may inspect and copy the 
medical records of the deceased patient without the authorization of the beneficiary or 
personal representative of the deceased patient … Nothing in this subdivision shall be 
construed to allow the board to inspect and copy the medical records of a deceased patient 
without a court order when the beneficiary or personal representative of the deceased 
patient has been located and contacted but has refused to consent to the board inspecting and 
copying the medical records of the deceased patient. Cal Bus & Prof Code § 2225. (Emphasis 
added.) 
The repeated disjunctive use of beneficiary OR personal representative strongly suggests that 
either the personal representative or the beneficiary is authorized to release the confidential 
informational of a deceased patient. Therefore, as a beneficiary of my mother, I hereby grant 
the Medical Board of California full permission and access to all of my mother’s medical 
records, as necessary to conduct the investigation into her death. 
Also, I note that the list of required information, as stated in your May 23 letter to me, 
includes the following bullet point: “Date of death (enclose copy of the death certificate).” 
I note that the words, “copy of the death certificate,” are listed in brackets, following the 
request for “date of death.”  I interpret this to mean that confirmation of the date of death is 
the most important information, rather than the death certificate itself. 
Therefore, because I do not have possession of my mother’s death certificate (nor is my 
signature on it), I am instead enclosing the Lexis record of her death. I hope that this is 
sufficient for your purposes. 
Please feel free to contact me by phone or by email if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Murray 
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From: Hockenson, Cassandra@MBC
Sent: September 09, 2014 4:57 PM
To: Bruce T. Murray
Subject: Re: Looking for Medical Board's procedure manual

Bruce,
My apologies for taking a few days to reply.  We do not have rules for the process and procedures of an investigation.  
Our Investigative Unit has Enforcement Operations Manuals that lay out the procedures of investigating a matter.  I'm 
not sure they are public though, and if they are they will likely need redacting.  They are voluminous so if they are 
available you would have to pay for them.  If you would like to move forward please submit a Public Records Act 
request.
Thanks!
Cassandra

Cassandra Hockenson, JD
Medical Board of California
Public Affairs Manager
Work-(916) 263-2394
Cell- (916) 960-7249

-----Original Message-----
From: Bruce T. Murray [mailto:murray@sagelaw.us]
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 9:02 AM
To: Hockenson, Cassandra@MBC
Subject: Re: Looking for Medical Board's procedure manual

Cassandra,

Thank you for the quick reply.
What I am looking for are the actual promulgated rules of procedure that the Medical Board of California follows when 
conducting investigations.
So in other words, the Medical Board's equivalent of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or the California Code of 
Civil Procedure.
If this is not available on the MBC web site, if you could tell me the name of the rule book so I could ask for it at one of 
my local law libraries, or if you could give me the Blue Book citation so I could check on Lexis or Westlaw.

Thanks again for your help.
Bruce
--

On 9/2/2014 3:37 PM, Hockenson, Cassandra@MBC wrote:
> Hi Bruce,
> Here is a link to our Enforcement Process
> http://www.mbc.ca.gov/Enforcement/enforcement_process.pdf
> Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything else.
> Sincerely,
> Cassandra
>
> Cassandra Hockenson, JD
> Medical Board of California



> Public Affairs Manager
> Work-(916) 263-2394
> Cell- (916) 960-7249
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Bruce T. Murray [mailto:murray@sagelaw.us]
> Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 3:25 PM
> To: Hockenson, Cassandra@MBC
> Subject: Looking for Medical Board's procedure manual
>
> Dear Cassandra,
>
> This isn't a press question, but I think you would probably know -- or would quickly be able to find out -- the answer 
to my question:
> I am trying to find the procedures that govern the nuts and bolts of the Medical Board's investigations from top to 
bottom. I'm not talking about the general enabling legislation and rules contained in the Bus. & Prof.
> Code § 2000 and the California Code of Regulations § 1300, but I'm looking for the nitty-gritty procedures of a 
Medical Board investigation. So, for example, you are a Medical Board investigator, and you receive a complaint from a 
consumer. What is the first thing you do? What are the second and third things? And so on.
> I've looked online, but I haven't been able to find this information.
> If you could tell me the name of this document, its citation and where to find it, I would greatly appreciate it.
>
> Best regards,
> Bruce Murray
> --
> +=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
> Bruce T. Murray
> www.SageLaw.us
> 619-501-8556
> 626-429-8175 (cell)
>
> *** Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any
> attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. 
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. ***

*** Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. ***



Message-ID: <54385FE2.9030404@sagelaw.us>
Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2014 15:38:26 -0700
From: "Bruce T. Murray" <murray@sagelaw.us>
To: "Serrano, Linda@MBC" <Linda.Serrano@mbc.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Control No. 800 2014 005263 Status

Dear Linda,

Thank you for your confirmation email and your attention to this matter.
In the interim, if you could please send me a copy of Dr. Matchison's 
"Report for Death of Patient"/ "Outpatient Surgery--Reporting of Death" 
regarding my mother (as the doctor is required by Cal Bus & Prof Code § 
2240 and 16 CCR 1356.4), I would greatly appreciate it.

Best regards,
Bruce Murray



Message-ID: <548F5504.1010807@sagelaw.us>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 2014 13:39:16 -0800
From: "Bruce T. Murray" <murray@sagelaw.us>
To: "Serrano, Linda@MBC" <Linda.Serrano@mbc.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Control No. 800 2014 005263 Status

Dear Linda,

I was hoping to get copies of Dr. Matchison's § 2240 and § 1356.4 forms 
before Christmas. Would this be possible?

Best regards,
Bruce Murray

Cal Bus & Prof Code § 2240 -- Report for Death of Patient
16 CCR § 1356.4 -- Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death

On 10/8/2014 9:29 AM, Serrano, Linda@MBC wrote:
>
> Hello Bruce,
>
> I received your call where you wanted confirmation that we had 
> received all the documents we requested, yes and thank you.  The case 
> is being processed.  I will keep you informed of future status of your 
> case via letter.
>
> Respectfully,
>
> *Linda Serrano*
>
> Associate Enforcement Analyst
>
> Medical Board of California
>
> 2005 Evergreen Street Suite 1200
>
> Sacramento, CA 95815
>
> (916) 576-3231 P
>
> (916) 263-2435 F
>
> ***Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any 
> attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may 
> contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
> review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not 
> the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
> destroy all copies of the original message.***



Date: 1/21/15  1:49 p.m.
From: Bruce T. Murray
To: Serrano, Linda
Subject: Receipt of status update for control number 800 2014 005263

Dear Linda,

Today I received your letter/ status update for the case involving my Mom, Audrey Murray, and Dr. James Matchison.
Thank you for the communication.
What I was hoping to receive were copies of the forms Dr. Matchison was statutorily required to file with the Medical 
Board when my Mom died under his care.
These forms are Cal Bus & Prof Code § 2240 -- Report for Death of Patient; and 16 CCR § 1356.4 -- Outpatient 
Surgery-Reporting of Death.
If you could please send me copies of these documents, I would greatly appreciate it.

Best regards,
Bruce Murray

-- 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
Bruce T. Murray
www.SageLaw.us
619-501-8556
626-429-8175 (cell)



Date: 1/21/15; 5:01 p.m.
From: Serrano, Linda
To: Bruce T. Murray
Subject: Re: Receipt of status update for control number 800 2014 005263

Mr. Murray,

We do not provide copies of those reports.

Linda Serrano
Associate Enforcement Analyst
Medical Board of California
2005 Evergreen Street Suite 1200
Sacramento, CA 95815
(916) 576-3231 P
(916) 263-2435 F

***Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message.***

-----Original Message-----
From: Bruce T. Murray [mailto:murray@sagelaw.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 1:50 PM
To: Serrano, Linda@MBC
Subject: Receipt of status update for control number 800 2014 005263

Dear Linda,

Today I received your letter/ status update for the case involving my Mom, Audrey Murray, and Dr. James Matchison.
Thank you for the communication.
What I was hoping to receive were copies of the forms Dr. Matchison was statutorily required to file with the Medical 
Board when my Mom died under his care.
These forms are Cal Bus & Prof Code § 2240 -- Report for Death of Patient; and 16 CCR § 1356.4 -- Outpatient 
Surgery-Reporting of Death.
If you could please send me copies of these documents, I would greatly appreciate it.

Best regards,
Bruce Murray

--
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
Bruce T. Murray
www.SageLaw.us
619-501-8556
626-429-8175 (cell)





Exhibit 11 

BRUCE Thomas MURRAY 
1931 E Street    San Diego, CA  92102   (619) 501-8556     murray@sagelaw.us 

 
Feb. 10, 2015 

 
Kerrie Webb, Esq. 
Staff Counsel 
Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA  95815 
 
 
Re: Request for records regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray, DOD June 5, 2013, 
MBC control number 800 2014 005263 
 
 
Dear Ms. Webb: 
 

In accordance with Cal Gov Code § 6253.1, I hereby request copies of the 
following documents, as filed by Dr. James C. Matchison, license number A00097926, 
regarding the death of my mother, Audrey B. Murray: 
 

• Cal Bus & Prof Code § 2240 -- Report for Death of Patient 
• 16 CCR § 1356.4 -- Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death. 

 
As the son and beneficiary of my mother, I am entitled and authorized to receive 

any otherwise privileged and confidential information under Cal Bus & Prof Code § 
2225(c)(1).  

Thank you for your assistance. 
 
 

Sincerely,  
 
 
Bruce Murray 

 



Business, Consumer Services, and Housing Agency - Department of Consumer Affairs 

February 20, 2015 

Bruce Munay 
1931 E. Street 
San Diego, CA 92012 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Executive Office 

Re: Your Request for Documents relating to Audrey B. Murray 

Dear Mr. Murray: 

Edmund G. Brown. J r., Governor 

I am writing in response to your letter dated February 10, 2015, wherein you request records 
relating to the report of your mother' s death pursuant to Business and Professions Code section 
2240, and 16 CCR section 1356.4. 

Please accept my condolences for your loss. Unfortunately, the Medical Board of California 
(Board) is unable to comply with your request. Records of complaints to, and investigations 
conducted by, state licensing agencies are not subject to disclosure pursuant to Government Code 
section 6254(±). In addition, records of complaints and investigations of state licensing agencies 
are privileged under Evidence Code section 1040. Reports for death of a patient are treated as 
complaints to the Board, and will not be disclosed. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have further questions. 

Sincerer{, 

~ · 

Senior Staff Counsel 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacram ento, CA 95815-383 1 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Bruce Thomas Murray, State Bar No. 306504 

1931 E Street 

San Diego, CA  92102 

(619) 501-8556

Petitioner, in propria persona 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY, 

Petitioner, 

vs. 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA; 

KIMBERLY KIRCHMEYER, in her 

capacity as executive director, 

Medical Board of California; and 

KERRIE D. WEBB, in her capacity as 

staff counsel, Medical Board of 

California 

Respondents 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Case No.: BS158575 

AMENDED PETITION FOR WRIT OF 

MANDATE 

Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1085 

Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 472 

I. REQUEST FOR MANDAMUS; INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF

1. Bruce Thomas Murray petitions this Honorable Court for the issuance of a writ of

mandate, pursuant to Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1085, commanding Respondents to release all 

information in their possession regarding Audrey Bevan Murray’s medical condition, treatment, 
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AMENDED PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE - 2 
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and the circumstances and cause(s) of her death, as requested in Petitioner’s initial complaint to 

the Medical Board. (See Exhibit 1.) Such information includes, but is not limited to, facts, 

statements, analyses and conclusions contained in Medical Board of California investigation no. 

800 2014 005263 regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray. In seeking this writ of mandate, 

Petitioner asks the Court to overrule Respondents’ final report to Petitioner, which contains no 

substantive information. (See Exhibit 10.)  

2. Petitioner asks this Honorable Court to issue a writ of mandate commanding Respondents

to release reports filed with the Medical Board pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 

(Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery--Reporting of Death) 

regarding Audrey B. Murray’s death. In seeking this mandate, Petitioner asks the Court to 

expressly overrule Respondents’ repeated and categorical rejections of his requests for this 

information. (See Exhibits 4-9). 

3. Petitioner asks this Court to declare invalid – as abuses of discretion – the Respondents’

erroneous interpretations of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 (Records exempt from disclosure 

requirements); Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 (Privilege for official information); Cal. Bus. & Prof. 

Code § 2240; and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4. Additionally, Petitioner asks the Court to correct 

Respondents’ actions taken in accordance with these erroneous interpretations of law. 

4. Petitioner requests costs and fees, as described below in the prayer for relief.

5. Petitioner requests any other appropriate declaratory and injunctive relief.

II. THE PARTIES

1. Bruce Thomas Murray is the son and beneficiary of Audrey Bevan Murray (deceased

June 5, 2013). Therefore, Bruce T. Murray is a beneficially interested party for the purposes of 

Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1085-1086. As the beneficiary of his mother, Bruce Murray is entitled to 

all information that would otherwise be privileged to her, according to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2225 (Privileged Communications; Confidential Information) and Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 

123100 (Patient Access to Health Records). Additionally, for the purposes of the information 

Petitioner seeks under the California Public Records Act, Bruce T. Murray is a member of the 

public under Cal. Gov. Code § 6252(b). 
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2. Respondent, Medical Board of California, is a “board” under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §

2002; a “state agency” under Cal. Gov. Code § 6252(f); and a “public entity” under Cal. Evid. 

Code § 1040. As a board/state agency/public entity, the Medical Board is under a duty to comply 

with Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1 (Agency to assist in inspection of public record), and is subject to 

this Court’s jurisdiction for mandate under § 1085. 

3. Respondent Kimberly Kirchmeyer, in her capacity as executive director of the Medical

Board of California, is ultimately responsible for the operations of the MBC, including the 

MBC’s compliance with its duties under the law. Kimberly Kirchmeyer’s subordinates, as 

described below, did in fact deny Petitioner’s requests for information. 

4. Respondent Kerrie D. Webb, in her capacity as senior staff counsel of the Medical Board

of California, is responsible for the MBC’s compliance with state laws, including compliance 

with the California Constitution, the California Public Records Act, the Business & Professions 

Code and the Evidence Code. Kerrie D. Webb did in fact deny Petitioner’s request for the 

information sought here, based on her erroneous interpretations of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254; Cal. 

Evid. Code § 1040; Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240; and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4. 

III. FACTS

1. At approximately 8 a.m. June 4, 2013, Dr. James C. Matchison (med. license no.

A00097926) performed a cardiac catheterization procedure on Petitioner’s mother. 

2. Due to complications during the procedure, the procedure was aborted.

3. At approximately 10 a.m. June 4, 2013, Audrey Murray was admitted to the Torrance

Memorial Medical Center Progressive Care Unit (PCU) for post-procedure recovery. 

4. At approximately 11:30 a.m. June 5, 2013, Mrs. Murray was discharged from Torrance

Memorial and into the care of her eldest son, William E. Murray, who brought her home. 

5. After she arrived home, Mrs. Murray began experiencing severe pain in her chest and

shoulder, and difficulty in breathing. As her pain and distress increased, William Murray called 

911.  

6. At approximately 3:30 p.m., Mrs. Murray was transported back to Torrance Memorial for

emergency treatment. 
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7. At approximately 4 p.m. June 5, 2013, Audrey B. Murray, died in the emergency room at

Torrance Memorial Medical Center. 

8. June 11, 2013, Petitioner spoke with Dr. Matchison over the phone, seeking an

explanation for and the cause of his mother’s death. The doctor provided none. 

9. May 15, 2014, Petitioner filed a complaint with the Medical Board, seeking an

explanation for and cause of his mother’s death. (See Exhibit 1.) 

10. May 19, 2014, the Medical Board confirmed receipt of Petitioner’s complaint and

assigned it Control Number 800 2014 005263. Letter from Central Complaint Unit, Medical 

Board of California, to Bruce T. Murray (May 19, 2014). 

11. May 23, 2014, the Medical Board sent Petitioner a request for authorization for release of

medical records and a copy of Audrey Murray’s death certificate. (See Exhibit 2b). 

12. Sept. 4, 2014, Petitioner responded to Serrano’s request, granting authorization to all

records privileged to Audrey Murray. Petitioner cited his authority to do so as “beneficiary or 

personal representative of the deceased patient,” under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2225. 

13. Sept. 9, 2014, Peter B. Murray, Petitioner’s brother and Audrey Murray’s personal

representative, sent Serrano the same authorization for access to Audrey Murray’s medical 

records, along with a copy of Audrey Murray’s death certificate. Peter Murray also authorized 

the Medical Board to communicate directly with Bruce Murray regarding any privileged 

information pertaining to the investigation of Audrey Murray’s death. (See Exhibit 2.) 

14. Sept. 2-9, 2014, Petitioner exchanged emails with Cassandra Hockenson, JD, Public

Affairs Manager of the Medical Board of California. Petitioner requested assistance in locating 

the rules of procedure that the Medical Board of California follows when conducting 

investigations of licensees. “If this is not available on the MBC web site, if you could tell me the 

name of the rule book so I could ask for it at one of my local law libraries, or if you could give 

me the Blue Book citation so I could check on Lexis or Westlaw,” Murray wrote. (See Exhibit 

3.) 

15. Sept. 9, 2014, Hockenson replied to Petitioner, “We do not have rules for the process and

procedures of an investigation. Our Investigative Unit has Enforcement Operations Manuals that 

lay out the procedures of investigating a matter. I’m not sure they are public though, and if they 

are they will likely need redacting.” (See Exhibit 3.) 
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16. Oct 10, 2014, Petitioner sent an email to Linda Serrano, requesting that the Medical

Board provide Petitioner with Dr. Matchison’s required filings under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. § 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of 

Death). [See Exhibit 4.] Serrano did not reply to this email.  

17. Dec. 15, 2014, Petitioner sent another email to Linda Serrano, reiterating the request of

his Oct. 10 email. (See Exhibit 5.) Serrano did not reply to this email. 

18. At various times during 2014 and 2015, Petitioner called Serrano and left voice messages

requesting the aforementioned documents. Serrano did not return these phone calls. 

19. Jan. 15, 2015, the Medical Board confirmed receipt of all records and documentation

required for a review of the complaint. Letter from Linda Serrano, Associate Enforcement 

Analyst, Medical Board of California, to Bruce T. Murray (Jan. 15, 2015). 

20. Jan. 21, 2015, Petitioner sent Serrano another email reiterating the requests of his Oct. 10

and Dec. 15 emails. (See Exhibit 6.) This time, finally, Serrano replied to the email, saying only, 

“We do not provide copies of those reports.” (See exhibit 7.) 

21. Feb. 10, 2015, Petitioner sent Kerrie Webb a letter requesting copies of Dr. Matchison’s

required filings under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. 

§ 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death). Petitioner made this request pursuant to Cal.

Gov. Code § 6253.1 (Agency to assist in inspection of public record) and his status as the 

beneficiary of his mother, under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2225(c)(1). (See Exhibit 8.) 

22. In a letter dated Feb. 20, 2015, Respondent Webb denied Petitioner’s request for these

documents on three bases: (1) “Records of complaints to, and investigations conducted by, state 

licensing agencies are not subject to disclosure pursuant to government Code section 6254(f);” 

because, she asserts (2) “[r]eports for the death of a patient are treated as complaints to the 

Board, and will not be disclosed.” [Emphasis added.] And (3) “[i]n addition, records of 

complaints and investigations of state licensing agencies are privileged under Evidence Code 

section 1040.” (See Exhibit 9.)   

23. In her Feb. 20 letter, Respondent Webb failed to cite any authority for her interpretations

of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254, Cal. Evid. Code § 1040, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240, and 16 

C.C.R. § 1356.4. Specifically, she failed (1) to provide any authority for “treating” reports for the

death of patient as “complaints to the Board”; (2) she did not cite any authority for exempting 
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these documents from the disclosure requirements of Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1; and (3) she did 

not cite any authority for assigning an absolute privilege to the information sought by Petitioner 

(rather than the qualified privilege of § 1040). 

24.  Additionally, Respondent Webb failed to “provide suggestions for overcoming any 

practical basis for denying access to the records or information sought,” as is required by Cal. 

Gov. Code § 6253.1(a)(3).  

25.  In a document dated April 14, 2015, the Medical Board provided Petitioner with its final 

report regarding case number 800 2014 005263. The final report contains six-sentences and 108 

words. The report concludes, “It was the opinion of our consultant that the treatment rendered 

did not constitute a violation of the law as it relates to the practice of medicine. … Thank you for 

contacting the Medical Board of California.” (See Exhibit 10.) 

26.  The final report does not state the bases for the Medical Board’s conclusion, nor does it 

include any facts or analysis of the facts involved in the investigation. Most critically, the final 

report does not provide any explanation for or the cause of Audrey Murray’s death – the central 

issue of Petitioner’s initial complaint to the board. (See exhibit 1.) Therefore, the final report is 

entirely useless to Petitioner.  

27.  The final report, coupled with the Medical Board’s total and unqualified refusal to 

provide Petitioner with any additional information, leave Petitioner aggrieved and exhausted of 

any administrative remedy.  

28.  Petitioner has no plain, speedy and adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law other 

than the relief sought in this petition, in that there is no alternate method for Petitioner to obtain 

the information sought. Petitioner therefore seeks a writ of mandate under Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 

1085 and declaratory and injunctive relief under and Cal. Gov. Code §6258, compelling 

Respondents to perform their legal duty to disclose the information and documents requested 

here. 

 

IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR MANDAMUS 

Mandamus lies to compel the performance of a clear, present, and ministerial duty where 

the petitioner has a beneficial right to performance of that duty. Carrancho v. California Air 

Resources Bd., 111 Cal. App. 4th 1255 (3d Dist. 2003). Additionally, an ordinary mandamus 
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action under Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1085 permits judicial intervention to correct an abuse of 

ministerial discretion. Id.  

 Abuse of discretion is established when “the public official or agency invested with 

discretion acted arbitrarily, capriciously, fraudulently, or without due regard for his rights, and 

that the action prejudiced him.” Gordon v. Horsley, 86 Cal. App. 4th 336, 338 (2001). Otherwise 

formulated, an abuse of discretion exists where the law imposes on a public officer specific 

duties that the officer “refuses to perform because of an erroneous conception” as to the officer’s 

legal duties. Berkeley Unified School Dist. of Alameda County v. City of Berkeley,141 Cal. App. 

2d 841 (1st Dist. 1956). 

In this action for mandamus, Petitioner will show that Respondents acted (1) “without 

due regard for his rights, and that the action prejudiced him”; (2) that Respondents refused to 

perform because of “an erroneous conception” of law; and, (3) by the stronger argument, that 

Respondents acted “arbitrarily and capriciously.”  

 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION  

Abuse of discretion in denying Petitioner’s requests for information  

under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 

Petitioner incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

In her three-pronged attack on Petitioner’s request for information regarding the death of 

his mother, Respondent Webb justified withholding Petitioner’s requests for information by (1) 

claiming such information is exempt from disclosure under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f), because, 

(2) she asserts, “[r]eports for the death of a patient are treated as complaints to the Board, and 

will not be disclosed.” [See Exhibit 9.] (The third prong of Webb’s justification, the claim of 

privilege under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040, will be analyzed in the second cause of action.) 

Respondent Webb’s bases for denying Petitioner’s request for information are erroneous and 

constitute an abuse of discretion, for the reasons set forth below. 

California Government Code section 6254 states, “[T]his chapter does not require the 

disclosure of any of the following records … (f) Records of complaints to, or investigations 
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conducted by, or records of intelligence information or security procedures of, the office of the 

Attorney General and the Department of Justice.” [Emphasis added.] 

The California Supreme Court has explained the scope of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254: “It is 

manifest … that the effect of section 6254 is limited to ‘this chapter’ (i.e. the California Public 

Records Act, dealing with public inspection of certain governmental documents) and has no 

application to any procedure not under that act. Moreover, section 6260, the final provision of 

the act, specifically provides that ‘The provisions of this chapter shall not be deemed in any 

manner to affect . . . the rights of litigants, including parties to administrative proceedings, under 

the laws of discovery of this state.’” Shepherd v. Super. Court, 17 Cal. 3d 107, 123-24 (1976). 

Here, by calling the reports requested by Petitioner “complaints to the Board,” 

Respondent Webb erroneously places these documents under the ambit the exemption described 

in Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f). However, nothing in the language of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 states 

that reports for the death of a patient “are treated” as complaints to the Board – and thus exempt 

from disclosure; and nothing in the statute’s annotations indicates such a treatment. Moreover, 

with respect to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4, neither of these laws 

contains statutory language attaching them to Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f); nor do these laws 

contain statutory language indicating that information filed under them is exempt from 

disclosure. 

Respondent Webb fails to cite any authority indicating who, how or why such reports 

“are treated” as complaints to the board, and thus falling under the exemption of Cal. Gov. Code 

§ 6254(f). Indeed case history is completely lacking any record of a court “treating” such 

documents as complaints to the Board, and thus, exempt from disclosure. Absent such a holding, 

and absent statutory language indicating that information filed under § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 

1356.4 constitutes a “complaint to the Board,” Respondent Webb’s claim of exemption in this 

instance is unwarranted, unreasonable and prejudicial, and thus an abuse of discretion.  

Furthermore, by unilaterally and unreasonably “treating” Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 

and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 as non-disclosable “complaints to the Board,” Respondent Webb and/or 

the Medical Board have abused their discretion by creating an untenable legal fiction. Logically, 

when a medical doctor files a report under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4, 

he does so out of a statutorily mandated duty, not because he or she is “complaining” about 
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anything to the Board. And certainly by filing such reports, a doctor cannot logically be said to 

be “complaining” about himself, or even more farfetched, complaining about his patient. Thus, 

by creating this logically unsound legal fiction, Respondents have acted arbitrarily and 

capriciously. In doing so, Respondent Webb and/or the Medical Board have acted in a manner 

that is prejudicial to Petitioner and the public. 

The fiction of calling “reports for the death of a patient … as complaints to the Board” 

finds no support in the statutory text, the common law, or in reason. This false formulation of 

law should not be allowed to stand in any context. Petitioner therefore asks the court to declare 

this legal fiction invalid, and compel Respondents to release the information that Petitioner 

rightly seeks. 

In summary thus far, Respondents have abused their discretion by (1) acting without due 

regard to Petitioner’s rights, thus prejudicing him; (2) willfully distorting the law through a false 

and illogical legal fiction; and (3) in doing so, Respondents have acted arbitrarily and 

capriciously and denied Petitioner his beneficial rights. Petitioner therefore asks the court to 

issue the requested mandamus to cure these abuses. 

  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

Abuse of discretion in the interpretation and application of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040  

Petitioner incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

In her three-pronged rejection of Petitioner’s request for information regarding the death 

of his mother, Respondent Webb declares that “records of complaints and investigations of state 

licensing agencies are privileged under Evidence Code section 1040.” [See Exhibit 9.] This is an 

overbroad – and hence inaccurate statement in several respects, as will be analyzed below. 

First, California Evidence Code section 1040 creates a two-tiered privilege regime for 

“official information … acquired in confidence by a public employee in the course of his or her 

duty”: (1) an unqualified privilege, when “disclosure is forbidden by an act of the Congress of 

the United States or a statute of this state”; and (2) a qualified privilege for all other official 

information. Id. 
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The California Supreme Court has defined the applicability and scope of Cal. Evid. Code 

§ 1040: This provision of the Evidence Code “represents the exclusive means by which a public 

entity may assert a claim of governmental privilege based on the necessity for secrecy.” Pitchess 

v. Superior Court, 11 Cal.3d 531, 540 (1974).   

The California Supreme Court has explained the relation between Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 

and Cal. Gov. Code § 6254. As the Court noted in Shepherd and its progeny, the exemptions 

listed in section 6254 are limited to that chapter, i.e. the California Public Records Act, and have 

no application to any procedure not under that act. “Accordingly the provisions of section 6254 

of the Government Code cannot serve as a basis of absolute privilege under Evidence Code 

section 1040, subdivision (b)(1).” Shepherd, 17 Cal. 3d at 123. [Emphasis added.] 

But here, Respondent Webb has done precisely this – weaving together Cal. Gov. Code § 

6254 and Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 – and coming out with a Gordian knot of absolute privilege. 

The process by which Webb arrives at this multi-layered lock-down appears as follows: First, as 

analyzed above in the first cause of action, Webb improperly triggers Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 by 

creating the legal fiction that a doctor’s mandatory reporting to the Medical Board constitutes a 

“complaint to the board.” Then, if this fiction falters, Webb jumps to the unqualified privilege 

under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(1) by declaring that “records of complaints and investigations 

of state licensing agencies are privileged under Evidence Code section 1040.” [See Exhibit 9.] 

This statement is yet another fiction, since Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 contains no such language. 

Webb’s language appears to be lifted from Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f), and then grafted onto the 

Evidence Code. What the Evidence Code does address is “information acquired in confidence by 

a public employee” – information which is then sub-categorized as either unqualified or qualified 

for the purposes of the balancing test. § 1040. 

Since the information Petitioner seeks is not prohibited by Cal. Gov. Code § 6254, or any 

other state or federal law, disclosure of this information is more properly weighed under the 

qualified privilege.  

The qualified privilege of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2) sets out a balancing test, in which 

the court inquires whether “[d]isclosure of the information is against the public interest because 

there is a necessity for preserving the confidentiality of the information that outweighs the 

necessity for disclosure in the interest of justice.” Id. [Emphasis added.]  Moreover,  “[i]n 
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determining whether disclosure of the information is against the public interest, the interest of 

the public entity as a party in the outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.” Id. 

[Emphasis added.] 

In weighing the public interest under § 1040(b)(2), when a death is involved, the court 

often favors releasing information to citizens and individuals, rather than granting secrecy to 

public agencies and public officials. For example, in a wrongful death action against police 

officers, the California Supreme Court held that the respondent district attorney’s claim of 

“public interest in secrecy … wholly fails”; and then the Court ordered a particularized balancing 

of each item of information sought by the petitioner – the mother of a 14-year-old boy who had 

been shot and killed by the police. Shepherd, Cal. 3d at 130.  In a dependency action stemming 

from the death of a child under petitioner father’s care, the appellate court vacated a decision 

granting the respondent police agencies’ motion to quash petitioner’s request for forensic reports 

compiled by those agencies. Michael P. v. Super. Court, 92 Cal. App. 4th 1036, 1048 (2001). In 

so doing, the court weighed strongly in favor of the petitioner father’s interest in obtaining 

information gathered by public agencies. Id.  In another wrongful death action against the police, 

the appellate court rejected the city’s claim of blanket privilege to deny documents sought by the 

petitioner – the father of an 18-year-old man who had been shot and stabbed to death by a retired 

officer. Dominguez v. Super. Court of L.A. Cnty., 101 Cal. App. 3d 6 (1980). In that case, the 

court noted that determination of the public interest required consideration of the consequences 

to the litigant of nondisclosure, as well as the importance of the material sought to the fair 

presentation of the litigant’s case, the availability of the material to the litigant by other means, 

and the effectiveness and relative difficulty of such other means. Id. at 12. 

Common to all of the cases quoted above is death – death by police shooting, death by 

allegedly negligent child care, and an alleged murder under the color of law. Similarly here, 

Petitioner’s action for writ of mandate arises from a death – the death of Petitioner’s mother 

following a routine outpatient medical procedure. Death is the worst possible outcome of 

surgery. But yet, Petitioner has received no explanation whatsoever for his mother’s death from 

either the doctor or the Medical Board. Petitioner has no other means to obtain this information. 

Therefore, in the interests of justice, Petitioner asks the court to weigh all of the information 

sought by Petitioner according to the standards of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2).    
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

VIOLATION OF GOV. CODE §6250, et seq. 

Failure to Properly Respond to a Request under the California Public Records Act 

Petitioner incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

The California Public Records Act (CPRA) provides that, “[e]xcept with respect to public 

records exempt from disclosure by express provisions of law, each state or local agency, upon a 

request for a copy of records that reasonably describes an identifiable record or records, shall 

make the records promptly available … Any reasonably segregable portion of a record shall be 

available for inspection by any person requesting the record after deletion of the portions that are 

exempted by law.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6253. 

Additionally, Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1 states that a public agency “shall … (1) [a]ssist 

the member of the public to identify records and information that are responsive to the request or 

to the purpose of the request, if stated … [and] (3) [p]rovide suggestions for overcoming any 

practical basis for denying access to the records or information sought.” Cal. Gov. Code § 

6253.1(a). 

A member of the public who believes that public records are being improperly withheld 

may bring suit for mandate to enforce the Public Records Act. Govt. Code §§ 6258, 6259(a). If 

the Court finds that the public official’s decision to refuse disclosure is not justified, it shall order 

the public official to make the records public. Id. § 6259(b). 

As analyzed in the first cause of action above, Respondent Webb erroneously classified 

the information sought by Petitioner as exempt under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f). Moreover, by 

inappropriately applying a blanket privilege to all information sought by Petitioner, Respondent 

Webb failed to identify and release “any reasonably segregable portion” of the records sought by 

Petitioner, as required by CPRA.  

In her trifecta denial of Petitioner’s request for information, Respondent Webb provided 

no suggestions or any practical basis for overcoming her denial of access to the records and 

information sought by Petitioner, as is required by CRPA. (See Exhibit 9.) Webb’s Feb. 20 letter 

is, in reality, bureaucratic stonewalling.  
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Based on the Respondents’ failure to follow the requirements of CRPA, Petitioner 

requests that the court grant him all remedies available under CPRA – mandamus and disclosure 

of the information he seeks. 

  

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

VIOLATION OF CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION ARTICLE I, SECTION 3(b) 

Failure to Provide Access to ‘The People’s business’ 

Petitioner incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

Respondents’ failure to provide a proper response to Petitioner’s Public Records Act 

Request and make public documents available for inspection violates Article I, Section 3(b) of 

the California Constitution, which provides that “the people have the right of access to 

information concerning the conduct of the people’s business, and, therefore … the writings of 

public officials and agencies shall be open to public scrutiny.” Id. 

Reports for death of patients – and the Medical Board’s investigation of such deaths – are 

of vital importance to consumers and to the public health of the people of California. Thus, such 

information constitutes “the people’s business.” Therefore, in compliance with the state 

constitution, all nonprivileged portions of such reports should rightly be made available to the 

public, and information privileged to the deceased should be made available to beneficiaries. 

 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Violation of Public Policy with Respect to the California Constitution, the California Public 

Records Act, the Medical Practice Act and the California Evidence Code 

The Business & Professions Code sets forth the priorities of the Medical Board: 

“Protection of the public shall be the highest priority for the Medical Board of California in 

exercising its licensing, regulatory, and disciplinary functions. Whenever the protection of the 

public is inconsistent with other interests sought to be promoted, the protection of the public 

shall be paramount.” Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2001.1. However, in this instance, by writing in 

its own non-statutory exemption to the Public Records Act, the Medical Board has put its own 
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interests first rather than the public interest. Thus, the Medical Board has acted contrary to public 

policy. 

In its own mission statement, the Medical Board fashions itself as the protector of 

consumers and the keeper of its section of the Business & Professions Code: “The mission of the 

Medical Board of California is to protect health care consumers through the proper licensing and 

regulation of physicians and surgeons and certain allied health care professions and through the 

vigorous, objective enforcement of the Medical Practice Act, and to promote access to quality 

medical care through the Board’s licensing and regulatory functions.” However in this instance, 

by stonewalling the Petitioner, the Medical Board has made itself the adversary rather than the 

advocate of the consumer.  

California Evidence Code, section 1040 states that “in determining whether disclosure of 

the information is against the public interest, the interest of the public entity as a party in the 

outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.” However, in this instance, by cherry-picking 

portions of the Evidence Code that are most convenient to itself, the Medical Board makes itself 

the priority rather than the public. 

The California Constitution states, “A statute, court rule, or other authority, including 

those in effect on the effective date of this subdivision, shall be broadly construed if it furthers 

the people’s right of access, and narrowly construed if it limits the right of access.” Cal. Const, 

Art. I § 3(b)(2). However, in this instance, the Medical Board has done just the opposite: It has 

broadly construed the Evidence Code in order to limit the right of access, and it has narrowly 

construed the Medical Practice Act to create classified documents – totally absent any legislative 

intent to do so. 

The California Public Records Act states, “In enacting this chapter, the Legislature, 

mindful of the right of individuals to privacy, finds and declares that access to information 

concerning the conduct of the people’s business is a fundamental and necessary right of every 

person in this state.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6250. However, in this instance, the Medical Board has 

treated access to information concerning the people’s business as optional and discretionary 

rather than fundamental and necessary. Indeed, this case demonstrates that the Medical Board’s 

practices are bureaucratically self-serving, and therefore contrary to law and public policy. 
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In its final report to Petitioner regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray, Respondent 

Medical Board failed to provide Petitioner any information responsive to the central issue of his 

initial complaint to the Board, i.e., an explanation for and cause of his mother’s death. (See 

exhibits 1 and 10.)  The MBC’s failure to provide any relevant information renders Petitioner’s 

entire effort of bringing a complaint to the Board futile. A futile consumer complaints system – 

one that is wholly unresponsive to consumers – is contrary to public policy. 

 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

1.  Wherefore, Petitioner prays that this Court issue a peremptory writ of mandate directing 

Respondents to provide copies of all of the documents described here within 10 days of this 

Court’s ordering them to do so. Particularly, as described on pp. 1-2, Petitioner seeks copies of 

the following: 

(i) All information, reports and statements acquired by the Medical Board regarding 

Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death.  

(ii) All documents contained in MBC file number 800 2014 005263 that contain 

information regarding the cause and circumstances Audrey B. Murray’s death. 

(iii) All statements made to the Medical Board by Dr. James Matchison and any other 

third parties regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death. 

(iv) All documents filed with the Medical Board pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 – or the equivalent underlying information – regarding 

the death of Audrey Bevan Murray.  

(v) If any information in these documents is legitimately and lawfully privileged to 

someone other than Audrey B. Murray or her beneficiaries, or appropriately requires 

redaction or in camera inspection, Petitioner requests that the Medical Board produce 

an accompanying privilege log that (a) expressly makes the claim (b) with specificity 

and particularity; (c) states on whose behalf the Medical Board is asserting the 

privilege, and (d) describes the nature of the documents, communications, or tangible 

things not produced or disclosed – and does so in a manner that, without revealing 

information itself privileged or protected, will enable Petitioner to assess the claim. 
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PETITIONER ALSO PRAYS AS FOLLOWS: 

2.  That the Court find that Respondents have violated Petitioner’s rights under the 

California Constitution, Article I, sec. 3, and Cal. Gov. Code §§ 6250 et seq., by failing to 

produce the documents he requested and otherwise failing to cooperate with him in any way; 

3.  That Respondents’ erroneous interpretations and legal fictions that modify and distort the 

California Evidence Code, the California Public Records Act, and the Business & Professions 

Code, be found invalid and contrary to law and public policy; 

4.  For court costs pursuant to Cal. Gov. Code § 6259(d). 

5.  For fees pursuant to Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1021.5 (“private attorney general”) and/or the 

equitable private attorney fee doctrine, to the extent that success on the merits of any cause of 

action here confers a significant public benefit or vindicates a constitutional right. 

6.  For other relief this Court deems just and proper. 

 

Dated: Jan. 2, 2016 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

 

 

By: Bruce Thomas Murray, Esq. 

Petitioner, in pro per 

619-501-8556 
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VERIFICATION   

   

   

 

I, Bruce Thomas Murray, declare that I am the Petitioner in the above-entitled 

proceeding; that I have written and read the foregoing Petition for a Writ of Mandate, and know 

the contents thereof; that the same is true of my own knowledge except as to the matters which 

are therein alleged on information or belief, and, as to those matters, I also believe them to be 

true. 

I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct. Executed this second of January, 2016, in San Diego, California. 

 

 

Bruce Murray 
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Bruce Thomas Murray, State Bar No. 306504 

1931 E Street 

San Diego, CA  92102 

(619) 501-8556

Petitioner, in propria persona 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY, 

Petitioner, 

vs. 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA; 

KIMBERLY KIRCHMEYER, in her 

capacity as executive director, 

Medical Board of California; and 

KERRIE D. WEBB, in her capacity as 

staff counsel, Medical Board of 

California 
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) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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) 

Case No.: BS158575 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR JUDGMENT ON WRIT 

Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1085 

Hearing date: January 17, 2017 

Hearing time: 9:30 a.m. 

Department 82 

Hon. Judge Mary H. Strobel 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Petitioner Bruce Thomas Murray respectfully asks this court to issue a writ of mandate, 

pursuant to Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1085, commanding the Respondents to release all information 

in their possession regarding Audrey Bevan Murray’s medical condition, treatment, and the 

circumstances and cause(s) of her death. Such information includes, but is not limited to, facts, 

statements, analyses and conclusions contained in Medical Board of California investigation No. 

800 2014 005263 regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray.  

Respondents rejected Petitioner’s repeated requests for this information based on their 

unsupported interpretations of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 (Records exempt from disclosure 

requirements) and Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 (Privilege for official information) (Am. Pet., Exh. 9). 

Case law strongly supports the contrary interpretation of these laws. As the case record will 

show, in situations involving death, the court weighs decidedly in favor of releasing information 

to interested parties, while weighing against government agencies that seek to conceal and 

withhold such information. (See page 9 below.) This memorandum will analyze the applicable 

statutes and the case law to demonstrate why the Medical Board’s interpretation and application 

of law is incorrect, prejudicial to the Petitioner, and contrary to the public interest. 

Therefore, Petitioner asks this Honorable Court to declare the correct meaning of the laws 

cited here, and apply those laws accordingly.  

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

1. On October 5, 2015, Bruce T. Murray filed a petition for writ of mandate under Cal.

Code Civ. Proc. § 1085, seeking the release of information relating to the cause and 

circumstances of his mother’s death. Petitioner also asked for declaratory and injunctive relief 

under and Cal. Gov. Code §6258. 

2. On November 23, 2015, Respondents filed a demurrer to the petition. In addition to their

legal points seeking the dismissal of Petitioner’s case, Respondents’ demurrer also included 

factual denials, claiming that specific records sought by petitioner did not exist. The records in 

question pertained to reports filed pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 (Report for Death 

of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4) (Outpatient Surgery--Reporting of Death). However, 
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Respondents did not deny possession of the underlying facts that would be included in such 

reports. 

3. On January 2, 2016, Petitioner filed an amended petition.

4. On February. 8, 2016, Respondents demurred to the amended petition.

5. On April 14, 2016, Petitioner filed an opposition to Respondents’ demurrer.

6. On May 3, 2016, this court overruled Respondents’ demurrer in its entirety.

III. STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. At approximately 8 a.m. June 4, 2013, Dr. James C. Matchison (med. license no.

A00097926) performed a cardiac catheterization procedure on Petitioner’s mother, Audrey 

Bevan Murray. 

2. Due to complications during the procedure, the procedure was aborted.

3. At approximately 10 a.m. June 4, 2013, Mrs. Murray was admitted to the Torrance

Memorial Medical Center Progressive Care Unit (PCU) for post-procedure recovery. 

4. At approximately 11:30 a.m. June 5, 2013, Mrs. Murray was discharged from Torrance

Memorial and into the care of her eldest son, William E. Murray, who brought her home. 

5. After she arrived home, Mrs. Murray began experiencing severe pain in her chest and

shoulder, and difficulty in breathing. As her pain and distress increased, William Murray called 

911.  

6. At approximately 3:30 p.m., Mrs. Murray was transported back to Torrance Memorial for

emergency treatment. 

7. At approximately 4 p.m. June 5, 2013, Audrey B. Murray, died in the emergency room at

Torrance Memorial Medical Center. 

8. On June 11, 2013, Petitioner spoke with Dr. Matchison over the phone, seeking an

explanation for and the cause of his mother’s death. The doctor provided none. 

9. On May 15, 2014, Petitioner filed a complaint with the Medical Board, seeking an

explanation for and cause of his mother’s death. (Am. Pet., Exh. 1.) 

10. On Feb. 10, 2015, Petitioner sent Kerrie Webb a letter requesting copies of reports filed

under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. § 1356.4 

(Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death). Petitioner made this request pursuant to Cal. Gov. 
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Code § 6253.1 (Agency to assist in inspection of public record) and his status as the beneficiary 

of his mother, under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2225(c)(1). (Am. Pet., Exh. 8.) 

11. In a letter dated Feb. 20, 2015, Webb denied Petitioner’s request for these documents on 

three bases: (1) “Records of complaints to, and investigations conducted by, state licensing 

agencies are not subject to disclosure pursuant to government Code section 6254(f);” because, 

she asserted (2) “[r]eports for the death of a patient are treated as complaints to the Board, and 

will not be disclosed.” Finally, (3) “[i]n addition, records of complaints and investigations of 

state licensing agencies are privileged under Evidence Code section 1040.” (Am. Pet., Exh. 9.)   

12. In her Feb. 20 letter, Respondent Webb did not cite any authority for her interpretations 

and applications of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 and Cal. Evid. Code § 1040.  Specifically, she 

provided no executive or common law authority for assigning an absolute privilege to the 

information sought by Petitioner, rather than the qualified privilege of § 1040(b)(2). 

Additionally, Webb cited no authority for treating the optional exemptions of § 6254 as a 

mandatory nondisclosure regime.  

13. In a document dated April 14, 2015, the Medical Board provided Petitioner with its final 

report regarding case number 800 2014 005263. The final report contains six-sentences and 108 

words.  The final report does not state the bases for the Medical Board’s conclusion, nor does it 

include any facts or analysis. Most critically, the final report does not provide any explanation 

for or the cause of Audrey Murray’s death – the central issue of Petitioner’s initial complaint to 

the board. (Am. Pet., Exh. 1.) 

14. Any other relevant facts contained in the Amended Petition are incorporated by reference 

here. 

 

IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Because the remaining issues in this case are legal rather than factual, independent 

judgment is the most appropriate standard of review.  

“The standard for judicial review of agency interpretation of law is the independent 

judgment of the court, giving deference to the determination of the agency appropriate to the 

circumstances of the agency action.” Yamaha Corp. of Am. v. State Bd. of Equalization, 19 Cal. 

4th 1, 8, (1998) (Quoting from 27 Cal. Law Revision Com. Rep. (1997)). 
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Within the scope of independent judgment, the California Supreme Court has laid out a 

varying scale of deference the court should afford to administrative actions – with high deference 

given to agency-enabled quasi-legislative (law-making) actions; and a low level of deference 

given to agency interpretations of general law, i.e., law that is not specific to the agency, or law 

that does not govern the agency. 

“Unlike quasi-legislative regulations adopted by an agency to which the Legislature has 

confided the power to ‘make law,’ and which, if authorized by the enabling legislation, bind this 

and other courts as firmly as statutes themselves, the binding power of an agency’s interpretation 

of a statute or regulation is contextual: Its power to persuade is both circumstantial and 

dependent on the presence or absence of factors that support the merit of the interpretation.” Id.  

at 7. 

“The appropriate degree of judicial scrutiny in any particular case is perhaps not 

susceptible of precise formulation, but lies somewhere along a continuum with nonreviewability 

at one end and independent judgment at the other. [Citation] Quasi-legislative administrative 

decisions are properly placed at that point of the continuum at which judicial review is more 

deferential; ministerial and informal actions do not merit such deference, and therefore lie toward 

the opposite end of the continuum.” W. States Petroleum Assn. v. Super. Court, 9 Cal. 4th 559, 

575-76 (1995) (Mosk, J, quoting from Shapell Industries, Inc. v. Governing Board, 1 

Cal.App.4th 218, 232 (1991)). 

Here, the Medical Board’s administrative actions rest primarily on its interpretations and 

applications of the California Evidence Code, section § 1040; and the California Public Records 

Act (Cal. Gov. Code § 6250 et seq.). The Evidence Code is broadly applicable and entirely non-

specific to the Medical Board; and the Public Records Act binds the Medical Board as “any other 

state or local agency (Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f)).” Since the Public Records Act is generally 

applicable to any state agency, the Medical Board cannot be said to possess the “special 

familiarity with satellite legal and regulatory issues” that it would from its own enabling 

legislation, quasi-legislation, or the Business & Professions Code. Yamaha, 19 Cal. 4th at 11. As 

that court noted, “An important corollary of agency interpretations, however, is their diminished 

power to bind. Because an interpretation is an agency’s legal opinion, however ‘expert,’ rather 
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than the exercise of a delegated legislative power to make law, it commands a commensurably 

lesser degree of judicial deference.” Id. 

Accordingly here, the Medical Board’s interpretations of the Evidence Code and the 

Public Records Act should be independently judged at the low end of the deference scale.  

 

V. ARGUMENT  

 

(1) THE COURT SHOULD COMPEL THE MEDICAL BOARD TO RELEASE 

ALL INFORMATION IN ITS POSSESSION REGARDING THE DEATH OF 

AUDREY B. MURRAY (INCLUDING INFORMATION THAT WOULD 

OTHERWISE BE CONTAINED IN REPORTS FILED PURSUANT TO CAL. 

BUS. & PROF. CODE § 2240 AND 16 C.C.R. 1356.4) BECAUSE THIS 

INFORMATION IS NOT PROPERLY PRIVILEGED TO RESPONDENTS OR 

EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE. 

 In her three-pronged rejection of Petitioner’s request for information regarding the death 

of his mother, Respondent Webb justified withholding Petitioner’s requests for information by 

(1) claiming such information is exempt from disclosure under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f), 

because, (2) she asserted, “[r]eports for the death of a patient are treated as complaints to the 

Board, and will not be disclosed.” (Am. Pet., Exh. 9.) (The third prong of Webb’s justification, 

the claim of privilege under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040, will be analyzed in the second argument 

below.) 

As is discussed at length in the Amended Petition, incorporated by reference here, 

Respondent Webb’s bases for denying Petitioner’s request for information are erroneous, and 

therefore should be afforded no deference. By calling the reports requested by Petitioner 

“complaints to the Board,” Respondent Webb illicitly places these documents under the ambit 

the exemption described in Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f). Contrary to this interpretation, nothing in 

the language of Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 states that reports for the death of a patient “are treated” 

as complaints to the Board – and thus exempt from disclosure. Nor do Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2240 or 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 contain any statutory language or annotations indicating that 

information filed under them constitutes a “complaint” that is exempt from disclosure. 
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Respondents fail to cite any authority indicating who, how or why such reports “are 

treated” as complaints to the board, and thus falling under the exemption of Cal. Gov. Code § 

6254(f). The case history is lacking any instance of a court “treating” such documents as 

complaints to the Board, and thus, exempt from disclosure. Respondents’ claim of exemption 

finds no support in the case record, and therefore it should not be allowed to stand in this case. 

Furthermore, as analyzed in the Amended Petition, it strains logic to call reports for the 

death of a patient “complaints to the board.” When a medical doctor files a report under Cal. 

Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4, he does so out of a statutorily mandated duty, 

not because he or she is “complaining” about anything to the Board. And certainly by filing such 

reports, a doctor cannot logically be said to be “complaining” about himself, or even more 

farfetched, complaining about his patient. Respondents’ “treatment” of these laws is self-serving 

legal fiction, which should be afforded no deference by this court.   

In its demurrers, the Medical Board denied the existence the particular records sought by 

petitioner, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 

(Outpatient Surgery–Reporting of Death), which Petitioner believed were filed by Dr. James 

Matchison regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray. Regardless of whether or not these 

particular records exist, the Medical Board has never denied possession of the underlying 

information that would be contained in these reports, including but not limited to “the 

circumstances of the patient’s death.” 16 C.C.R. 1356.4(c). 

At this point, whether or not these particular documents exist is irrelevant; it is the 

underlying information that counts. Respondents do not deny possession of the underlying 

information. Indeed, if the Medical Board did conduct an investigation into Dr. James 

Matchison’s treatment of Petitioner’s mother, as the Medical Board claims, then it certainly 

should have garnered information as to “the circumstances of the patient’s death,” and such 

information would presumably include more than an empty conclusory statement, with no facts 

or analysis. (Am. Pet., Exh. 9.) 

Therefore, the underlying information that would otherwise be contained reports filed 

pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 should be released to 

Petitioner, in addition to all other information in its possession regarding Audrey B. Murray’s 

medical condition, treatment and death. 
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(2) THE COURT SHOULD WEIGH ALL OF THE INFORMATION SOUGHT BY 

PETITIONER UNDER THE BALANCING TEST FOR A QUALIFIED 

PRIVILEGE SET FORTH IN CAL. EVID. CODE § 1040, BECAUSE 

RESPONDENTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO AN ABSOLUTE PRIVILEGE.  

California Evidence Code section 1040 creates two tiers of privilege “official information 

… acquired in confidence by a public employee in the course of his or her duty”: (1) an 

unqualified privilege, when “disclosure is forbidden by an act of the Congress of the United 

States or a statute of this state”; and (2) a qualified privilege for all other official information. Id. 

The gateway question, in order to establish an absolute privilege, is whether the 

information sought for disclosure is prohibited by statute. The candidate here is Cal. Gov. Code § 

6254, which states, “[T]his chapter does not require the disclosure of any of the following 

records … (f) Records of complaints to, or investigations conducted by, or … any investigatory 

or security files compiled by any other state or local agency for … licensing purposes.” 

[Emphasis added.] 

By the statute’s plain language, it is clear that the exemption is permissive and not 

mandatory. The statute does not say, for example, “Records of investigations conducted by any 

state agency are privileged and must not be disclosed.”
 
The statute provides no such blanket 

exemption – as the Medical Board claims.
 
Non-disclosure of such information, according to the 

statute, is optional and discretionary. But the Medical Board, in abusing its discretion, has 

misconstrued the law into affording it an absolute privilege; when instead, the qualified privilege 

is the most appropriate standard. 

In the context of discovery disputes, the California Supreme Court has affirmed the 

application of a qualified privilege to exemptions under the Public Records Act. “Accordingly 

the provisions of Cal. Gov’t Code § 6254 of the Government Code cannot serve as a basis of 

absolute privilege under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 (b)(1), in circumstances such as those in the 

case at bench.” Shepherd v. Super. Court, 17 Cal. 3d 107, 113 (1976). In the particular 

circumstances of that case, the respondent public agencies (police department and district 

attorney) refused the plaintiff’s discovery requests, and the plaintiff sought motions to compel. 

The trial court denied the motions, but the Supreme Court remanded the case with a clarified 

analytical framework for the qualified privilege. Id. at 127-8. 
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In the present case, the Petitioner’s action for a writ of mandate is analogous to a motion 

to compel or a subpoena duces tecum, as was the procedural situation in Shepherd. As such, the 

same rules of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040 apply. Thus, Medical Board is not entitled to an absolute 

privilege. Instead, it is appropriate to assess the information sought by Petitioner under the 

qualified privilege, and weigh it accordingly. 

Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2) sets out a balancing test, in which the court determines 

whether “[d]isclosure of the information is against the public interest because there is a necessity 

for preserving the confidentiality of the information that outweighs the necessity for disclosure in 

the interest of justice.” Id. Moreover, “[i]n determining whether disclosure of the information is 

against the public interest, the interest of the public entity as a party in the outcome of the 

proceeding may not be considered.” Id. [Emphasis added.] 

In weighing the public interest under § 1040(b)(2), when a death is involved, the court 

favors releasing information to citizens and individuals, rather than granting secrecy to public 

agencies and public officials. For example, in a wrongful death action against police officers, the 

California Supreme Court held that the respondent district attorney’s claim of “public interest in 

secrecy … wholly fails”; and then the Court ordered a particularized balancing of each item of 

information sought by the petitioner – the mother of a 14-year-old boy who had been shot and 

killed by the police. Shepherd, Cal. 3d at 130.  In a dependency action stemming from the death 

of a child under petitioner father’s care, the appellate court vacated a decision granting the 

respondent police agencies’ motion to quash petitioner’s request for forensic reports compiled by 

those agencies. Michael P. v. Super. Court, 92 Cal. App. 4th 1036, 1048 (2001). In so doing, the 

court weighed strongly in favor of the petitioner father’s interest in obtaining information 

gathered by public agencies. Id.  In another wrongful death action against the police, the 

appellate court rejected the city’s claim of blanket privilege to deny documents sought by the 

petitioner – the father of an 18-year-old man who had been shot and stabbed to death by a retired 

officer. Dominguez v. Super. Court of L.A. Cnty., 101 Cal. App. 3d 6 (1980). In that case, the 

court noted that determination of the public interest required consideration of the consequences 

to the litigant of nondisclosure, as well as the importance of the information to the fair 

presentation of the litigant’s case, the availability of the material to the litigant by other means, 

and the effectiveness and relative difficulty of such other means. Id. at 12. 
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Common to all of the cases quoted above is death – death by police shooting, death by 

allegedly negligent child care, and an alleged murder under the color of law. Similarly here, 

Petitioner’s action for writ of mandate arises from a death – the death of Petitioner’s mother 

following a routine outpatient medical procedure. Death is the worst possible outcome of 

surgery. But yet, Petitioner has received no explanation whatsoever for his mother’s death from 

either the doctor or the Medical Board. Petitioner has no other means to obtain this information. 

In light of the common law pattern favoring disclosure when a death is involved, 

Petitioner asks the court to weigh all of the information sought by Petitioner and release it to 

him.  

    

(3) TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY OF THE INFORMATION IN THE 

RESPONDENTS’ POSSESSION IS LEGITIMATELY PRIVILEGED TO THEM, 

THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE SEGREGATED, AND THE REMAINING 

INFORMATION RELEASED TO THE PETITIONER. 

The California Public Records Act provides that, “[e]xcept with respect to public records 

exempt from disclosure by express provisions of law, each state or local agency, upon a request 

for a copy of records that reasonably describes an identifiable record or records, shall make the 

records promptly available … Any reasonably segregable portion of a record shall be available 

for inspection by any person requesting the record after deletion of the portions that are 

exempted by law.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6253. 

As analyzed above, Respondents improperly assigned themselves a blanket privilege and 

wrongly classified ALL the information sought by Petitioner as exempt under Cal. Gov. Code § 

6254(f). In doing so, Respondents failed to identify and release “any reasonably segregable 

portion” of the records sought by Petitioner, as required by CPRA, and more broadly under the 

Evidence Code.  

If the Medical Board conducted an investigation into Audrey Murray’s medical 

treatment, as the Respondents claim, then the Medical Board necessarily possesses information 

regarding Audrey Murray’s medical condition. This information is privileged to the Petitioner, 

Bruce Murray, as the beneficiary of his mother. This information is not privileged to the Medical 

Board.  
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The Medical Board may not assert a blanket privilege over all of the information in its 

possession without parsing information that is either public or privileged to the Petitioner. 

Therefore, the Respondents must be compelled to release this information. 

 

(4) THE COURT SHOULD COMPEL THE MEDICAL BOARD TO RELEASE 

THE INFORMATION SOUGHT BY PETITIONER IN THE SPIRIT OF THE 

STATE CONSTITUTION, I.E., TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO ‘THE PEOPLE’S 

BUSINESS.’ 

Article I, Section 3(b) of the California Constitution provides that “the people have the 

right of access to information concerning the conduct of the people’s business, and, therefore … 

the writings of public officials and agencies shall be open to public scrutiny.” Cal. Const., Art. I 

§ 3(b). 

The Medical Board’s investigations of patient deaths are of vital importance to 

consumers and to the public health of the people of California. The issue is one of life and death. 

It is hard to imagine any other category of information more critical to “the people’s business.”  

Therefore, in the spirit of the state constitution, all nonprivileged portions of such investigations 

should rightly be made available to the public, and information that is privileged to the deceased 

should be made available to the beneficiaries.  

In the spirit of the California state constitution, the Medical Board should be compelled 

to release the information the Petitioner seeks regarding the death of his mother. 

 

(5) THE COURT SHOULD COMPEL THE MEDICAL BOARD TO RELEASE 

THE INFORMATION SOUGHT BY PETITIONER AS A MATTER OF PUBLIC 

POLICY WITH RESPECT TO THE MEDICAL PRACTICE ACT, THE 

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT, THE CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE 

CODE, AND THE CALIFORNIA STATE CONSTITUTION.  

The public policy of this state, as enunciated in many sources, clearly favors openness, 

transparency and accountability.  

The Business & Professions Code sets forth the priorities of the Medical Board: 

“Protection of the public shall be the highest priority for the Medical Board of California in 
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exercising its licensing, regulatory, and disciplinary functions. Whenever the protection of the 

public is inconsistent with other interests sought to be promoted, the protection of the public 

shall be paramount.” Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2001.1. However, in this case, by liberally 

granting themselves a blanket exemption to the Public Records Act, the Respondents have put 

their own interests first rather than the public interest. Thus, the Medical Board has acted 

contrary to public policy and must be corrected. 

In its own mission statement, the Medical Board fashions itself as the protector of 

consumers and the keeper of its section of the Business & Professions Code: “The mission of the 

Medical Board of California is to protect health care consumers through the proper licensing and 

regulation of physicians and surgeons and certain allied health care professions and through the 

vigorous, objective enforcement of the Medical Practice Act, and to promote access to quality 

medical care through the Board’s licensing and regulatory functions.” http://www.mbc.ca.gov.  

However in this case, by stonewalling the Petitioner, the Medical Board has made itself the 

adversary rather than the advocate of the consumer.  

California Evidence Code, section 1040 states that “in determining whether disclosure of 

the information is against the public interest, the interest of the public entity as a party in the 

outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.” However in this case, by cherry-picking 

portions of the Evidence Code that are most convenient to itself, the Medical Board makes itself 

the priority rather than the public. 

The California Constitution states, “A statute, court rule, or other authority, including 

those in effect on the effective date of this subdivision, shall be broadly construed if it furthers 

the people’s right of access, and narrowly construed if it limits the right of access.” Cal. Const, 

Art. I § 3(b)(2). However, in this case, the Medical Board has done just the opposite: It has 

broadly construed the Evidence Code in order to limit the right of access, and it has narrowly 

construed the Medical Practice Act in order to classify and withhold broad categories of 

documents – totally absent any legislative intent to do so. 

The California Public Records Act states, “In enacting this chapter, the Legislature, 

mindful of the right of individuals to privacy, finds and declares that access to information 

concerning the conduct of the people’s business is a fundamental and necessary right of every 

person in this state.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6250. However, in this case, the Medical Board has 
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treated access to information concerning the people’s business as optional and discretionary 

rather than fundamental and necessary. Indeed, this case demonstrates that the Medical Board’s 

practices are bureaucratically self-serving, and therefore contrary to law and public policy. 

For all of the reasons stated above, Petitioner Bruce Thomas Murray respectfully asks 

this court to issue a writ of mandate, ordering the Medical Board to release all of the information 

in its possession regarding his mother’s medical condition, treatment and death. The 

particularities of this request are as follows:  

 

(i) All information, reports and statements acquired by the Medical Board regarding 

Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death.  

(ii) All documents contained in MBC file number 800 2014 005263 that contain 

information regarding the cause and circumstances Audrey B. Murray’s death. 

(iii) All statements made to the Medical Board by Dr. James Matchison and any other 

third parties regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death. 

(iv) All of the underlying information that would otherwise be contained in a report filed 

with the Medical Board pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 

1356.4 regarding the death of Audrey Bevan Murray.  

(v) If any information in these documents is legitimately and lawfully privileged to 

someone other than Audrey B. Murray or her beneficiaries, or appropriately requires 

redaction or in camera inspection, Petitioner requests that the Medical Board produce 

an accompanying privilege log that (a) expressly makes the claim (b) with specificity 

and particularity; (c) states on whose behalf the Medical Board is asserting the 

privilege, and (d) describes the nature of the documents, communications, or tangible 

things not produced or disclosed – and does so in a manner that, without revealing 

information itself privileged or protected, will enable Petitioner to assess the claim. 

 

Petitioner also prays for costs and fees, as so particularized in the Amended Petition, and for 

any other relief this Court deems just and proper. 
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Dated: November 17, 2016 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

 

Bruce Thomas Murray, Esq. 

Petitioner, in pro per 

619-501-8556 
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Bruce Thomas Murray, State Bar No. 306504 

1931 E Street 

San Diego, CA  92102 

(619) 501-8556

Petitioner, in propria persona 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY, 

Petitioner, 

vs. 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA; 

KIMBERLY KIRCHMEYER, in her 

capacity as executive director, 

Medical Board of California; and 

KERRIE D. WEBB, in her capacity as 

staff counsel, Medical Board of 

California 

Respondents 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Case No.: BS158575 

REPLY TO RESPONDENTS’ 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON WRIT 

Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1085 

Hearing date: January 17, 2017 

Hearing time: 9:30 a.m. 

Department 82 

Hon. Judge Mary H. Strobel 
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SUMMARY 

Petitioner Bruce Thomas Murray hereby replies to Respondents’ “Opposition to First 

Amended Petition for Writ of Mandate and Motion for Judgment on Writ.”  

ARGUMENT 

I. STANDARD OF REVIEW – LOW DEFERENCE

The appropriate standard of review in this case is independent judgment – at the low end 

of the deference scale – based on the standard set forth in Yamaha Corp. of Am. v. State Bd. of 

Equalization (19 Cal. 4th 1, 8, (1998)) and its progeny. 

“The ultimate interpretation of a statute is an exercise of the judicial power … conferred 

upon the courts by the Constitution and, in the absence of a constitutional provision, cannot be 

exercised by any other body. [Citation.] Courts must, in short, independently judge the text of the 

statute, taking into account and respecting the agency’s interpretation of its meaning, of course, 

whether embodied in a formal rule or less formal representation. Where the meaning and legal 

effect of a statute is the issue, an agency’s interpretation is one among several tools available to 

the court. Depending on the context, it may be helpful, enlightening, even convincing. It may 

sometimes be of little worth.” Id., 7-8. 

In their opposition memorandum, Respondents’ simply stack several boilerplate quotes 

from non-applicable cases, with no analysis as to why the standards in those cases should apply 

to this case. Resp’ts’ P. & A. in Supp. of Opp’n to 1st Am. Pet. and Mot. for J. on Writ, 4:7-28. 

Based on the facts of this case, the standard in Respondents’ cited cases does not apply. 

Here, Petitioner is challenging the Medical Board’s interpretations of law – specifically 

the California Evidence Code, section § 1040; and the California Public Records Act (Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6250 et seq.). When a government   agency makes determinations of law, especially 

generally applicable law (i.e., not enabling legislation or agency-made quasi-legislation), the 

courts afford a low level of deference to the agency’s interpretations of law. Yamaha, 19 Cal. 4th 

at 7. 

Respondents have made no argument whatsoever for why they should receive a 

deferential standard of review – perhaps because there is no good argument in support of this 
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position. Therefore, this court may appropriately independently judge the Medical Board’s 

interpretations of law, because the facts of this case justify low deference to the Respondents. 

II. THE INFORMATION SOUGHT BY PETITIONER IS NOT SUBJECT TO A

BLANKET EXEMPTION; RATHER, IT IS SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE UNDER 

BOTH CPRA AND THE EVIDENCE CODE.  

A. Respondents’ provide no valid basis for a blanket exemption under Cal. Gov.

Code § 6254, and thus the information that Petitioner seeks is disclosable. 

The Public Records Act, section 6254, sets forth various categories of documents that 

government agencies may withhold (but not “must” withhold): “[T]his chapter does not require 

the disclosure of any of the following records … (f) Records of complaints to, or investigations 

conducted by, or … any investigatory or security files compiled by any other state or local 

agency for … licensing purposes.” [Emphasis added.] 

Here, Respondents’ opposition brief quotes only the first sentence of subsection (f), while 

conveniently omitting both the first and last paragraphs of the statute, which clearly set forth a 

permissive nondisclosure regime, not a mandatory one. As the appellate court explained, “The 

exemptions from disclosure provided by section 6254 are permissive, not mandatory; they permit 

nondisclosure but do not prohibit disclosure. [Citation.] The permissive nature of section 6254’s 

exemptions is clearly evidenced by its last paragraph which states: ‘Nothing in this section is to 

be construed as preventing any agency from opening its records concerning the administration of 

the agency to public inspection, unless disclosure is otherwise prohibited by law.’” Register Div. 

of Freedom Newspapers v. Cnty. of Orange, 158 Cal. App. 3d 893, 905-06 (1984). 

But here, Respondents simply conclude that “materials gathered in the course of an 

investigation are exempt from disclosure” (Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 5:23), when in fact such materials 

might – or might not – be exemptible, depending on the circumstances. Characteristically, 

Respondents provide no factual analysis of the circumstances. Instead, they make only 

conclusory assertions, based on fragmentary rule statements. Therefore, Respondents’ claim of 

an “easy exemption” fails.
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B. Reports filed for the death of a patient (and the underlying information contained 

in them) are not subject to an unqualified exemption under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 

or an absolute privilege under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040. 

No rule requires the non-disclosure of information filed under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

2240 (Report for Death of Patient) and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 (Outpatient Surgery--Reporting of 

Death). No authority – executive, judicial or legislative – supports the classification of such 

documents as “complaints to the board” – and thus exempt from disclosure under Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6254(f). 

From the outset, the Medical Board has claimed “[r]eports for the death of a patient are 

treated as complaints to the Board, and will not be disclosed,” as the Medical Board’s staff 

counsel Kerrie Webb wrote in her Feb. 20, 2015 letter to Petitioner. Am. Pet., Exh. 9. [Emphasis 

added.] Since then, the Medical Board has not advanced its basis for withholding information 

much further than that. Tellingly, whenever Respondents discuss exemptions, they use the 

passive voice:  

 “Such a report is treated as a ‘complaint’ for an investigation by the Board. Resp’ts’ 

Opp’n at 7:5-6. [Emphasis added.]  

 “This is an investigatory document, and the Board’s assertion that Outpatient Reports 

of Death are exempt from disclosure is correct.” Id. at 7:11-12. [Emphasis added.] 

Respondents cite no case law, no executive opinion and no legislation supporting the 

“correctness” of its position. The only supporting “authority” Respondents put forth is a 

declaration from a staff services manager, who states, “A report under section 2240, subdivision 

(a), is deemed a ‘complaint’ by the Board.” Resp’ts’ Opp’n, Exh. A, 2:17-18. [Emphasis added.] 

Again, the staff services manager speaks in the passive, and cites no legal authority. Apparently, 

the information Petitioner seeks is only “exempt” from disclosure simply because Respondents 

say it is, and for no other reason. Respondents’ self-serving “treatments” of law should therefore 

be rejected. 

 

B2. The underlying information that would otherwise be contained in Cal. Bus. & 

Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 is not subject to an unqualified exemption 

under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254 or an absolute privilege under Cal. Evid. Code § 1040. 
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Title 16 of the California Code of Regulations (16 CCR 1356.4) sets forth the elements of 

what must be included in a Report for the Death of a Patient (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240), 

including, most critically, “the circumstances of the patient’s death.” Presumably, this portion of 

the report would include more than, “Patient was treated; situations arose, and patient’s heart 

stopped.” 

In its opposition memorandum, Respondents deny the existence of the report(s) Petitioner 

requested. Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 7:19. Respondents similarly denied the existence of such reports in 

its demurrer. Resp’ts’ P. & A. in Supp. of Dem. to 1st Am. Pet. at 7:5. Respondents have never 

explained why it is that they would deny the disclosure of non-existent documents, as 

Respondent Webb did in her Feb. 20, 2015, letter to Petitioner. Am. Pet., Exh. 9.  Mistakes were 

made, perhaps. 

At this point, whether or not these particular reports exist is irrelevant; it is the 

underlying information that counts.
1
 Respondents do not deny possession of the underlying 

information that would be contained in the reports requested by Petitioner, including but not 

limited to “the circumstances of the patient’s death.” 16 C.C.R. 1356.4(c). Indeed, if 

Respondents did conduct an investigation into Dr. James Matchison’s treatment of Petitioner’s 

mother, as they claim, then they certainly should have garnered information as to the 

circumstances of Audrey Murray’s death.  

Therefore, the underlying information that would otherwise be contained reports filed 

pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4 should be released to 

Petitioner, in addition to all other information in its possession regarding Audrey B. Murray’s 

medical condition, treatment and death. Such information is privileged to Petitioner, as the 

beneficiary of his mother, not the Respondents. 

                         
1
 In the context of police investigations, Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f)(1)-(3) makes this critical 

distinction between specific records and the underlying information contained within them. These sub-

sections of § 6254(f) require law enforcement agencies to release certain information contained within 

otherwise exempt reports. See Rackauckas v. Super. Ct., 104 Cal. App. 4th 169, 174 n.3, (2002): 

“Subdivision (f) does require disclosure of certain information derived from the arrest and other 

investigative records, but not the records themselves.” Also see Williams v. Super. Ct., 5 Cal. 4th 337, 348 

(1993), which describes § 6254(f) as “designed to provide access to information contained in law 

enforcement investigatory records without, however, requiring disclosure of the records themselves.” 
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C. Respondents repeatedly stonewalled Petitioner’s requests for information, 

exhausting all administrative remedies and making this claim ripe for review. 

In overruling Respondents’ demurrer, this court considered Respondents’ various 

arguments and defenses pertaining to ripeness, finality and exhaustion of administrative 

remedies. As the court concluded, “The FAP pleads facts showing that the first cause of action is 

ripe and petitioner exhausted administrative remedies.” Decision on Dem. at 3.  

Now, it appears, Respondents want to take a “second bite at the apple” on the issues of 

ripeness and exhaustion of administrative remedies. In a breathtaking stretch of reason, 

Respondents claim that because Petitioner specifically requested reports filed pursuant to Cal. 

Bus. & Prof. Code § 2240 and 16 C.C.R. 1356.4, “and nothing more,” that somehow Petitioner 

never requested information regarding the cause and circumstances of his mother’s death, as he 

is now. Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 7:5. As an informal fallacy, this argument assumes form over 

substance – as if Petitioner requested only a form, and not the underlying information contained 

in the form, i.e., “the circumstances of the patient’s death.” 16 CCR 1356.4.  

Stretching it even further, Respondents assert, “Petitioner cannot contend that the Board 

erroneously withheld this information from him after a CRA request because Petitioner did not 

seek this information. Respondents did not have an opportunity to evaluate and respond to such a 

request.” Id. at 8:8-11. This statement flies in the face of almost every communication Petitioner 

had with Respondents, going back to his initial complaint to the Board: 

 

         “I am writing to ask your assistance regarding the death of my mother, 

Audrey B. Murray, who died last June about 30 hours following an elective heart 

procedure. The doctor, James C. Matchison, either can’t or won’t tell me what 

caused her death … Dr. Matchison lost a patient – my mother – and if he does not 

know what caused her death, he really should if he is to continue operating on 

patients.” Am. Pet. Exh. 1. 

 

From day 1, Respondents knew exactly what type of information Petitioner was looking 

for; they had every opportunity to evaluate his requests for information; and they had every 

opportunity to respond. Instead, they stonewalled. Now they spin spurious arguments. 

Respondents’ “second bite” at the apple must fail. Petitioner has exhausted his 

administrative remedies, and his claim is ripe. 
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C2. Petitioner has properly requested non-exempt and non-privileged information, 

or information that is privileged to him, as the beneficiary of his mother. 

 Petitioner’s prayer for relief in his Amended Petition begins by asking the court to 

compel the Medical Board to release “all information, reports and statements acquired by the 

Medical Board regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death.” Am. Pet. 

at 15. The prayer then proceeds to filter out information that is “legitimately and lawfully 

privileged to someone other than Audrey B. Murray or her beneficiaries, or appropriately 

requires redaction or in camera inspection.” Id. 

 In its opposition brief, Respondents claim that Petitioner is making an unqualified request 

for “the entire investigative file resulting from his complaint to the Board regarding the care and 

treatment of Mrs. Murray by Dr. Matchison.”  Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 8:7-8. Petitioner made no such 

unqualified request. Respondents assume facts and statements not supported by the record, then 

strike them down in a “straw man” argument. Respondents’ argument disregards both the 

structure and substance of the Amended Petition. Accordingly, the court should disregard 

Respondents’ fallacious arguments.  

 

III. THE INFORMATION SOUGHT BY PETITIONER IS SUBJECT TO THE 

BALANCING TEST FOR A QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE UNDER CAL. EVID. 

CODE § 1040(b)(2), BECAUSE RESPONDENTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO AN 

ABSOLUTE PRIVILEGE. 

 

(A) Ripeness and Exhaustion 

See II(C) above. 

 

(B) The information Petitioner seeks is not subject to any kind of blanket exemption 

under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f), and therefore it is proper to weigh this information 

under the qualified privilege of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2). 

California Government Code § 6254, subdivision (f), addresses information gathered by 

state agencies for licensing purposes. Various subsections of the statute then hone in on specific 

categories of information compiled by police agencies, specifying which information shall be 

released notwithstanding the exemption. 
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As the Court explained, “It is clear that the exemption is not literally ‘absolute.’ In the 

first place, subdivision (f), itself, requires the disclosure of certain specified information. In the 

second place, section 6259 expressly authorizes the superior court, upon a sufficient showing, to 

examine records in camera to determine whether they are being improperly withheld.” Williams 

v. Super. Ct., 5 Cal. 4th 337, 346-47 (1993). 

In its opposition brief, Respondents attempt to assign themselves an absolute exemption, 

and here they do so by inappropriately invoking the police-specific subdivisions of § 6254(f)(1)-

(3). Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 10:6-8. But if Respondents looked at these sub-sections more closely, they 

would see that even the police to not get an absolute exemption. Therefore, because the 

information Petitioner seeks is not absolutely exempt, it is subject to the balancing test of Cal. 

Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2). 

 

C. The interests of justice weigh strongly in favor of releasing information sought by 

Petitioner because the issue concerns life and death, and Petitioner has no alternate 

means of obtaining any explanation for his mother’s death. 

 The qualified privilege of Cal. Evid. Code § 1040(b)(2) sets out a balancing test, in which 

the court inquires whether “[d]isclosure of the information is against the public interest because 

there is a necessity for preserving the confidentiality of the information that outweighs the 

necessity for disclosure in the interest of justice.” Id.  Moreover, “[i]n determining whether 

disclosure of the information is against the public interest, the interest of the public entity as a 

party in the outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.” Id.  

In weighing the public interest under § 1040(b)(2), when a death is involved, the court 

favors releasing information to citizens and individuals, rather than granting secrecy to public 

agencies and public officials. Shepherd v. Super. Court, 17 Cal. 3d 107, 130 (1976); Michael P. 

v. Super. Court, 92 Cal. App. 4th 1036, 1048 (2001); Dominguez v. Super. Court of L.A. Cnty., 

101 Cal. App. 3d 6 (1980). 

 The best Respondents can do to counter this clear pattern is to point out that the Petitioner 

in this action is not a plaintiff in an action for damages, unlike the parties in the cases he cites. 

Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 12:13. But then, Respondents cite no case in which a death is involved, and 

then a survivor seeks information from a public agency, is denied, and then pursues a writ of 

mandate. It appears that there is no such case on record. Therefore, it is appropriate to employ 
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analogical reasoning to the most similar cases available, as Petitioner has done. Based on the 

pattern in the cases cited, the courts clearly favor disclosure over secrecy. 

 In weighing what it considers the public interest against disclosure, Respondents present 

a parade of horribles: Disclosure of the type of information Petitioner seeks would have a 

“chilling effect” on future investigations; doctors might refuse to cooperate; hospitals would be 

less likely to provide the Board with information; members of the public would be afraid to 

supply the Board with information “if their identities are public”; and patients, too, would shy 

away. Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 12:22-28. Consequently, the Board would “not [be] able to fully assess 

the full scope of the care and treatment of patients, as well as the circumstances surrounding 

possible violations of the laws governing the practice of medicine.” Id.  What Respondents’ 

syllogism really amounts to is the old bureaucratic saw, “If I have to do this for you, then I have 

to do it for everyone,” i.e., they might actually have to lift a finger. 

In assessing what it considers to be the Petitioner’s interest in disclosure, Respondents 

fire off a “parade of dismissals”: If Petitioner really wants to get serious about getting some 

information, go be a “litigant” (like the Plaintiffs in Shepherd, Michael P, and Dominguez); go 

get “Mrs. Murray’s medical records and obtain[] an opinion as to the cause of her death.” Id. at 

12:12-18. In other words, go away.  

Respondents close out their argument against disclosure by considering the interests of 

doctors: “A licensee would also face embarrassment and damage to his reputation through 

disclosure of a complaint, materials gathered in investigation and the accompanying opinions 

and analysis of the complaint, even when no violations of the law has been found.” Id., at 13:11-

13. What Respondents fail to explain: How is an investigation that determines that a doctor has 

performed according to the standard of care, has not breached his duty, has not caused harm – 

how could this possibly be “embarrassing” or “damaging to his reputation”? The reasoning 

doesn’t follow. 

It is worthy of note that the Medical Board routinely releases information related to 

complaints and investigations when disciplinary and enforcement action is taken, according to 

the requirements of Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 803.1(a) and § 2227(b). What about all of the 

possible chilling effects there? The potential of private patient information being disclosed? The 

embarrassment to doctors? Inducement, innuendo and colloquium? Apparently, the Medical 
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Board has a way of dealing with these potential problems. And it could certainly reasonably deal 

with Petitioner’s request here.  

 

D. The public interest is served by disclosing the records Petitioner seeks.  

The results of the balancing test are the same under Cal. Gov. Code § 6255 as under Cal. 

Evid. Code § 1040: Respondents have not justified withholding the records Petitioner seeks, and 

the public interest is best served by disclosure.  

 

IV. RESPONDENTS HAD A DUTY TO ASSIST PETITIONER AND TO 

IDENTIFY ANY SEGREGABLE PORTIONS OF THE RECORDS HE SOUGHT. 

The California Public Records Act (CPRA) states, “Any reasonably segregable portion of 

a record shall be available for inspection by any person requesting the record after deletion of the 

portions that are exempted by law.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6253. [Emphasis added.] Additionally, 

Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1 states that a public agency “shall … (1) [a]ssist the member of the 

public to identify records and information that are responsive to the request or to the purpose of 

the request, if stated … [and] (3) [p]rovide suggestions for overcoming any practical basis for 

denying access to the records or information sought.” Cal. Gov. Code § 6253.1(a). 

In their opposition brief, Respondents reason that because documents requested by 

Petitioner do not exist, Respondents had nothing to segregate. The trouble with this reasoning is, 

when Respondents considered Petitioner’s request for these records, they rejected his request – 

as if the records existed. If at that time Respondents had made the slightest effort to assist 

Petitioner in any way, as § 6253 requires, perhaps they would have discovered the existence/non-

existence of these particular documents, and then the parties could have proceeded to the next 

step in identifying the information sought by Petitioner. 

 Thus, in assessing Respondents’ duties under § 6253 and § 6253.1, Respondents must be 

estopped from denying the existence of individual records in order to escape responsibility. 

Respondents have not denied possession of the information Petitioner seeks, regardless of the 

particular title of any document containing this information, and Respondents must provide this 

information accordingly. 
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V. THE CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION ENSHRINES THE RIGHT OF ACCESS 

TO ‘THE CONDUCT OF THE PEOPLE’S BUSINESS.’   

 Article I, Section 3(b) of the California Constitution provides that “the people have the 

right of access to information concerning the conduct of the people’s business, and, therefore … 

the writings of public officials and agencies shall be open to public scrutiny.” Cal. Const., Art. I 

§ 3(b). 

Petitioner’s case is supported by the state constitution, the common law and statute. The 

court may find in Petitioner’s favor on all of these bases. 

 

VI. PUBLIC POLICY FAVORS OPENNESS AND TRANSPARENCY 

The California Constitution, the California Public Records Act, the Medical Practice Act 

and the California Evidence Code all set forth a policy of openness and transparency in 

government. Petitioner cites from all four sources in his Amended Petition. Respondents muster 

no separate public policy arguments here. Resp’ts’ Opp’n at 15:4-9. 

 

VII. COSTS AND FEES 

If he prevails on his CPRA claims, Petitioner is entitled to costs and fees under Cal. Gov. 

Code § 6259(d). Petitioner additionally claims fees pursuant to Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1021.5 

(“private attorney general”) and/or the equitable private attorney fee doctrine. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 For all of the reasons stated here, as well as in the Amended Petition and trial brief, 

Petitioner requests that the court find in his favor and issue a writ of mandate compelling 

Respondents to release the information that he seeks. 

Dated: January 3, 2017 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

Bruce Thomas Murray, Esq. 

Petitioner, in pro per  (619-501-8556) 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

CITY AND COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY, Case No. BS158575 

Petitioner, [PROPOSED] 

v. JUDGMENT DENYING PETITION FOR 
WRIT OF MANDATE 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA, et 
al., 

Respondents. 

Trial Date: January 17, 2016 
Dept: 82 
Judge: Hon. Mary H. Stroble 
Action Filed: October 5, 2015 

18 The Petition for Writ of Mandate of Petitioner, Bruce Thomas Murray, came on regularly 

19 for hearing before the Honorable Mary H. Stroble, on January 17, 2016. Petitioner appeared on 

20 his own behalf. Appearing on behalf of Respondents Medical Board of California, Kimberly 

21 Kirchmeyer, Executive Director of the Medical Board of California, and Kerrie D. Webb, Staff 

22 Counsel, Medical Board of California (hereinafter the "Board" or "Respondents"), was Kathleen 

23 A. Kenealy, Acting Attorney General, by Peggie Bradford Tarwater, Deputy Attorney General. 

24 Having reviewed and considered the pleadings and documents on file in this action, having 

25 heard oral argument, and having taken the matter under submission, this Court hereby denies the 

26 petition for writ of mandate, as set forth in its Minute Order re Hearing on Petition for Writ of 

27 Mandate, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein. 

28 / / / 

Judgment Denying Petition for Writ of Mandate (BS158575) 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED THAT: 

1. The Petition for Writ of Mandate filed in this action is denied. 

2. Petitioner is not entitled to fees and costs, pursuant to Government Code section 

4 6259, subdivision (d). 
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Dated: ________ ., 2017_ 

LA.2015603438 

2 

HON. MARY H. STROBEL 
Judge of the Superior Court 

" 

Judgment Denying Petition for Writ of Mandate (BSl58575) 
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HONORABLE MARY H. STROBEL JUDGE N . DIGIAMBATTISTA DEPUTY CLERK. 

HONORABLE 
10 

JUDGE PRO TEM ELECTRONIC RECORDING MONITOR 

B. HALL C/A Deputy Sheriff B . JAMES CSR# 9 2 9 6 Reporter 

9:30 am BS158575 Plaintiff 
Counsel IN PRO PER {x) 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
VS Defendant 
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA ET Counsel PEGGIE B. TARWATER {X) 

.... 
,....,1 
.:::1 
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..,,J 

NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

HEARING ON PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 

Matter comes on for hearing and is argued. 

The court adopts its tentative ruling as the order 
of the court and is set forth in this minute order. 

Petitioner Bruce Thomas Murray ("Petitioner 11 ) seeks 
a writ of mandate compelling Respondents Medical 
Board of California; Kimberly Kirchmeyer, Executive 
Director of the Medical Board of California; and 
Kerrie D. Webb, Staff Counsel of the Medical Board 
of California ( 11 Respondents 11

) to produce, pursuant 
to the California Public Record Acts, all 
information, reports, and statements acquired by the 
Medical Board regarding the medical condition, 
treatment, and death of Audrey B. Murray, 
Petitioner's mother. 

Statement of the Case 

According to the first amended petition, 
Petitioner is the son and beneficiary of Audrey 
Bevan Murray, who died on June 5, 2013 .. (First 
Amended Petition (FAP) "The Parties" 1 1.) 
Pe.titioner alleges that at approximately a a. m. , 
June 4, 2013, Dr. James C. Matchison performed a 
cardiac catheterization procedure on Audrey Murray . 
(Id. 11 Facts 11 11.) Due to complications, the 
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DATE: 01/17 /17 DEPT. 82 

HONORABLE MARY H. STROBEL JUDGE N. DIGIAMBATTISTA DEPUTY CLERK 

HONORABLE 
10 

JUDGE PRO TEM ELECTRONIC RECORDING MONITOR 

B. HALL C/A Deputy Sheriff B . JAMES CSR# 9 2 9 6 Reporter 

9 : 30 am BS158575 Plaintiff 
Counsel IN PRO PER ( x) 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
VS Defendant 
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA ET Counsel PEGGIE B. TARWATER (X) 

.. , 

NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

procedure was aborted. (Id. 1 2.) At approximately 
10 a.m., June 4, 2013, Audrey Murray was admitted to 
the Torrance Memorial Medical Center Progressive 
Care Unit for post-procedure recovery. (Id. 1 3.) 
She was discharged at 11:30 on June 5, 2013, but was 
transported back to Torrance Memorial that same day 
at 3:30 pm for emergency treatment and died shortly 
thereafter. (Id. 11 6-7.) 

On May 15, 2014, Petitioner filed a complaint 
with the Medical Board, seeking an explanation and 
cause for his mother 1 s death. (FAP 1 9, Exh. 1.) 
Petitioner complained that Dr. Matchison "either 
can 1 t or won't tell me what caused her death." 
{Ibid.} The personal representative of Mrs. Murray 
provided the Board with authorizations for the 
release to the Board of medical records. (Id. Exh. 
2c-2d.) 

On October 10, 2014; Petitioner requested from 
Linda Serrano, an enforcement analyst handling 
Petitioner's complaint against Dr. Matchison, a copy 
of Dr. Matchison's "Report for Death of Patient" / 
"Outpatient Surgery - Reporting of Death" for Mrs. 
Murray pursuant to Business and Professions Code 
section 2240 and California Code of Regulations 
title 16, section 1356.4. (FAP Exh. 4.) Petitioner 
reiterated that request on December 15, 2014 and 
January 21, 2015. (Id. Exh. 5-7.) Petitioner stated 
that he was trying to obtain "copies of the forms 

Page 2 of .22 DEPT. 82 
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JUDGE N . DIGIAMBATTISTA DEPUTY CLERK HONORABLE MARY H. STROBEL 

HONORABLE JUDGE PRO TEM ELECTRONIC RECORDING MONITOR 
10 

B. HALL C/A Deputy Sheriff B. JAMES CSR# 9296 Reporter 

9:30 am BS158575 Plaintiff 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
Counsel IN PRO PER (x) 

VS Defendant 
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA ET Counsel PEGGIE B. TARWATER (X) 

... 

NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

Dr. Matchison was statutorily required to file with 
the Medical Board when my Mom died under his care. 
These forms are Cal Bus & Prof Code§ 2240 --
Report for Death of Patient; and 16 CCR§ 1356.4 -
Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death." {Ibid.) On 
January 21, 2015, Serrano stated in an email "we do 
not provide copies of those reports." (Id. Exh. 7.) 

On February 10, 2015, Petitioner sent to Kerrie 
Webb, Esq., staff counsel for the Medical Board, a 
formal CPRA request for the following.documents: (1) 
the Report of Death of Patient pursuant to Business 
and Professions Code section 2240; and (2) the 
Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of Death pursuant to 
California Code of Regulations title 16, section 
1356.4. (FAP Exh. 8.) Petitioner stated: "As the 
son and beneficial"¥ of my mother, I am entitled and 
authorized to receive any otherwise privileged and 
confidential information under Cal Bus & Prof Code 
§2225 (c) (2)." (Ibid.) 

On February 20, 2015, attorney Kerrie Webb of 
the Medical Board responded to Petitioner's document 
request, stating: 

Unfortunately, the Medical Board of 
California (Board) is unable to comply with 
your request. Records of complaints to, and 
investigations conducted by, state licensing 
agencies are not subject to disclosure 
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Counsel IN PRO PER (x} 
BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
VS Defendant 
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA ET Counsel PEGGIE B. TARWATER {X) 

NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

pursuant to Government Code section 6254(f). 
In addition, records of complaints and 
investigations of state licensing agencies 
are privileged under Evidence Code section 
1040. Reports for death of a patient are 
treated as complaints to the Board, and will 
not 

be disclosed . 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any 
further questions. (FAP Exh. 9 . ) 

On April 14, 2015, the Board, through Associate 
Enforcement Analyst Linda Serrano, advised 
Petitioner that it had completed its review of his 
complaint against Dr. Matchison. The Board stated 
that "it was the opinion of our consultant that the 
treatment rendered did not constitute a violation of 
the law as it relates to the practice of medicine. 11 

The Board therefore closed the case. (FAP Exh. 10. ) 

Procedural History 

On October 5, 2015 , Petitioner filed a petition for 
writ of mandate. 

On November 23, 2015, Respondents filed a demurrer 
to the petition . 

On January 7, 2016, before a ruling on the demurrer , 
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NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

Petitioner filed a first amended petition. 

On May 3, 2016, the court overruled Respondents 1 

demurrer to the amended petition. 

On December 19, 2016, Respondents' filed an answer . 

The court has received Petitioner's opening brief in 
support of the petition, Respondents' opposition, 
and Petitioner's reply . 

Standard of Review 

There are two essential requirements to the issuance 
of an ordinary writ of mandate under Code of Civil 
Procedure section 1085: (1) a clear, present and 
ministerial duty on the part of the respondent, and 
(2) a clear, present and beneficial right on the 
part of the petitioner to the performance of that 
duty. (California Ass'n for Health Services at Home 
v. Department of Health Services (2007) 148 
Cal.App.4th 696, 704.) "In general, when review is 
sought by means of ordinary mandate the inquiry is 
limited to whether the decision was arbitrary, 
capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary 
support. 11 (Bunnett, supra at 849.) 

Pursuant to the CPRA (Gov. Code§ 6250, et seq . ), 
individual citizens have a right to access 
government records. I~ enacting the CPRA, the 
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NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

California Legislature declared that "access to 
information concerning the conduct of the people ' s 
business is a fundamental and necessary right of 
every person in this state." (Gov. Code, § 6250; 
see also County of Los Angeles v. Superior Court 
(2012) ·211 Cal.App.4th 57, 63.) To facilitate the 
public's access to this information, the CPRA 
mandates, in part, that: 

[E]ach state or local agency, upon a 
request for a copy of records that reasonably 
describes an identifiable record or records , 
shall make the records promptly available . . 
. . {Gov. Code§ 6253(b) .) 

The CPRA defines "public records" submit to its 
provisions as follows: 

{e) "Public records" includes any writing 
containing information relating to the conduct 
of the public's business prepared, owned, 
used, or retained by any state or local agency 
regardless of physical form or 
characteristics. "Public records" in the 
custody of, or maintained by, the Governor's 
office means any writing prepared on or after 
January 6, 1975. (Gov. Code§ 6252(e) .) 

While the CPRA provides express exemptions to its 
disclosure requirements, these exemptions must be 
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NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS: 

narrowly construed and the agency bears the burden 
of showing that a specific exemption applies. 
(Sacramento County Employees' Retirement System v. 
Superior Court (2013) 195 Cal.App.4th 440, 453.) 

11 Where ... purely legal issues involve the 
interpretation of a statute an administrative agency 
is responsible for enforcing, [the court] 
exercise[s] [its] independent judgment, 'taking into 
account and respecting the agency's interpretation 
of its meaning. 111 (Housing Partners I, Inc. v. 
Duncan (2012) 206 Cal.App.4th 1335, 1343; see also 
Yamaha Corp. of America v. State Bd. Of Equalization 
(1998) 19 Cal.4th 1, 11.) 

Analysis 

First Cause of Action - Denial of Request under Gov. 
Code§ 6254 

In the first cause of action, Petitioner alleges 
that Respondents abused their discretion in denying 
his CPRA request for a Report of Death of Patient 
pursuant to Business and Professions Code section 
2240(a). Petitioner specifically challenges the 
Board's assertion that the report of death is a 
complaint exempt from disclosure under Government 
Code section 6254(£). 

Documents Requested in Petitioner's CPRA Requests 
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Petitioner requested the following records from the 
Medical Board: (1) the Report of Death of Patient 
pursuant to Business and Professions Code section 
2240; and (2) the Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of 
Death pursuant to California Code of Regulations 
title 16, section 1356.4. (FAP Exh. 4-8.) 

Business and Professions Code section 2240(a) 
provides: 11 A physician and surgeon who performs a 
medical procedure outside of a general acute care 
hospital, as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 
1250 of the Health and Safety Code, that results in 
the death of any patient on whom that medical 
treatment was performed by tne physician and 
surgeon, or by a person acting under the physician 
and surgeon's orders or supervision, shall report, 
in writing on a form prescribed by the board, that 
occurrence to the board within 15 days after the 
occurrence. " 

California Code of Regulations, Title 16, section 
1356.4, titled "Outpatient Surgery - Reporting of 
Death," sets forth the information required in the 
reporting of a patient death pursuant to Business 
and Professions Code section 2240(a). 1 

In support of the opposition brief, Respondents 
submit the declaration of Ramona Carrasco, a Staff 
Services Manager with the Medical Board whose duties 
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include "supervising and directing the activities of 
Central Complaint Unit staff in the intake and 
review of complaints received by the Board to 
determine whether there has been a violation of the 
statutes and regulations governing healing arts 
licensees." Carrasco shows familiarity with the 
Board's process for handling reports mandated by 
Business and Professions Code section 2240{a). 
{Carrasco Deel. 111-3.) 

Carrasco declares that she has searched the Board's 
database and determined that there is no record of 
receipt of a report pursuant to section 2240(a) 
relating to the death of Mrs. Murray filed by or on 
behalf of Dr. James C. Matchison. She declares that 
she is familiar with a complaint receiv_ed by the 
Board relating to the care and treatment of Mrs. 
Murray by Dr. Matchison. She declares that she has 
reviewed all materials received by the Board 
relating to this complaint and that "no reports of 
death, as set forth in Business and Professions Code 
section 2240, are contained within the materials." 
(Carrasco Deel. 11 4-5.) The foregoing evidence, 
which has not been rebutted (see Reply 4), is 
sufficient to establish that the Medical Board does 
not have possession of a Report of Death submitted 
pursuant to section 2240(a) or regulation 1356.4 . 

Petitioner 1 s own allegations support this 
conclusion. A report of death is required under 
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section 2240(a) when a physician performs a medical 
procedure "outside of a general acute care hospital 
... that results in the death of any patient on whom 
that medical treatment was performed . 11 Regulation 
1356.4, titled "Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of 
Death," requires the physician to report, inter 
alia, "the name and address of the outpatient 
setting where the surgery was performed" and the 
11 the full name of each entity which licenses, 
certifies or accredits the outpatient setting where 
the surgery was performed and the types of 
outpatient procedures performed at that setting." 
Petitioner does not specifically allege or submit 
evidence that Mrs. Murray underwent surgery in an 
outpatient setting. Although the amended petition 
does not clearly specify where the surgery occurred, 
it is most reasonably interpreted to allege that the 
surgery occurred at Torrance Memorial Medical 
Center. (FAP p. 3.) Record releases were provided 
by Mrs. Murray's representative for that facility. 
(Id. Exh. 2c-2d.) Petitioner alleges that after 
surgery, Mrs. Murray was transferred to the 
hospital's Progressive Care Unit for recovery, not 
that Mrs. Murray was transferred from an outpatient 
setting. (FAP p. 3.) Petitioner, who has the burden 
of proof, fails to submit any evidence that the 
surgery at issue occurred at an outpatient setting. 
Therefore, Petitioner fails to show that the Medical 
Board would have within its possession a report 
under section 2240(a). 
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Petitioner correctly points out that Kerrie Webb, 
Senior Staff Counsel for Medical Board, did not 
inform Petitioner in her February 20, 2015 letter 
that a section 2240(a) report for Mrs. Murray did 
not exist. (FAP Exh. 9; see Reply 4.) Rather, Webb 
denied the CPRA request based on an exemption, as if 
the report existed. (Id. Exh. 9.) If the report did 
not exist, there was no reason for Webb to claim 
that the report was exempt. As stated by Petitioner, 
perhaps "mistakes were made. 11 (Reply 4.) In any 
event, Webb's response is not sufficient evidence 
that the requested report under section 2240(a) 
actually exists or is in the Board's possession. 

In the alternative to their argument that the report 
does not exist, Respondents assert that outpatient 
reports of death are exempt from disclosure as a 
complaint for an investigation by the Board. (Oppo. 
5-8.) "California courts will decide only 
justiciable controversies. The concept of 
justiciability is a tenet of common law 
jurisprudence and embodies '[t]he principle that 
courts will not entertain an action which is not 
founded on an actual controversy .... 111 (Wilson&: 
Wilson v. City Council of Redwood City (2011) 191 
Cal.App. 4th 1559, 1573.) "The pivotal question in 
determining if a case is moot is therefore whether 
the court can grant the plaintiff any effectual 
relief. '' (Ibid. ) Here, the court cannot grant any 
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effective relief with respect to the documents 
requested, as they do not exist. Neither part¥ shows 
grounds for the court to exercise its discretion to 
decide a moot case. {Santa Monica Baykeeper v. City 
of Malibu {2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1538, 1548.) 
Courts generally do not issue advisory opinions. 
{People ex ref. Lynch v. Superior Court (1970) 1 
Cal.3d 910, 912.) 

Information and Documents Not Requested in 
Petitioner's CPRA Requests 

In his amended petition, Petitioner requests, inter 
alia, "all information, reports and statements 
acquired by the Medical Board regarding Audrey B. 
Murray• s medical condition, treatment and death11 ; 

"all do'cuments contained in MBC file number 800 2014 
005263 11 containing information about Mrs. Murray'· s 
death; and all statements made by Dr. Matchison and 
third parties regarding Mrs. Murray's death. To the 
extent this information is privileged, Petitioner 
requested that the Board produce a privilege log. 
(FAP p. 15.) 

In opposition, Respondents contend that Petitioner 
did not exhaust his administrative remedies with 
respect to this information and documents. 2 In 
the alternative, Respondents contend that the 
Board's investigative file is exempt from disclosure 
under Government Code section 6254(f) and (k), 
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section 6255, and Evidence Code section 1040. (Oppo . 
8-14.) 

Exhaustion of administrative remedies is 11 a 
jurisdictional prerequisite to judicial review. " 
(Cal. Water Impact Network v. Newhall County Water 
Dist. (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 1464, 1489.) "The 
principal purposes of exhaustion requirements 
include avoidance of premature interruption of 
administrative processes, allowing an agency to 
develop the necessary factual background of the 
case, letting the agency apply its expertise and 
exercise its statutory discretion, and 
administrative efficiency and judicial economy. " 
(Ibid.) 

To facilitate the public's access to this 
information, the CPRA mandates, in part, that: 
11 [E]ach state or local agency, upon a request for a 
copy of records that reasonably describes an 
identifiable record or records, shall make the 
records promptly available .... " (Gov. Code§ 
6253 (b) • ) 

The CPRA further provides as follows: "Each agency, 
upon a request for a copy of records, shall, within 
10 days from receipt of the request, determine 
whether the request, in whole or in part, seeks 
copies of disclosable public records in the 
possession of the agency and shall promptly notify 
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the person making the request of the determination 
and the reasons therefor." (Gov. Code§ 6253(c) .) 

Here, Petitioner•s communications with Respondents 
described only (1) the Report of Death of Patient 
pursuant to Business and Professions Code section 
2240; and (2) the Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of 
Death pursuant to California Code of Regulations 
title 16, section 1356.4. 3 (FAP Exh. 4-8.) 
Liberally construing Petitioner•s CPRA requests in 
favor ·of Petitioner, the court cannot conclude that 
Petitioner requested any other records or 
information regarding Mrs. Murray•s medical 
condition, treatment and death; other documents from 
the complaint file regarding her death; or 
statements br Dr. Matchison or third parties. (FAP 
Exh. 1, 4-8. 

In reply, Petitioner argues that Respondents elevate 
form over substance in contending that he failed to 
exhaust administrative remedies. He admits that he 
only specifically requested the Outpatient Report of 
Death, but contends that his communications should 
have been interpreted to request the "underlying 
information11 contained in the form, such as the 
"circumstances of the patient•s death." (Reply 5. ) 
Although Petitioner does not cite authorities on 
point, the court notes case law suggesting that the 
agency must consider the information that is being 
requested, not only the preci_se types of records . 
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{Fredericks v. Sup. Ct. (2015} 233 Ca;t..App.4th 209, 
217.) On the other hand, «a person who seeks public 
records must present a reasonably focused and 
specific re·quest, so that the public agency will 
have an opportunity to promptly identify and locate 
such records and to determine whether any exemption 
to disclosure applies." (Ibid.) 

Petitioner's reply arguments about exhaustion fail 
for several reasons. Because an Outpatient Report of 
Death does not exi-st for Mrs. Murray, there is no 
"underlying information" from that report. It is 
true that regulation 1356.4 requires disclosure of 
"(c) The date of the surgery; the name and address 
of the outpatient setting where the surgery was 
performed; and the circumstances of the patient•s 
death." That regulation, titled "Outpatient Surgery 
- Reporting of Death," only applies where the 
patient undergoes surgery in an outpatient setting . 
As discussed, Petitioner submits no evidence that 
Mrs. Murray's surgery occurred in an outpatient 
setting. 

To the extent Petitioner requests information about 
the circumstances of Mrs. Murray's death or 
statements made by Dr. Matchison that would be 
included in other records in Board's possession, 
Petitioner did not reasonably describe such records 
or the information he now requests. (See FAP Exh. 1, 
4-8.) While the agency must consider the 
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information requested, and not only the precise 
records identified, Petitioner's CPRA requests did 
not reasonably inform the agency that he was seeking 
other information. The request for documents is 
quite focused and specific - it did not seek 
information generally regarding the cause of death 
of Petitioner's mother. "I hereby request copies of 
the following documents ... Cal. Bus & Prof Code§ 
2240 - Report for Death of Patient; 16 CCR§ 1356.4 
- Outpatient Surgery- Reporting of Death." (FAP, 
Exh. 8) Therefore, the court concludes that 
Petitioner has not exhausted his administrative 
remedies with respect to the other information 
requested in his petition. 

In reply, Petitioner quotes at length from his May 
15, 2014 letter to the Board. This letter is a 
complaint about Dr. Matchison, not a CPRA +equest 
for information. This is shown by the Board's 
response dated May 23, 2014, and that Mrs. Murray's 
representative submitted an authorization for 
release of medical records, as requested by the 
Board as part of the complaint process. (FAP Exh. 
1-2b.) Moreover, Petitioner did not make reasonably 
focused request for documents or information in this 
letter. 

Given the breadth of information requested by 
Petitioner in his writ petition that was not 
included in his CPRA requests, it would be 
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beneficial to administrative efficiency and judicial 
economy for the Medical Board to address 
Petitioner's CPRA requests for additional 
records/information about Mrs. Murray's death in the 
first instance. 

The· first cause of action is DENIED . 

Second Cause of Action - Application of Evid. Code§ 
1040 

In his second cause of action, Petitioner 
contends that Respondents abused their discretion in 
denying his CPRA request based on exemptions 
contained in Government Code section 6254(k) and 
Evidence Code section 1040 ~ To the extent Petitioner 
seeks the Outpatient Report of Death in this cause 
of action or information from that report, his claim 
is moot because the undisputed evidence shows that 
this document does not exist for Mrs. Murray. 

Both parties brief the court on their legal 
~ositions on whether the Outpatient Report of Death, 
if it existed, would be exempt from disclosure 
pursuant to the official information privilege under 
section 1040(b) (2). As stated, with respect to the 
Outpatient Report of Death, there is no justiciable 
controversy because the record does not exist with 
respect to Mrs. Murray. To the extent the parties 
make these arguments with respect to other 
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information about Mrs. Murray within the Medical 
Board's files, Petitioner did not make a CPRA 
request for such information/records and has not 
exhausted his administrative remedies . 

The second cause of action is· DENIED. 

Third Cause of Action - Failure to Properly Respond 
under the CPRA 

In his third cause of action, .Petitioner alleges 
that Res~ondent Webb erroneously classified the 
information sought by Petitioner as exempt under 
section 6254(f). He also alleges that "by 
inappropriately applying a blanket privilege to all 
information sought by Petitioner, Respondent Webb 
failed to identify and release 'any reasonably 
segregable portion' of the records." (FAP p. 12.) 
Petitioner contends that Respondents violated 
Government Code section 6253.1. (Reply 9.) 

Government Code section 6253.1 provides in relevant 
part: 

(a) When a member of the public requests 
to inspect a public record or obtain a copy of 
a public record, the public agency, in order 
to assist the member of the public make a 
focused and effective request that reasonably 
describes an identifiable record or records, 
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shall do all of the following, to the extent 
reasonable under the circumstances: 

(1) Assist the member of the public to 
identify records and information that are 
responsive to the request or to the purpose of 
the request, if stated. 

(2) Describe the information technology 
and physical location in which the records 
exist. 

{3) Provide suggestions for overcoming 
any practical basis for denying access to the 
records or information sought. 

(b) The requirements of paragraph (1) of 
subdivision (a) shall be deemed to have been 
satisfied if the public agency is unable to 
identify the requested information after 
making a reasonable effort to elicit 
additional clarifying information from the 
requester that will help identify the record 
or records. [1] 

(d) This section shall not apply to a 
request for public records if any of the 
following applies: 
[1] (2) The public agency determines that 
the request should be denied and bases that 
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determination solely on an exemption listed in 
Section 6254. 

"Under Government Code section 6253.1, the [agency] 
has the duty to respond to requests for disclosure 
of t~e information in public records, including 
assisting the requester in formulating reasonable 
requests, because of the [agency's] superior 
knowledge about the contents of its records." 
(Community Youth Athletic Center v. City of National 
City (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 1385, 1417.) 

Here, as discussed above, Petitioner's CPRA requests 
were limited to {l) the Report of Death of Patient 
pursuant to Business and Professions Code section 
2240; and (2) the Outpatient Surgery-Reporting of 
Death pursuant to California Code of Regulations 
title 16, section 1356.4. (FAP Exh. 4-8.) The 
evidence shows that these documents do not exist for 
Mrs. Murray. As stated above, while the agency must 
consider the information requested, and not only the 
precise records identified, Petitioner's CPRA 
requests did not reasonably inform the agency that 
he was seeking other information. Under these 
circumstances, Petitioner has not shown a violation 
of section 6253.1. 

The third cause of action is DENIED. 

Fourth and Fifth Causes of Action - Violations of 
Constitution and Public Policy 
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The alleged constitutional and public policy 
violations at issue in the fourth and fifth causes 
of action are derivative of Petitioner's claims 
discussed above. For the reasons already stated, the 
fourth and fifth causes of action are DENIED. 

Fees and Costs 

Because Petitioner has not prevailed in this 
action, he is not entitled to fees and costs . {Gov . 
Code§ 6259(d) .} 

Conclusion 

1-

The petition is DENIED. 

Section 1356.4 states that the report 
shall include the following information: 11 (a) 
The patients' full name, address, date of 
birth, social security number, medical record 
number, and the physical location of the 
medical record. (b) The full name, license 
number, practice specialty and the American 
Board of Medical Specialties certification or 
certification by a board-approved specialty 
board, if any, of the physician who performed 
the surgery. (c) The date of the surgery; the 
name and address of the outpatient setting 
where the surgery was performed; and the 
circumstances of the patient's death. (d) The 
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full name of each entity which licenses, 
certifies or accredits the outpatient setting 
where the surgery was performed and the types 
of outpatient procedures performed at that 
setting. {e) The name and address of the 
hospital or emergency center to which the 
patient was transferred or admitted. (f) The 
date of the report and the full name of the 
person who completed the report. 11 

2- In the court•s ruling on demurrer, the 
court only addressed the ripeness of 
Petitioner's CPRA request for the Outpatient 
Report of Death. 

3- It appears these are actually the same 
document, i .e . the report required by section 
2240 (a) . 

Respondent is to give notice and to prepare, serve 
and lodge the proposed judgment within ten days. The 
court will hold the proposed judgment ten days for 
objections . 
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BRUCE T. MURRAY
1931 E Street    San Diego, CA  92102   (619) 501-8556    murray@sagelaw.us 

April 27, 2017 

Kerrie Webb, Esq. 
Staff Counsel 
Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA  95815 

Re: Request for records regarding the death of Audrey B. Murray, DOD June 5, 2013; 
MBC control number 800 2014 005263 

Dear Ms. Webb: 

In accordance with the Information Practices Act1 and all other applicable laws of this 
state, please provide me with all information in the Medical Board’s possession regarding 
Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and the circumstances and cause(s) of 
her death.  

I am the beneficiary of my mother, Audrey B. Murray,2 and I represent myself as such 
here under the penalty of perjury. Accordingly, I am entitled to receive her personal, 
confidential and privileged information under Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.24 et seq., Cal. Bus. 
& Prof Code § 2225(c)(1), Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123105(e)(4), et al. 

Such information includes, but is not limited to the following: 

1. All information, reports and statements acquired by the Medical Board
regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment and death.

2. All documents contained in MBC file number 800 2014 005263 that contain
information regarding the cause and circumstances Audrey B. Murray’s death.

3. All statements made to the Medical Board by Dr. James Matchison and any
other third parties regarding Audrey B. Murray’s medical condition, treatment
and death.

Since the Medical Board has generated unique patient records “relating to the health 
history, diagnosis, or condition” of my mother (Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123105), I 
consider the Medical Board to be a “health care provider” for the purposes of disclosure 

1 Please see in particular, “[E]ach agency shall permit any individual upon request and 
proper identification to inspect all the personal information in any record containing 
personal information and maintained by reference to an identifying particular assigned to 
the individual within 30 days of the agency's receipt of the request for active records.” Cal. 
Civ. Code § 1798.34. 

2 Cal. Prob. Code § 24. Also see Los Angeles County Super. Ct., No. BS158575. 
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under Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123110, i.e, “[A]ny patient representative shall be entitled 
to inspect patient records upon presenting to the health care provider of a patient.” 

In addition to the private and privileged information that I am entitled to receive as a 
beneficiary, I also make this request for this information as a member of the public, under 
the California Public Records Act (Cal. Gov. Code § 6250 et seq.) Thus, if the Medical 
Board denies this request, or any portion of it, please also explain your basis for doing so 
under Cal. Gov. Code § 6255. Furthermore, if you deny this request under any of the 
other laws cited in this letter, please explain your basis for doing so under those laws.  

Please note that this request should not be considered limited to the Information 
Practices Act, the Health & Safety Code, the California Public Records Act or the other 
laws cited here. Any other applicable state laws supporting this request should be 
considered to be invoked. Conversely, if the Medical Board denies any portion of this 
request, under any law or judicial decision, please cite to the applicable binding authority 
supporting your denial. 

Finally, if any information in the documents that I seek is legitimately and lawfully 
privileged to someone other than Audrey B. Murray or her beneficiaries, or appropriately 
requires redaction, please produce the redacted document(s) and an accompanying 
privilege log that (1) expressly makes the claim (2) with specificity and particularity; (3) 
states on whose behalf the Medical Board is asserting the privilege, and (4) describes the 
nature of the documents, communications, or tangible things not produced or disclosed – 
and does so in a manner that, without revealing information itself privileged or protected, 
will enable me to assess the claim. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Exhibit 18
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Business, Consumer Services, and Housing Agency - Department of Consumer Affairs 

May 26, 2017 

Bruce T. Murray 
1931 E Street 
San Diego, CA 92102 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Executive Office 

Edmund G. Brown, Jr., Govenzor 

RE: Your Request for Records Regarding Audrey B. Murray. Control No. 800 2014 005263 

Dear Mr. Murray: 

In a letter, dated April 27, 2017, and received by the Medical Board of California (Board) on 
May 1, 2017, you requested the following information, pursuant to the Information Practices 
Act, Civil Code section 1798.34, and the Public Records Act, Government Code section 6250: 

1. All information, reports and statements acquired by the Medical Board regarding 
Audrey B. Murray's medical condition, treatment and death. 

2. All documents contained in MBC file number 800 2014 005263 that contain 
information regarding the cause and circumstances of Audrey B. Murray's death. 

3. All statements made to the Medical Board by Dr. James Matchison and any other 
third parties regarding Audrey B. Murray's medical condition, treatment and death. 

Response to Request for Records, Category 1- All Information, Reports and Statements 
Acquired by the Medical Board Regarding Audrey B. Murray's Medical Condition, 
Treatment and Death 

The Information Practices Act prohibits an agency from disclosing any personal information in a 
manner that would link the information disclosed to the individual to whom it pertains unless the 
disclosure falls within a particular category set forth in Civil Code section 1798.24. As relevant 
here, Civil Code section 1798.24, subdivision (g), provides that information may be produced 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. The records sought in Category 1 are exempt 
from disclosure under the Public Records Act. 

A. Investigative Information 

The records described in Category 1 are investigative materials that are exempt from disclosure. 
Government Code section 6254, subdivision (f), exempts from disclosure records gathered 
during the course of an investigation as follows: 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Bruce T. Murray 
May 26, 2017 
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"Records of complaints to, or investigations conducted by, or records of intelligence 
information or security procedures of, the office of the Attorney General and the 
Department of Justice, the Office of Emergency Services and any state or local police 
agency, or any investigatory or security files complied by any other state or local police 
agency, or any investigatory or security files compiled by any other state or local agency 
for correctional, law enforcement, or licensing purposes." (Emphasis added.) 

Subdivision (f) further provides that "nothing in this division shall require the disclosure of that 
portion of those investigative files which reflect the analysis or conclusion of the investigating 
officer." 

The Board, as the physician's and surgeon's licensing agency, is authorized to investigate and to 
take action against its licensees for the purpose of public protection. The Board is tasked with 
investigating complaints, whether the complaints are from consumers or received by other 
means, such as through mandatory reporting. In addition, the Board is responsible for 
commencing disciplinary actions when warranted. (See Bus. & Prof. Code§§ 2001.1, 2004, 
2220, 2220.5.) Investigative files created in the course of investigations are, therefore, exempt 
from disclosure. 

Further, disclosure of information gathered during the course of the investigation would 
endanger the successful completion of investigations. 

Investigative records do not lose their exempt status due to a failure to prosecute, or the close of 
an investigation. (Dick Williams v. Superior Court (1993) 5 Cal.4th 337, 354-355 [While there 
may be reasons of policy that would support a time limitation on the exemption for investigatory 
files, such a limitation is virtually impossible to reconcile with the language and history of 
subdivision (f).].) 

B. Official and Privileged Information 

The records requested in Category 1 consist of official information that is exempt from 
disclosure pursuant to Government Code section 6254, subdivision (k), and Evidence Code 
section 1040. It is obtained by the Board in the scope of its duties to investigate complaints to 
determine whether there has been a violation of the law and to determine whether disciplinary or 
other action is warranted. (See Bus. & Prof. Code§§ 2001.1, 2004, 2220, 2220.5.) Information 
obtained through the course of the investigation remains confidential unless and until 
disciplinary proceedings are initiated. (See Bus. & Prof. Code,§ 2225, subd. (a).) Complaints, 
any explanatory statements by a physician, or offers of mitigating evidence are kept in 
confidence in a licensee's central file. If no action is taken on a complaint or if the complaint is 
found to be without merit, the file is purged. (Bus. & Prof. Code§ 800.) · 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Disclosing the requested information would have a chilling effect on the Board's ability to 
complete investigations and protect the public. The public interest in non-disclosure clearly 
outweighs the public interest in disclosure here. Licensees are not likely to provide explanatory 
information if such information becomes public. Without these explanations, the Board is not 
able fully to assess the full scope of the care and treatment of patients, as well as the 
circumstances surrounding possible violations of the laws governing the practice of medicine. 
Members of the public, health care institutions, and other possible complainants are less likely to 
provide the Board with information if their identities are public. "The prospect of public 
exposure discourages complaints and inhibits effective enforcement." (City of San Jose v. 
Superior Court (1999) 74 Cal.App. 4th 1008, 1020 (citations omitted).) Patients, too, are less 
likely to share confidential medical information for purposes of investigation with the risk that 
the information will be publicly shared. Further, requiring disclosure of investigative materials 
would not result in a disclosure to only those members of the public or to individuals by whom 
the information is sought. The information would potentially become available to the public at 
large. (Id, at p. 1018.) 

C. Public Interest 

Government Code section 6255 "allows a government agency to withhold records if it can 
demonstrate that, on the facts of a particular case, the public interest served by withholding the 
records clearly outweighs the public interests served by disclosure." (County of Santa Clara v. 
Superior Court (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1301,1321.) As stated above, the public interest in non
disclosure of the records gathered in the course of the Board's investigation outweighs the public 
interest in disclosure. 

D. Deliberative Process 

The deliberative process privilege exempts from disclosure materials that would expose an 
agency's decision-making process in such a way as to discourage candid discussion within the 
agency and thereby undermine the agency's ability to perform its functions. Even if the content 
of a document is purely factual, it is nonetheless exempt from public scrutiny if it is actually 
related to the process by which policies are formulated or, if it is inextricably intertwined with 
policymaking processes. (Times Mirror Co. v. Superior Court (1991) 53 Cal.3d 1325.) Records 
that reveal deliberative processes are protected through application of Government Code section 
6255. Here, records concerning the decision-making relating to the course of an investigation 
are covered by the deliberative process privilege and, therefore, absent special circumstances 
would be exempt from disclosure under Government Code section 6255. 

E. Beneficiary Interest 

You have indicated that, as a beneficiary, you are entitled to the personal information of Audrey 
Murray. 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Civil Code section 1798.24, subdivision (c), allows disclosure of personal information to a "duly 
appointed guardian or conservator of the individual or a person representing the individual if it 
can be proven with reasonable certainty through the possession of agency forms, documents or 
correspondence that this person is the authorized representative of the individual to whom the 
information pertains." The Board is in possession of certified medical records relating to the 
care and treatment of Audrey Murray, which were obtained through releases executed by Ms. 
Murray's trustee, Peter Murray. At this time, the Board lacks sufficient documentation that the 
Board is authorized to release personal information to you, as opposed to Ms. Murray's trustee. 
Should such documentation be produced, the Board will evaluate the documentation to 
determine whether release of this personal information is permitted. 

You have indicated that the Board is authorized to release information pursuant to Business and 
Professions Code section 2225, subdivision (c)(l). That section allows the Board to inspect 
medical records of a deceased patient without the authorization of a beneficiary or personal 
representative after making reasonable efforts to contact the beneficiary or personal 
representative and absent a refusal of consent. This section allows for the gathering of evidence 
in a confidential investigation, but does not allow the Board to disseminate that information. 

You have also indicated that the Board is a health care provider and thus must permit inspection 
of records pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 123105 and 123110. The Board is not a 
health care provider, but rather a heath care oversight agency charged with protecting the public 
through its licensing and disciplinary authority over physicians and surgeons. (Bus. & Prof. 
Code,§§ 2001.1, 2004, 2234.) As such, it may not disclose personal information without the 
presence of a condition provided in Civil Code section 1798.24, as set forth above. 

F. Records Produced 

Without waiving the above objections, the Board is providing to you, pursuant to your request 
the following information. 

1. 

2. 

G. 

Complaint to the Board provided by you. 

Correspondence between the Board and you relating to the obtaining of 
authorizations for release of medical information and the corresponding 
authorizations, correspondence between you and the Board re the progress and 
conclusion of the investigation. 

Privilege Log 

You have requested that the Board provide a privilege log as to those documents not produced by 
the Board. Under the Public Records Act, government agencies are not obligated to provide a 
privilege log or list of every record withheld along with a statutory justification for withholding. 
(Haynie v Superior Court (2001) 26 Cal.4th 1061, 1074.) 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Response to Request for Records, Category 2 - All Documents Contained in MDC File 
Number 800 2014 005263 that Contain Information Regarding the Cause and 
Circumstances of Audrey B. Murray's Death 

As to the request for records in Category 2, the Board responds by incorporating the same 
responses as those provided relating to Category 1. 

Response to Request for Records, Category 3 - All Statements Made to the Medical Board 
by Dr. James Matchison and any other Third Parties Regarding Audrey B. Murray's 
Medical Condition, Treatment and Death 

As to the request for records in Category 2, the Board responds by incorporating the same 
responses as those provided relating to Category 1. 

Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss this matter further. 

Senior Staff Counsel 

Encl. 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Bruce T. Murray 
1931 E Street 
San Diego, CA 92102 
619-501-8556 
www.sageJaw.us 
murray@sagelaw.us 

The Medical Board of California 
Sacramento, CA 95815 

Dear Sir or Madame: 

I am writing to ask your assistance regarding 
.the death of my mother, Audrey B. Murray, 
who died last June about 30 hours following 
an elective heart procedure. The doctor. 
James C. Matchison, either car.'t or won't tell 
me what caused her death. 
My mottler was B6 and suffering from chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. At the time 
of the procedure, Dr. Matchlson gave her 
about tw_o years to live, but she only made It 
30 hours into ,her assessed time period. 
On June '11 1 2013, f spoke ll'llth Or Matchison 
o-ver the phone .-egarding my m'lther•s death. 
He told mie, "I don't know what c:e1-.11cd her
precipitous decline A A .'4. A¢A A A A_A A A ~l r 
ha·,~, 110 great explanation for what 
h.:ippettod." 
! need bettar than that. 
Dr. MatchiSCJfl, Jost a patient·· •ny r.aQther • 
and If he does not know what c:iuse•.:S her 
death, he really should if he Is to continue 
operating on patients. 
There may be a perfecUy good explanation 
for what happened. Dr. Matchison may not 
have been negligent all. But his non
exp\anatlon gets me nowhere closer to the 
truth; and unfortunateiy1 Califomla medical 
malpractice law provides me with no legal 
le\ferage to encourage a better explanation. 
If indeed Dr. Matchison has no idea why he 
lost a patient, 1 think he owes an answer not 
only to me, but also to his medical peers. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Bruce T. Mu.rray 

Copied below are my own notes of my 
mother4s fi.nal 30 hours, based oh the 
medical reports: 

Performing physician: 
Dr. James C. Matchison 
2841 Lomita Blvd, suite 235 
Torrance, CA 90505-5111 
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License number: A00097926 

614/13 
10 a.m. Cardiac Cathetertzatlon procedure by 
Dr. James C. Matchlson 
Elective right and left heart catheterlzatlon 
performed for assessment of aortic valve 
stenosis. 
She is given focal anesthetic Lidocaine. 
First attempted to go in through right Internal 
jugular vein. 
Doctor discovar-ed she had "Se\fere 
hypovolemia." 
So went In through right femoral vein. 
Right heart catheter removed, and attention 
turned to right radiai artery ac~ess. 
Catheter used to cannulate left main and 
right coronary artery. · 
?tocedure was comp'Ucated by trans~em 
hypotension soc.ondaicy to dahydnrtion iln·d
r,versedatior.. 
(:iiven dopamine. : 
Attempted to crotS:•aeortlt; v~":.i!tfi.t, n;.t "':~lortic 
·:a!ve was iwt ..:rQ'iiSect" 
tllght ~icapulc.'!r (should:.),) :·J:~;i· A unk110~,,~1 
etiolo~:1 [c:au~~~; ';horefor:; s;,,-r.~c~·~i1.m;; 
!ll:i-·ortr~d. 
?n:.icedum c.;JJ:,t~-c4 'ti;.:.r to 1:...-n.ome 
hypotanstt!v~. s<; shs is admitted if.I hos~iti:»1 
overnight 

6(5/13 
11:39 a.rn. l>tscharged fr.om·hospitai 
recovery; brot,~r Bill·brings-Mom home. 
She continues to experience shoulder pain; 
1he pain grows more acute. 
3:15 p.m. am brihgs her to the emergency 
room at Torrance Memorial. 
3~30 p.m. Arrives at emergency room. 
4 p.m. Resp1ratory arrest. Approximately 30 
hours iilfter procedure. 
"Cardiopulmonary arrest secondary to 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease." 
·Dr.Elisa Anhalt, emergency room 
physician. 

Theories of posslble causes of death: 
1. The cardiac catheterization procedure was 
negligently performed. 
2. Mom was Improperly selected for this 
procedure; the doctor did not adequately 
screen her; did not know of her underlying 
condition; she was too weak to undergo this 
type of procedure. 
3. Over-sedation - negligent anesthesia. 
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Re~pondent 
License Type: 

First Name: 

Second Name: 

Last Name: 

Gender. 

Address: 

. . 
,11,P J 

.. -
.. .... ~-

Phone Number. 

Extension: 

E-mail Address: 

Complainant 
First Name: 

Second Name: 

Last Name; 

Gender: 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Extension: 

E-mail Address: 

Page 4 014 

5. None of the above: 
- She would have died anyway at this 
particular time despite the procedure. 
- Regardless of this procedure, she would 
have died anyway at this partfcular time. 
• The procedure was not sufficient tc trigger 
her death at this particular time, and the 
procedure was not a necessary condition for 
her death. 

Physician's and Surgeon's 

James 

C. 

Match ts on 

M 

2841 Lomita Blvd1 suite 23!i 

.. ·rcman.:e, CA 

90505-51 ~~ ·i 

lJS 

(~10) 222~240i 

Bruce 

Thomas 

Murray 

M 

1931 E Street 

San Diego, CA 

92102 

us 
619-501.-8556 

mur~y@sagelaw.us 
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BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES, AND HOUSING AGENCY· Deparlll16nl r,/Con.sum,r Affair.r EDMUND G, BROWN JR., Govemrn-

C 

.... ··, .. ~=- ·-~. 
·- :~·," 

( 

April 14, 2015 

Brt1ce T. Murray 
1931 E. Street 
San Diego, CA 92102 

Re: 
Control Number: 

Dear Mr. Murray: 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

James Matchison, M.D. 
800 2014 005263 

"• .... T• ' •I" 

The MCQ.iqal Board of California has completed. its revie~ of your compl_aint again.c;t J)r.-.Ja.m.es 
Matchison. 

As a licensing agency, lht: Boal.'d has .the authority to ensure that·its hctT..sees.ahide by the 
provisions of the Califomia Business.and Pn'lfi.}ssions Code .. Your eomplaint an!J all t.cim,:r.1t 
medical records were reviewed by the Board's Medical Consiut.ant. H was the o.ph,iouo.f ou( 

·:.·consultant that the treatment rendered did not c.onstitute a violation of the·-la-w·. as it relatctS to·th.e 
practice of medicine. Therefore, the Board is unable to proceed with :fart.her action and lw.s 
closed its-case .in this mutter. 

Thank you for contacting the Medical Board of California .. 

Sincerely, 

cfr-
Linda Serrano 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 

Control Number: 800 2014 005263 

2005 Evergreen St1-eet, Suite 1200, Sacran:1ento, CA 95815-3831 • (916) 263-2528 • FAX: (916) 263-2435 • y,ww.mbc.ca.gov 

. ~~ _. .. 

;;_,;:,,. ... ~ ., . 
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8US1NF.SS. CONSUMER SERVICES, AND HOUSING AGENCY' -Departmem o/Co11&11mer Affairs 

( 

···.- .. .'..·.i' • 

January 151 2015 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

. BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
· l~J .,E S1~ET 
. ·-SAN DIEGO, CA 92102 

•. T.. .. •.• 

J)ear -BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY: 

EDMUND G .. BROWN JR., GoWJtnor 

,, ~: .: .. :!: . . . ~- .-.;.:.: This J~tter is to update you on the status of your .complaint.fil~d,.wrtl1 Ol!f, off1ce·agaim,-t,'· · v . .. .. ,. -. . {: 
· .~·., ··'·:- : ·_Dr._JA.MES CHRISTOPHERMATCill80N. 
-. ",..-: .• ..: :~ ·.-7 :·· .... 

: -·we lfave received all records and documentation.required for a thoroo.gh l'eview ofyoui· . 
·.:.. , . ... .. .. . . . Complaint. These dOCU1DetitS Were forwarded to OUT medical· t:',OTISUJ1ant for' J'tl'>'i;,>.W and 

evaluation. Please see the enclosed brochure for informatio:i on the medir..ni cousultant review 
:_ '•··~ .. ---pfoces·s: 

!';;._,!_ - '·. ·. 

>I.-.' · ;t::.· ):"ciuJvill be-notified in wrrting oft.he rem1lts ofthe'mediealc6ns:ultn.nfs review. 
\f~ 

· .. _.: · .. ,.,J·: .. 

~.!: . ..., ... .: . . . 
. • .... . .. 

( 

.. '.Thank you for your cooperation and ·patience. 

_. Sincerely, 

Linda Serrano 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 
(916) 576-3231 

Control Number: 800 2014 005263 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-383 l • (916) 263-2528 • FAX: (916) 263-2435 • www.mbc.ca.gov 

, . ·-· ·- _ ...... :,.:":, ... 
._ ....... ,& 

.',i .... . 

.. 
-.... 
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Serrano, Linda@MBC 

om: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject 

Hello Bruce, 

Serrano, Linda@MBC 
Wednesday, October 08, 2014 9:29 AM 
'murray@sagelaw.us' 
Control No. 800 2014 005263 Status 

I received your call where you wanted confirmation that we had received afl the documents we requested, yes and 
thank yo~. The case is being processed. I wfll keep you informed of future status of your case via letter. 

Respectfully, 

Linda Serrano 
Associate Enfor.cement Analyst 
Medi cal Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA 95815 
(916) 576-3231.P 
(916) 263-2.435 F 

~ ·(' -~;~·•·canfidentiaUty Notice: This e .. mai1 message, including any attacl\ments, is for the sole use of the intended· 
. tecipient{s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any Llnauthoriz.e<l x-eview~ u.~e. cUsclosure: 

"' , _o.r dis_tribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sondei·.by reply e-mail and 
~- ,-.;~:o.esfrofflll copies of the-original message.*** 

( 

1 
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Serrano, .Unda@MBC 

From: 
i,nt: 

,o: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status; 

near Linda, 

Bruce T. Murray <murray@sagelaw.us> 
Monday, December 15, 2014 1:39 PM 
Serrano, Linda@MBC 
Re: Control No. 800 2014 005263 Status 

Follow up 
Flagged 

. . 
I was hoping to get copies of Dr. Matchison1

~ § 2240 and§ 1356.4 forms before Christmas .- Would this be possible? 

Best r~gards, 
Bruce Murray 

Cal Bus & Prof Code§ 2240 -· Report for Death of Patient 
16 CCR § 1356.4 •• Outpatient Surgery~Report[ng of Death 

·on 10/8/2014 9:29-AM, Serrano, Linda@MBC wrote: 

•.\ ~ 

Hello Bruce, · 

I received your caH where you wanted confirmation that we had received all the documents we 
requested, yes and thank you. The case 'fs' being processed. 1·will l<eep you Informed of future status qf 
your case via letter. . 

Respectfully, 

.£.irufa Serrano 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 
Medical Board of Californla 
200_5 Evergreen Street Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA 95815 
(916) 576·3231 P 
(916} 263-2435 F 

***Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fcirthe sole use of 
the intended recipi~nt(s) and may contain cdnfldential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution Is prohibited. If you are. notthe intended 
recipien~, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
mes sage.*** 

( 
*** Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fo!'the sole use 
of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review. use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

l 
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Peter B Murray 
5 Patrina Circle 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 
peter@peterbmurray.com 
949-636-2352 Cell 

September 9, 2014 

Re: Audrey B Murray 

T<;> whom it may concern, . . 
I Peter "B Murray am the ·successor trustee of the Audrey B Murray estate .. If you have any 
questions regarding this request you may contact my brother Bruce T Murray.or myself. 
Thank you for your assistance, · · ·· · 

.,· .. 
~ .. ~:--·: 

~fl· ... --
PeterB \durray, trustee ~ 

~ 

.. ~= . ... 
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MEDJCAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergree:11 Streel, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

Patient Name: j Date of Birth: I Date ofDeath: 
_A_u_dr_.ey_B_._M_urr_a_y~~~~-~~-:_S-L.-l_\ __ l~_l_1~~i-~ ___ - Liol3 
· Medical Record Number: Control umber: 

(If known) j 

l ~'1'6 ~°' \ I 8002014 005263 --'----....:.--'--------------'-------"'----------------

I, the undersigned hereby authorize: 

Physician/Facility; _\c, 1~~~:~ ... ~Mo.::~~-.. ~$ ~~J_~;;?/\.+~~!_~-
Address: '32:;,3~ N:)~~ ~ .. ~.JJ~ . . --~~-.--~-·· -··~· 
·city/State/Zip Code:~a..rtt~~~~~--<;(:l__~9~99~~-:_.:_._~--~-~~~::: .. " :··~:_;;·· ···~··· · .,. 
Phone Number: ~IC>-'")' §.:-'::'.. I \0_ Treattnent Date(s): i;;,~'i- / 2:_6[5 .... ~- . ; ::: . · ·: ,· -~-
~ ~ s MEf..,l i c.a.\ · ·~::- t;;t~.i ~c.l··c~eS; ct:-~ .. ~··f-~.c- .d~1e.).' ·~·:d· .::-=- .:· ..... · ,'.,-, >~ .. 
~~~} ...,!"~("t'. ~ ~· .. :>\"'e~--f:;.c_ +:i;~ ~~~~ _-Jt~~ll~-lf\· -~:r;~::::~.-'~---~~;::-.··;._~ .. :t 

to disclose med1cal records m the course of my c:u0.~rm~1~ and treaimentto U1e M~tiJ~~~l . .. · .- - ·, ·· ... . : '~'. 
·un~:rd of Ci.Uforuin, Enforcement Progra1n.1 n. health~'lre oversight aw~1?.~\_·.ngs ... i. . ; .- ... --,-· ·· . 
dis'6lO$i.l!'e cf recc,rds aut"lorized herein.is reqnired for otfi.:~!:c. l. IJ'.3~j-·iri;:-..}udi1* ;·1 · .. ~/):·(j~r~;;:;f~ .. .. .. · , •...... ·· -.... 
and p~ssibte adm,bistrative and/or c.rimp;\al J»·oceedin~s rq;:i.t~·:inii -ii1j ··iµ.i·{~!i,,:, .. ~~';:, .. (,:: i1~{{vti· . 
of the State of Ca] ifori1ia. 11 iis authorization shall remair: -vG.·, it.! for th;t ,::: ye u.r!> ·:-::~.:.~lf' . i'h?. J:V~: .. ~ ... 
of signature. A copy of this authorization slrn.ll be ag valid ~.s the origh,~t l uhderst~d ·· · · ·-
that I have ·1.hc right to receive a copy of this authorizatio!} if requc;.sted b7t. me. f Wl~t-·t:·ir;i.~i<r . ·~- .. . -: 
that I have a right to revoke this authorization by sending wri-tt.en nNifi~ation to ~e;),{w1Jic.·.;1j ~ 
Board of California at tlie above aqdres·s. My written revocation wiH b~. ~ff:ectiv~ .i.ipcfr. :~ ~ _ .. ·' ·· , .. 
receipt by the Medical :S.o.ard of California bi.rt wiJ.l. not be effective to· th~ e-itent that ~uch ·· . ;-· ~" 
pe1'SOns have ·acted in reliance upo~ this Authorization. T und~rstand that tj1~ ·ted1ii¢ut ofJ~)'·::.,- ... -.' · . 
infon.na.tion is not a health plan or health care. provider and the released in f'o:rmntion· mi:iy· no .. : · · · · 
longer be protected by federal priv~cy regulations. · --- ·. 

. . ·~· 

Patient Signature: -·-··---- Date 

or: ~3.~ 
9~ ~- ""·~ LegaJ Represffit' 

_ .S..·,,..<,.,6-S&c.~'(.. 11'4.l::';,~ • °l-9.-l'i __ _ 
Relationship Date 

I 

' 
: 

r · 

NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provider to provide the requested records within 15 days, ore health care 
facility wilhin 30 days, of receipl of this request and authorization may constitute a violntion of Scclion 2225.5 Df U1e Medical 
Practice Act and may rcsull in further action by the Board. 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95 815 

l Date of Birth: · I Date of 9eath: 
. · .,_</1 \ J 11?-1-__~d_S~OI·~ 

Patient Name: 
Audrey B. Ml.lrray 
Mt?dicel Record Number: ontrol Number: · · 
(If kri-0wn) l 
1.iLf i;i9 

0 2014 0052'63- · . · 

---- . ---·-·-------~-------

I, the undersigned hereby. authorize~ . c:, t~- . . 
. ~ .. , ..:~·· . _. ·-· . . , . r'"\. __ -.- ,, + I • • · ··-· · · •• :,. 5_: . ,.:.::·.' ;{ -

. ..::..: ~-.. :: .... ... __ Phys1c1an/Fac1bt.!: .J::a&~~ · .. ~.~~~.;0-:~· :J:.::.-.-f:?- :·.- .. 
'lt.:· . ") ~- 'i· 1· l · \· . \' \ '4.. +~~- .tY·-!',LC .b. •9 . . , . .. 

... ... :----·- ·-· - -r~dress_: -~~SL .....e:,M I :re_ - · . .Y~_~-t:;;bu_~.;~~~~~~~~-:-f~: .· . .,._:.,,_,,~~ ... · . 
.... E ~-·c-C,ty/S~1PCode: -lo.1er~r'\S::et7: 9B : ~C?.5?~_~:~i.)j}··~:$' =;··. , ; 
:.< ~--·-,--!>hone Numbei::.: 10""'-'t ~ 'i- -/ ~~~ Tte~tment-D~(s)::, __ <i?!.Jjl~--~ : · ··,-;::J!-,,, .- :-i.:-,;._. ·-. 

?~~ -\L ·::~~~-. ,· .1-;~· <12.~c: · t .... ,}::;;terr··~ -~..-;i,~~ -- ~f ::~.,t ··-id·.:Le:-~::-:""":~;±· ~·"\=- : .. ". ·.:· . 
- : 1. lj- . . ~---=r' . . . ' - ::-~r.i::.U"'\'T.'::::- . . ,...;:;o :~ .. ~ . .... !':t'l=~,J~ ... -=-.i:~. . - ·-· ... , . ..:~. -, . 
,., .. _·· .h· ~"'<!.~· · t:,~c \o·,t' · a!.'-M'<-oi.-~··"""- ·· -'f'~' .,. , ··· · · · . . · ·. .. · .··-,.·.:· .. · ·' . ~'" -~~~t·:.~~:· to -rli1.¢1o~ie m~<lic records'ln the· course· of rny diagnosis f{tc!. ~at~nent'_{o 'fu.e·Meitifii.~a:i'i--~:··:_) . .:·:,:~ .. -.:-.:. 
! . . ·._<,r · of Q~\ifor~ia, EJ!forcemen·t ProgrtHn, ~ heitithc~mfoV~l~i'.ff;fo:.!1~er1cf '.}~bir/f.lfa.cloSlti'~ief_ . - ·,-: - -~:.·~ .-·, 
~~q( i,~:~"'~·~1ec;f':'1i ,at~thnri:ztcl he'rei11 is required for: offi•,"!ial use, _inclu,!-~tlg hw~s~ga~ri!:1 :tlf.@-1,~::si6l1f;;' •. :·;. · .. ~-·':: '. ''"":1;;_-:-:· 
:.,:~:"..:.::vr,: ,:,,):."!'-'~·- ... , ' _· ative amVor criminal JJ!Ol'-eeclir1g~: 1-cg~r.d.tng any vio1ntio1tr-~-f tlJs.·l'l:\W:~J;::ti.i(!" Sta .. t(') of . -'. ........ _ -:._._,_.' 
';·-- <~\•! ~- · )~·.::t}Q'lf ·: 'li, This auihorj2a:tion sbal.1.renia-in _vaH11 for thr~.f. 'yi!ai.:s ii1'>m .. _th~(tinte .. c.xf'~it¢~lttit.<;-· .. A - ; : ":-: -:· ,_. .,. -- -:.~. 
j : -}:-. • '! '-, _'i~"eop ,.) _this-au_thorization shall be as valid ~s the origi1~~t ! ui"1d6rst,a:r1~·tha1._H1_;iitnbe .right· ~. -.-: .. ,:.. ··_.· - . 
. · '._': ~.-·:::::~·-._.::to nieive 8 qopy of this authori~tion-i.f requested ~y:rrie;,:,;l :undt~,~~ltKl.,th~J'~Vsi~}:i.j~t~<f,;,:.~~,1-?/0°·1.i,·.:·i ·.f. 
; ':·_-- :·:-,~---~i,.~'h,voke this authorization by sendfog. written notification' :to theMe.dic,il:'BoMd-ofc·{~fiJomta at·;°:,;:\:..;·:·':.~:} ',·· 
=~·:. · ,~ ·:~·-·:-~e above }iddress. My ·wri~ revotation willbe·effectiv~ 11:t)Qil-i,"r.:c~ipt~y-:tli-e}~~di~J-~~r-~-- .,.-.:. ·· ::··-:;. _ ... 
;.i:;~~ :~: ,--.. ~~:it)(Califomia .but.will not be effective to.'the extent that stich'persons:·haJe"~~d-i:rH!€liartce upbif. . ···.:, . ,:··'. 
-··~"----~:·:.·-~·;. ~l·:~is A,utQQrization; I understand th.at.the recipient of'rny i¥.om:1ni1im ~-~ i'.l:ot,~-:heirJtlr.pla~. or .. ·.:':,.·-.; · .. _ _. __ ;-·_.: -· 
-_·· · .. _ . ·'.' ·-~-;"" .. liealth cal'e provider and the released information may no_loJiger be.·pl'otea~ted~b-ffoder~J.priva~y:,,'.~~-., .:-. ... . ~ 

( 

regulations. · · · -· ·., ·· 

. . --·------.----,.,··-------.. ·------
.... Patient Si~: Date . . r~ r:?. ~ ·----~-... - .• --- •. -----------· - or: c - Dw _ .::::· ___ ..iS_~U4s.se«L-IT4)&.-CP,G''. _ - _:_ ·,:r-1-1'-{ __ 

Pe.,rau. ~ M\J(L.(1.ffl Legal Represen~; , Relationship ~ Date · 
----=---·~----· 

NOTE: Failure bY, a physician, podi11tlist, or heallh care proYiderto provide the request~d records within 15 deys, or a health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request and authorization may constitute a viol11tlon of Section 2225.5 of the Medical 
Practice /\ct and may result in further action by the Boru·cl. 
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ST A TE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY· Depnrtni£nt of Con.s11mer Affairs 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

September 09, 2014 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
1931 E STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CA- 92102 

· Re: JAMES CHRlSTOPHER MATCHISON, M.D. 
-- ·· ·Control#: 800 2014 005263 

Dear BRUCE TiiOMAS MURRAY: 
•• I - • .' .' • ~ 

EDMUND G. BROWti JR., Go~ernor 

..... -We ]1ave revjew.e.d your complain1. and need to contact you for additional h1fo:rma~ie>u. 
.,. h'.:' :;,''. " . - .• . 

if~(-~-· ~;.: .. :.>.·-W<.(~e~ueirt the'foHowi1:& ~o~.tio~!~ Plr~e,-p7ovi~e a c-o:py ofymir late Ii1other's, Aud~ey B:, .. .- _:·· 
·"··· ~- -· - · · . Mr:ittay, :finahleath·certificate. · . ·. 

. .,... ,• 

-~~~-. :: .... ~ :·. ~~-.... ~: : ; ~~~~ ~ ·: . .--....... ~ ' . . 

t!..c:t·:~:.. __ : .1?~-:7:,·:,W~~ouldvery mu.ch appreciate receiving your response by ~~.1!911!!.l!.er 29, 201~.--P.iense refer 
, .. ;·,,~. :;,,. -~.'-,.- -to the 1'.Control_Number11

• a°Q.ove.When :r,eplying, , . . 
. ~: ./ . ·. '. ~· :,.· . : 

.. 
..... -

(.: . ; .. 

( 

Sincerely, 

Linda Serrano 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 
(916) 576-3231 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 • (916) 263-2528 • FAX: (916) 263-2435 • www.mbc.ca.gov 

·:··7 
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BRUCE Thomas MURRAY 
1931 E Street • San Di.ego, CA 92102 • (619) 501-8556 • snumy@aagelaw.UB 

Sept. 4, 2014 

-~, :·~ 
Linda Serrano ,..:.:.:,. ,., 

0 ,•:; 
..i:--- ·-

Associau: Enforcement Analyst 0 C>? ( l ..,. 
rr, ~~ --~ -Medical Board of California .,., '"1.:J rr,1 r-

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 )), 
I c:, (") 

u, om 
Sactamento. CA 95815-3831 -... ~< -~ :,:,., 

:?: ~,.....: 
C t.:J :.:.; 
~ (.I.) 

... ,: 

Dear Mi,;. Se.ttario: ~· --, 
.;;· 

In otdcr to avoid further delay, I am sending you the enclosed infurroation and au1horizations 
that ate available to me at this tim~ in hopes that this will be sufficient to enable you to 
proceed with your investigation into 1Df mothet's death. 
As I ·stated 011 my vo.ice mail .message t.o yon, I am a beneficiary~ but not the tmstr.e/ pctsonal 
tepttscmativc of my mothers estate. The Califomia. Business and Professions Code !!.~ts 

that either the pcrsonal represenmtive ot a benefi.daty of~ deceased petso.n is authori2ed to. 

telease c.onfidentlal medical infu:tmatlon: . · 
"In any investigation that irm>lves the death of a patient, the board may in3tJCCt and copy the 
medical ::tecotds of the deceased patient without the mthorization elf the bendiciaty ot 

pemo.nal n:ptesentative of the deceased patient H. Nothing in this 1,1:ibdhr.isio.n shall be 
consttued to illlow the boatd to inspect and copy the medical .recotds t:>f a deceased· ~t 
without a court or.der. when the bcndiciaq ot peaonal teptesem-.iti.ve of the deceased 
patient has been located wd contacted but bas .refused to C011Se11t to the boam .inspecting and 
copying the media] records of the dee.eased patient. Cal Bus & Prof Code §·2225; (Btnphasis· 
added.) 
The repeated disjunctive use of beneficiary OR personal represeatative strongly soggests that 
either the personal repi:csentative or the beoeBciary is authorized to release the confidential 
infonnational of a deceased· patient. Ther.efo~ as a ~efi.cmy of my-mother, I heteby grant 
the Medical Board of California full peimiss.i.on and access to all of my mother's medic.al 
recon:ls, a:s necessary to condact the .investigation into bet death. 
Also, I note that the list of required infottnatio~ as stated in your May 23 letter to me, 
includes the fullowing bullet point "Date of death (enclose copy of the death cettificate).n 
I note that the wo:rdst Afcopy of 1he death ~ertificatct arc listed in bmckets, following the 
.teciuest fut ''date.of death." I int.erpret this to mean that confirmation of the date of death is 
the most important infonnatio~ tatber than the death certificate itself. 
Therefore, because I do not have possession of my mother's death certificate (nor is my 
signatute on it), I am inst.cad enclos.i:o.g the Lexis record of her death. I hope that this is 
sufficient for your putposes. 
Please feel ftee to contact me by phone or by email if you have any questions. 
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·;· - ~; ·- .. - - .. ,. { {' 

.... .. .. 
• • 1--

.\ (. , .... .. 
.... ...... ~·· 

(_ 

· Lexis Nexis 
, OF 1 RECORD(S) 

California Death Record 
This data is for informational purposes only. 
Decedent lnfom1&tion 

N1U11e1 MURRAY, AUDREY :BBVAN 
Addr111111: ~ J 07 KINGSPINE RD 

ROWNG MILLS ESTATES. CA 90274-2417 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

LexlDCsm): 001804699081 

Decedent Personal lnformaUon 

Family Informatioo 

Death lnformatioD 
Important: 

SSN: XXX-XX-XXXX 
Age: 86 

Date Of Death: 06/05/2013 
Date of Bhih: 05/1927 

Father: BBVAN, JAMES JENNINGS 
Mother: HBlN'i.lBMANN, HBLBN 

The Public Record~ and commercially avnihible data sources used on reports have !lfl'Ol'S, Data. is someLimes entered poorly, 
processed inco11eclly and is !!enerally not free from defect. This system should not be relied. upon as de:tillitively nccumte. Before 
relying on 11ny darn dris system. supplies, it 1hould be independently verified. For Si,cretB1y of St111e dooumenis, the fo11owing .. 
daUI is for in'formali.an purposes only and is not nn official record. Certified copfcs may bD obtained from that individual SUlll:'s 
Department of State. 
Your DPPA Pmnissi.ble Use is: I have no pennissible use 
Your GLBA Pennissible Use is: I hnvc no peanissible use 
Copyrigbl@ 2014 I...e.xisN~xis, a division of Reed Elsevier !nr~ All rights rcsllfvet!; 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

Pati.ent Name: 
Audrey B. Murray 
Medical Record Number: 
(lfknown} \ 
\ ~ Lf'o;,L9 

I, the undersigned hereby authorize: 

Date of Birth: 
-5" l( 1121-
Control Number: 
800 2014 005263 

Date of eath: 
ti::,/S ~o\?) 

Physician/Facility: Dr. .:f 4V::'.\e~ C. & + c. k i $ ~r'\ 

Address: a_~ L.f l l-,o t\ l +s R \ vJ. J ~ 0 ,. +e ... _ 2..35 
City/State/Zip Code: \ C? \ f'O..t\<;e) C..'1 _;1\q~S -· s r \ \ 
Phone Number: 3 lO .... ~ '.B i-'i ~60 Treatment Date(s): · ~ / ·i / J.D( 3 . 

·i~ E.~s-e_ ;vt~.e:s Ac&;~ 4JI ~~fe:s ~f +~t-
AA-~"' ~o ~ · , '/. .f\..: "-M : c:....~ \ ,lo ~ fi .. 
to disclose medic records in the course of my diagnosis and treatment to the Medical Board 

(. .·cp California, Enforcement Program, a healthcare. oversight agency. This disclosure of 
·. tecords authorized herein is required for official use, including investigation and possible 

'~ministrative and/or criminal proceedings regarding any violations of the laws of the State of 
California. This authorization shall remain valid for three years from the date of signature. A . 
copy of this authorization shall be as valid as the original. I understand that I have the right 
to receive a copy of this authorization if requested by me. I understand th.at I have a right to 
revoke this authorization by sending written notification to the Medical Board of California at 
the above address. My written revocation will be effective upon receipt_by the Medical Board 
of California but will not be effective to the extent that such persons have acted in reliance upon 
this Authorization. I understand that the recipient of my information is not a health plan or 
health care provider and the released.information may no longer be protected by federal privacy 
regulations. 

Patient Signature: a=A /l /1 Date 
or: -v LT\~_. ~ 

\o~,'\e+~ c \a.r-( L~-Representative_ Relationship 
~ I q l&D I ... ( 

Date 

NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provider to provide the requested records withi11 15 days, or a health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request and authorization may constitute a violation of Section 2225.5 of the Medical 
Practice Act and may result in further action by the Board. 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION 

Patient Name: 
Audrey B. Murray 
Medical Record Number: 
(Iflmown) 

l~'1'3~~ \ 

I, the undersigned hereby authorize: 

Date of Birth: 
SI\ l~l1 

800 2014 005263 

Date of Death: 
b 5 a_oi 

Physician/Facility: -~t--ro.oll.C..-e ~µ_o,-~ ~di('-')..\_~{~~ 
Address: <o;:,36 l-6M~ ~ ~.JJ.~ · 
·city/State/Zip Code: rf10 r- r-QV\.c_e .. C f\ C\ c')~'":;O 5-

--....-.. .... - ----
. Phone NU!l!ber: IC> - · . . - I lb Treatment Date(s ): , ~ .Sf?-<? r:~"" · _ , 

,:, -~!:) M~TCA.\ ' ·-e i~c ~e'=ft'LY~vl~ .... ( ~.:le~ . 
/"42A p' . '=> ~v~T Jo ~ .s?..._·M;_:~<C:...""'t.(-··;f;~ .--.---:-

fto disclose medical records in the cour~e of my iagnosis and treatment to the Medical · 
:jB.oard of California, Enfo~cement ~l~?gram~ a healthcar~ ovcrsi~t ag(~nc~. This_ . . -
~td1sclosure.ofrecords authonzed herem 1s reqmred for official use; mcludmg mves1igat10n 
,i~d. possible administratiye and/or criminal proceedings regarding any violations. of the laws 
··. of the State of California. This authorization shall remain valid for three· years from· the date 
· of signature. A copy of this authorization shall be a.s v-lllid-,:asthe-,0:F.:iginat I understand 
that I have the right to receive a copy of this authorization if requested by me. I understand 
that I have a right to revoke this authorization by sending written notification to the Medical 
Board of California at the above aqdre~s. My written revocation will be effective upon 
receipt by the Medical Board of California but will not be effective to the extent that such 
persons have acted m reliance upon this Authorization. I understand that the recipient of my 
information is not a health plan or health care provider and the. released information may no 
longer be protected by federal privacy regulations. · 

Patie 

4 / 1.-( ( ~C>I '-[ 
Date 

NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provider to provide the requested records within 15 days, or a health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request and authorization may constitute a violation of Section 222S .5 of the Medical 
Practice Act and may result in further action by the Board. 
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ST>fr.J;. AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY· Department o/CQ11s111ntr Affulrs 
:::c- EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor 

July 22, 2014 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

SECOND REQUEST 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
·1931 E STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102 

Re: 
Control#: 

James Christopher Matchison, M.D. 
800 2014 005263 

:Dear BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY: 

This is to follow up on our letter to you dated May 23, 2014.requestingAuthorizatiou·for·Release .. 
- <of Medical ·Records for your late mother Audrey B. Murray. As of this d~1te, the Medical.Board 
- has not received a response from you . 

. :.'in, orde:r: for the Board to complete a thorough analysis of your complaint. it is imperative tha:t a 
.... ~e~pans~ be rec.eived from you by August 11, 2014. If we do n.ot receive a response from.you by 

.ie due date specified, we will be unable to proceed "Nith a review of your complaint and the file 
will be closed, A copy of the Board,s. previous correspondence is enclosed. for.your. reference. 
Please refer to the 11Co.ntrol Number'( above when replying. 

Sincerely~ 

d~~ 
Linda Serrano 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 
(916) 576-3231 

' 

Enclosure 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 • (916) 263-2528 • PAX: (916) 263-2435 • www.mbc.ca.gov 
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BUSINESS. CONS1.IMER SERVICES. AND HOUSING A.GEN CY -Dt1parm1e11t of Consumer Affidn 

May 23, 2014 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
1931 E STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102 

Re: JAMES CHRISTOPHER MATCHISON, M.D. 
Control#: 800 2014 005263 

Dear BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY: 

EDMUND G. DROWN JR., Govemor 

This letter is concerning the correspondence you submitted to the Medi.cal..Boatd for review. 

In order to proceed any further, a copy of your mother's, Audrey B~ Murray's;··medic.t:tl recordnlttist be 
obtained. To do so, we must have you comp]ete and sign-'it,e .enclosed:,Autlmmathm for Relea~e of 
l\14ldical Records forms. Plea~e l_is(~.Y·PAi~r ~~ care providers involved in the care of your.mother as .. 
you outlin_ed in your complaint,' including the complete names and addresses of each physir.iffll and -facility •. · 
Please return these forms to our office by June 16, 2014. 

It \S, impm1ant far you to know that the medica.l releases will not be valid if they contain any additional -
• · c~ments written on these fonns. lf you have any additional .. ififoi'mncion concerning_ your r.omplaint, 

pl4We submit it on a separate sheet of paper. Do not write any com1rrentsonthemedic1~..! release funns,. ,, .. 

The,.following information must be <:.9tnplQt~d .on the .enclosed forms {if applicable): 

• Patient's name 
Date of birth 

• Date·of death (enclose copy oftbe death certificate) 
Medical Record Number .(If known) 

• Physician/facility complete name, address and telephone numb.er 
Treabnent date(s) from the listed provider(s) 
Signature of next of kin as shown on death certificate 

.. 

Once the medical records are received, your complaint will be reviewed to detennine whether the care 
provided by the physician was within the standard of practice of medicine. 

Thank you for your cooperation and for contacting the Medical Board of California. 

Sincerely, 

LlNDA SERRANO 
Associate Enforcement AnaJy5t 
(916) 576~323] 

Enclosures 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 • (916) 263-2528 • FAX: (916) 263-2435 • www.mbc.ca.gov 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

Patient Name: 
AudreyB. Murray 
Medical Record Number: 
(Ifknown) 

I, the u·ndersigned hereby authorize: 

Date of Birth: I Date of Death: 

Control Number: 

800 2014 005263 ·----· 

_Physician/Facility: JAMES CHRISTOPHER MA,TCIBSO~ M.D. -------·--' . 

Address: 
' , • • 1·· • 

c'.-,:. ~- ·::i);,izy[~t~t_e!Zip ·cocle: _,_..__ ________________ ,_ ........ . 
. . . 

:: .. _; .~· · ~lio.~f Numbe~: ~ --------- ·· ·- · _· · , -~ Tre_atment J?at~(s): _._. __ ,, ..... --·~- .... -....... .. ----~ ·· 
. . 

·--------- ·---·-..... ---· .. --····· ..... -..... ....:----·--··· .......... ___ ,., .. -..... · -·· . --··---
I 

.: ·: ..- ,· :to;ft:¥.3-c-lose medical records in the c~ur~.e of my diagtiosis and treatment tc the 1VIedicaL, · 
.. ,7., ( . 

1 Bo=)J:of California, Jtnforcement Program, a healthcare ... oversight agency. This:.· --- . · · ,·-:·:,.,· · · .. ~, a,: 

, ... · .. Y,!·,~.·ms : ''., sur.e- .. of-rec~r~s au~orized-·here~ ~s .. require.d f~t official ~e, inclu~ng..!nves.ti~ation. -~ · ;··" · r·. 

( 

and, toss1ble admimstrative_and/or cnrmnalproceedings regarding any-v1olations .of.the.laws· .. : -'.' .. ··: 
ofth_e State of California.- This· ai1th'orizatiori shall :remain valici fo:rthree.y.ears·fr~m the $:t~ .- ... . 
of signature. A copy of thi~ authol'ization shall be as Yalid as the original. I.1u1derstatid·., .. ·. · . .. -.. . 
that I have the right to receive a copy. of tllis authorization if requested by me. I uO:de~ar:td -
that I have a right to revoke this authorization by sending written notification to the Medical 
Board of California at the above address. My written revocation will be effective upon 
receipt by the ;Medical Board of California but will not be effective to the extent that such 
persons have acted in reliance upon this Authorization. I understand that the recipient of my 
information is not a health plan or health care provider and the released information 111ay no 
longer be protected by federal privacy regulations. 

Patient Signature: Date ---------------
or: -----------"'-----

Leg a 1 Representative Relationship Date 

NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provider to provide the requested records within 15 days, or 11 health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request an~ authorization may constitute a violation of Section 2225.5 of the Medical 
Practice Act and may result in further action by the Board. 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

Patient Name: ------------+-D-a-te_o_f_B_irth __ :_. I Date. ofD. ea.th: Audrey B. Murray _L 
Meoical Record Number: 
(If known) 

Control Number: 
800 2014 005263. 

I, the undersigned here.by authorize: 

Physician/Facility: 

-·Address·: 
~ ·---·--- ----· 

. _ .. ________ . -~--·-· 

---,..---:.;...;....;..;.:..._·- · - • • _ ... ~ .. L, • 

·-· ·- CTfy!St.ate/Zip Cqde: --.;.._.,,,,__-.. - ------~.-...... ~--.....,.__ . ..,..;._; .. ... -... ---,---;• .... - ... ......... ... . 

····- - ... Phone-~un1ber: . -----------:;....,.T:r.~ ..... -~.~rt~~4'i1~r.~t. pate(s)~ · ::::_.:.~·:...;:~---~:~.~---··· ··~ _,.. ... ·-· .. -· .... . 
. . 

... .. .. . - --~ ... -- . . . . - . . !_. • •---•-••---C'"'-,c;• ,..,0-____ ~• .. - ••-,...•- ~ - ;.--, .. -•.,...:.:..., __ ,.,•.,._ ... ..wlf'-•- - •"".,._"' ___ ,.,.4;,.t,,.._•.n.,-:,.;:,,i,•_ • ....,_ .. .J.,.-.•--...~_....-.~., ,,_, __ - ·• ... 

-· ' .. ··--····-··· ·· ... _ •• .. .. . . ! 
~- . .,to_cijs_clof!fmedicnl records in the cours,! o.f my diagnosis ~d treatment W the-M'edical no1rd:= i ~t:; :··.:·; .. -:-

( ( _r.tci{·li'.f°.t ia;~En~oi·c.~~?1~nt P~~gr.· arn, a.h~a~thcare ~ve:r~~-~.t~··::;genc):;./[~:s.:di~cto~~tt":··O.f-: ~;~3-:;. :~~ -~--~. ::~.-~,!' 
.-,-.. ~,. ~records'. a · · onzect herem 1.sTequrred for offic_1_al use, mcludmg ~1::rv~tigah<!.n 'ru1d;p~s1ble ... :· ,, · ... ·.::'.:~· :.:.·., 
:( ·:.~-" .. ·iaiilii?·~ ... 1'.ve and/or c1imihal µti6cee·dings regarding any Yi.olations~9fth.tdawr(M.the State of. -::·~ · : -.: 
t: ;· ·:::~:~c·a1f ~#1j~(f.~s. authorization ~hiµl r~1:1ain.valid fot. tbree. y1arS;. frou1.theJ\afo.-of :s_i~~t\.tre; f._ ·:, ··-_ >'. ·:·:~ .·: 
: -~-: cdpY." ·of.this .authorization shall be a~ valid as the origil!_at· I under$tld:t1rat/t.lutve-~1ig.ht~, ._/:. ··'.:> .t' 

~~~.,''.~~0.:.~?~IYft·~a copy of this authorization if requested by. me. ~ _m1dersfah.d .th<1:t-_I h((yera ngntto~:.' ~-· .... .'/.-:. .. · ·-
.. ,,. ·· .;f~·ok~··this authorization by sending written notification to the Medical Bcuµ·d of':Califo'rrri:a:~t~--... , ·,,: .-·.,,.·, .-
-:.:::. -·· the ~a6"bve address. My written revocation will ·be effective· upon receipt ·by ·the Me<.HcalBoard.,,.-~: ·. · 
··· · · ····of -California but will not be effective to the extent that such persons have acted i.!1 reliance-upc1i .. :._ 
" u · thfs Authorization. I understand that the recipient of my infonnation is riot a health plan or · ··· 

( 

·health care provider and the released information may no longer be protected by federal .privacy: . . 
regulations. 

Date Patient Signature: 
or: ---------------

Legal Representative Relationship Date 

· NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provi~er to provide the requested records within 15 days, or a.health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request and authorization may constitute a violation· of Section 2225 .5 of the Medical 
Practice Act and may result in fu1ther action by the Board. · 
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BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES, AND HOUSING AGENCY· Dep11rtm1111t ofCor,s11mer A/}i.1/rs EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Govemor 

May 23,2014 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
1931 E STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102 

Re: JAMES CHRISTOPHER MA TCHISON, M.D. 
Control#: 800 2014 005263 

· --~ ···- -··· ... Dear BRUCE TIIOMAS MURRAY: 

· -~-" · ··- ---:--This-letter is concerning the correspondence you submitted to the Medicai-"Board for teview . 

....... ~,-···-····"··-;.;.In ·order·to ·proceed -any ·further, a copy of.·yt)tir ml'>ther's;·wAttdrey,·D,,-Murray'-s,. -mffdioal records 1m:st be· 
obtained. To do so, we must have. yo.n complete and sign-the:,mrefosed.:.·iAlttthoric:iation .to1· Reka.se ·of 

··· ~ .. ··-- ····· ·- ·--MedicalRe'cords forms. Pleiise list any otl1-er health cure provirler.;; involved i1l"tlte, care. of ytmr tr.other as 
~ -;- -· •·· ·· .... ,....···-~yeti .~utl-iued in your,oomphlint, including the complete nrunes- and !\cidn~c;sus of each physidari and. fucitity, .
k.- )Jr~,i..;.-·i}· ,htl!,,ff.1'.etun.1_th~se fmms to our office by June 16, 2014. 

b~{ . i ·· :='·~-~~ ·, ·-0-lt -is~mpo1tant for you ·10 -know that- the _medical releases wm not be -vnH<l: i-tt th~y c;;.,n,;ii.n,, any .additional 
;".;;.-~'.":_:~f;!_ -~.:i;:~'.""'":eo~--)~nts ~r~tten·_on these forms. If you have any :1'1ditiona!· inforn1atio11 c;onc.~fr,ing-ytlUr cnmplaim., 
~".::<:..,.:. '""'-·:,.t.!·_,:pl .• _. .subm1t 1t on a separate sheet of paper. Do not write an)! cQmmentsoJJ tbe.med!~l .rel~se forms .. :· ;-•.--.. .. .If..-., 1· .... __ - • ·:- •• r' 

;. ·-: .. :}''::_~:H".: ,r_ '. ·ne following information must be COtlilpleted on the enclosed forms ·(if 1:1pi,Hcabl;;} ): ~-: .. ' . 

.... 
- . ... ·:-:. - -=-.. ~. - . . ~ . 

, .... _.,. .. 
-:· •••• _ !' 

( 

PaJi,mtJs name 
Pate of birth 

Y) ,r-• ,•. 

Date of death (enclose copy of the death t'.ertificate) 
Medical Record Number (Ifknow11) 
Physician/facility complete name, address and telephone.'number 
Treatment date(s) from the fisted provider(s) 
Signature of nex.t of kin as shown on death certificate 

Once the medical l"C(.;ords are received, your complaint will be reviewed to dc-.termine whether the care 
provided by the physician was within the standard of practice of medicine. 

Thank you for your cooperation and for contacting the Medical Board of California. 

Sincerely, 

LINDA SERRANO 
Associate Enforcement Analyst 
(916) 576-3231 

Epclosures 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200. Sacramento, CA ·95815·3831 • (916) 263-2528 • FAX: (916) 263-2435 • www.mbc.ca.gov 

: ..... 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION 

Patient Nrune: 
Audrey B. Murray 

Medical Record Number: 
(Ifknown) 

I, the undersigned hereby authorize: 

Date of Birth: Date of Death: 

Control Nl.imber: 

800 2014 005263 

Physipian/Facility: JAMES CHRISTOPHBRMATCHISONi.M,D. -----·-

Address: - ......... _.._ _ _.._.,, ... ~ .. ~-..... ~~~ .. · 
~· • • ":• ;·it'~~.,.•••·. 0) ;. " • I • •r,• ·- •··- •• ··~~ •• •11 ,.. •'•. .• •• • ' • • 

T,. :·-· ·...-.,/eity/:State/Zip Code-: ___ -·· · . .· · . · · · ·· . . -~-------------.. --;-:~··----.........-----1-......... ·-.-.. 
• .. , _; .. -..: ·• •. _.:'.::::;.;.·~~'"~•. . . •• · ;·:• ·• '1'. t. ·•,,• " . .' • , • 1. , • • •• ·r , · 1 , • ._ r,. ,' ,,r 

t.;,:: -;-~,,,~ •. ,ghon~ .Nw.nber: .. ...:.._;_.,..:. ________ , ___ Treatment D~tt-J(a)~ -·-------~--·--··--~-------.,-· 

----• .. r--·-- ·----------,.--.. --. ------.--·~--~-'""""·\· .... ~ .. """·:""::~·--· .. ----~~-- ·~·-.,. ~-

~:{ ,.JtQ..~~sc~~f m~dfoal_records in the cours~ of ~y diag11.osk.and,trea:rnent to_.the-,~£:rlkul .. _. . .. 
r·:_:. _· .···i,~-~1;d··u~abforma, Enforcement Program, a healthcare oversight agency. nus- ~, . · 
r :.:'; .... ,-.disclosuilof records authorized herein is required for offidal use/including investigatior.i -,·, .. 

and p9ss{ble administrative and/or CQminal pro6eedings regard,ing .. any violations,.of tl.i,e Jt;cw:s _.~ 
of the State of California; This authorization shall remain vu.lid for three years from the .d~t~,.. ·. 
of ·signature. A copy of this authorization shall be as :valid.:~:tn-e ·original.:! understand,;;;.,· 
that I have the right to receive a copy of this authorization if requested by me~-1 und~rstand .· 
that I have a right to revoke this authorization by sending written notification to the Medical 
Board of California at the above address. My written revocation,will-be effective upon 

( 
' 

receipt by the Medical Board of California but will not be effective to the extent that such 
persons have acted in reliance upon this Authorization. I understand that the recipient of my 
information is not a health plan or health care provider and the released information may no 
longer be protected by federal privacy regulations. 

Patient Signature: -------~-------Date 

or: --------------- ----------
Legal Representative Relationship Date 

NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provider to provide tile requested records within 15 days, or a health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request and authorization may constitute a violation of Section 2225.5 of the Medical 
Practice Act end may result in further action by the Board. 

•,.· .... ·•. 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

Patient Name: 
Audrey B. MwTay 

Medical Record Number: 
(Iflmown) 

Date of Birth: 

Control Number: 
800 2014 005263 

Date· of Death: 

--------------------'-------------·---·------

I, the undersigned hereby authorize: 

Physician/Facility: 

Address: ----·---,-.,..... 
... - -·cttjiState/Zip Code: --..:....--.. ·--· .... - ...... __ ... _ .. ______ _ 

. . ·. 
---- . -·-----..... ---·-------··---·---·--·-----... ·--------.---... ~. . .. ··-.~·!.~"·-·. --... . . 

:"': .~:to .Qj~ei_~s.e)µedi~_ records in. the co~st,· of my dia~nos1 s imd treatrr1~11t to the Mt<iic1tl Board" ... ' ., 
~- ,.l~lfo:r.1ih1,·E:nforcement Progra'm, a hea1111ri~ire overslghtage.h(~y. ThiR:dis~lo~ur.e. of,. · - . ······· ····· 
e:: .. -~~~~~9{~S ~\1tf &rized herein fa reqµ.ired for official use, includJ.ng in'V~ti$~tiOrt.and-possi~lt · · .•: ·y ... : · ._ ... ";.-. 

· ·- · · : ~idm;faiistra~e and/or crimjnal proceedings regarding any violations· uftb.e ia:ws of th<ti\,$th~t,- oJ- ' .. ,., ... ,:.~ __ . 
:~ :• --~ ~caiii'onii~(this authorization -shall ren~aitl valid for three yeartl fr.orr1 the date-ofsigti~~r~\. 1\.: ." -- :· . ·, · :,.· 
~,:·.::'. .. -~~irpy oftliis authorization shall be as 'valid as the origin~J. I understand.that I hl\i . -· light-..~.,~::·... ,~

0 
•• 

"-- ~, .. t9~f~ceive a copy of this authorization if'reqliestedby me. lund,er~tand that I havf· _ .. 
·.'.·- ~ tf:V6ke t4is authorization by sending written notification to the Medical Board o(; _jT.ri~ at 

~' ~~ . ~labove address. My written revocation will be effective upon "receipt by the Mf@i~hl i1oard 
. -of California but will not be effective to the extent that such persons have acted ifrt"e:f.hu1ce upon 

·this Authorization. I understand that the recipient of my information is not a health plan or . 
health care provider and the released infonnation may no longer be protected by federal privacy 
regulations. 

( 

Patient Signature: 
or: 

--------------- Date 

Legal Representative Relationship Date 

NOTE: Failure by a physician, podiatrist, or health care provid~ to provide the requested records within 15 days, or a health care 
facility within 30 days, of receipt of this request and authorization may constitute a vio1ation of Section 2225.5 of the Medica1 
Practice A.ct and may result in further action by the Board. 
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BUS'JNES.S, CONSUMER Slf:RVICES, AN)) HOUSING AGENCV • Depnrtniml of Consttni«r Affairs 

May 19, 2014 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Central Complaint Unit 

BRUCE THOMAS MURRAY 
1931 E S1REET 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102 

-· . Dear BRUCE TIIOMAS MURRAY: 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Govu1tor 

® 

. .·- --~: ·. _\This is to acknowledge your recent correspondence regarding. Dr. JAMES' CHRISTOPHER 
.. . . ·:.~.MATCHISON. An Enforcement Analyst wilJ be assigned to review your complaint to determine 

--·· .. ,,; .· --:whether 'additional information may· be' necessary to evaluate: yc1ufcoiicerris, as well as·· confirm 
· ·:< .. ~. +,: -: :that the nature of your complaint falls within our jurisdiction .. Please review the e.uclosecl 
• ;- './·~- ,j, brochure for information about our complaint process. 

:~.J . /J; ,·,. ----tr-you have additional information regarding your complain~ please· s~d it innnediately and 
. . ~ . }~ . · -· · refer to the. control number shown below in your correspondence of contacts with us. You will 

.. -~ .· : .. : :. _ · } - be advised of the status of your complaint at vm'ious stages throughout the complaint review 
process. 

( 

We appreciate your patience and thank. you for bringing your concerns to our attention. 

CENTRAL COMPLAINT UNIT 
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 

Control Number: 8002014005263 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-383 J • (916) 263-2528 • FAX: (916) 263-2435 • www.mbc.ca.gov 
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BRUCE T. MURRAY 
1931 E Street • San Diego, CA 92102 • (619) 501-8556 • murray@sagelaw.us 

Kerrie Webb, Esq. 
Staff Counsel 
Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA 95815 

July 10, 2017 

Re: Your May 26, 2017 reply to my request for information regarding Audrey B. Murray 

Dear Ms. Webb: 

Please let this letter serve to "meet and confer'' with you regarding your May 26, 2017 
response to my April 27, 2017 letter requesting information regarding the death of my 
mother, Audrey B. Murray. 

In your response, you sent a small cache of records that I myself had written, provided 
or already received from the Medical Board. Producing documents already obviously in 
my custody or control is a gesture that is not well-taken. 

Regarding your bases for denying my request for information, I reply as follows: 

I. The California Public Records Act does not subsume the Information 
Practices Act 

I note that the bulk of your denial of my request is dedicated to analyzing my request 
under the California Public Records Act rather than the Information Practices Act. 
Although I invited you to consider CPRA in your response, please note that my April 27 
request begins, "In accordance with the Information Practices Act and all other applicable 
laws of this state, please provide me with all information in the Medical Board's 
possession regarding Audrey B. Murray's medical condition, treatment and the 
circumstances and cause(s) of her death." 

Since the CIP A is central to my request, an analysis under that law would be in order. 
Instead, you skip CIP A and go directly to CPRA by invoking Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.24(g). 
However, this provision of CIP A simply allows personal information otherwise protected 
by CIP A to be released via CPRA. But you use § 1798.24(g) as a shortcut to the CPRA 
exemptions - and then deny my request on that basis. Tbis is an invalid analysis. Section 
1798.24(g) is not a trapdoor getaway clause out of CIP A. If the clause could be used in 
this way, this entire section of the CIP A would effectively cease to exist and simply fold 
into CPRA. One law cannot be used to nullify another in this manner. 

Regarding my right to receive information as "the authorized representative of the 
individual to whom the information pertains" under § 1798.24(c), my brother, Peter B. 
Murray, already provided the Medical Board with the broadest possible authorization in 
his Sept. 9, 2014 correspondence (among the redundant documents sent to me in your 
May 26 correspondence). More importantly, I have already established my beneficial right 
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to receive this infonnation under Cal. Code Civ. Proc.§§ 1085-6, and I will estop any 
assertion to the conttary.1 

II. Public policy favors the release of this information under both CPRA and 
the Evidence Code 

2 

In considering the release of official infonnation under CPRA,_ the Court's 
overarching approach requires close consideration of the facts presented: "Each request 
for records must be 'considered on the facts of the particular case' in light of the 
competing 'public interests."' Time.r Mirror Co. v. Superior Court, 53 Cal.3d 1325 (1991). 
Here, you have made various conclusory statements asserting the Medical Board's interest 
over the public interest, but you have provided no analysis of the facts of my particular 
case. Furthermore, none of the cases that you cite is factually analogous to my request; 
and none of your cases involves requests for information from the Medical Board. Thus, 
the public interest as weighed against the Medical Board has not been tested. 

Your cases involve the following facts and circumstances: 

• Times Mirror Co. v. Superior Courlinvolved a request from the Los Angeles Times to 
the California governor requesting "appointment schedules, calendars, notebooks 
and any other documents that would list [the Governor's] daily activities as 
governor." That case turned on the "deliberative process" exemption recognized 
under Cal. Gov. Code§ 6255. However, I have never requested infonnation into 
the Medical Board's deliberative process.2 Furthennore, any Medical Board 
documents containing such privileged infonnation could be appropriately redacted, 
as my request specifies. 

• In San Jose v. Superior Courl, the Mercury News sought access to the names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers of 215 individuals who had lodged complaints 
about noise from the San Jose International Airport. The court denied the 
newspaper's request in order to protect the privacy interests of the complainants. 
Here, I am not asking for the private information of third parties, but information 
that is privileged to me, as the beneficiary of my mother. Additionally, the San Jose 
court noted that "the Mercury News has alternative means of contacting and 
interviewing the complainants other than by intruding on their privacy." Id. at 
1025. Here, I have no other means of obtaining the infonnation that I seek. 

• In County of Santa Clara v. Superior Court, the California First Amendment 
Coalition requested that the county disclose its geographic information system 
(GIS) "basemap." The court ordered th~ county to release this infonnation over 
the county's concerns regarding security, terrorism and the release of "critical 
infrastructure infonnation." The lower court had concluded that "the County had 
not shown a clear overbalance in favor of nondisclosure" (Id. at 1323), and the 
appellate court agreed. [Emphasis added.] Here, the infonnation I seek has nothing 
to do with public infrastructure - or the accompanying security concerns. A fortiori, 
the information I seek regarding my mother's death is disclosable to me. 

1 Los Angeles County Super. Ct., No. BS158575. 
2 Note that my prior writ action was for traditional mandate under Cal. Code Civ. Proc. 
§ 1085, and not an action for administrative mandate under Cal. Code Civ. Proc.§ 1094.5. 
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More factually analogous, and thus persuasive, are cases in which a death is involved, 
and a surviving family member seeks information from a public agency. For example: 

• In Shepherd v. Superior Court, a mother brought a wrongful death action against 
police officers who allegedly shot and killed her 14-year-old son. She sought 
relevant documents from the District Attorney, who asserted absolute privilege. 
The California Supreme Court held that the respondent district attorney's claim of 
"public interest in secrecy ... wholly fails"; and then the Court ordered a 
particularized balancing of each item of information sought by the petitioner. 
Shepherd v. Super. Ct., 17 Cal. 3d 107, 113, 130 (1976). 

• Michael P. v. S upererior Court involved a father who was subject to a dependency 
action - stemming from the death of a friend's child died while in the man's 
custody. The father sought the investigative reports from the sheriff and coroner, 
but the agencies refused. The appellate court vacated the lower court's decision 
granting the agencies' motion to quash petitioner's request for the reports. In so 
doing, the court weighed strongly in favor of the petitioner father's interest in 
obtaining information gathered by public agencies. Michael P. v. Super. Court, 92 Cal. 
App. 4th 1036, 1048 (2001). 

• In Dominguez v. Super. Court, the father of an 18-year-old man who had been shot 
and stabbed to death by a retired officer brought a wrongful death action against 
the police. The San Gabriel Police Department refused to release the retired 
officer's personnel and complaints records. The appellate court rejected the city's 
claim of blanket privilege, and ordered the lower court to weigh release of the 
documents under qualified privilege set forth in Cal. Evid. Code§ 1040. Dominguez 
v. Super. Court of LA. Cnry., 101 Cal. App. 3d 6 (1980). 

The public policy is clear: When a death is involved, the interests of justice favor the 
release of official documents. In discerning this policy, itis irrelevant whether the parties 
involved are plaintiffs in an action for damages or petitioners in a writ action. The 
substance is more important than the form or procedure. 

Because I am entitled to the information I seek as the beneficiary of my mother, and 
because I am entitled to it as a member of the public, please release to me the information 
that I seek. 

Sincerely, 
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Business, Consumer Services, and Housing Agency- Department of Consumer Affairs 

August 4, 2017 

Bruce T. Murray 
1931 E Street 
San Diego, CA 92102 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Executive Office 

RE: Your Request for Records Regarding Audrey B. Murray, Control No. 800 2014 005263 

Dear Mr. Murray: 

I am writing on behalf of the Medical Board of California (Board) in response to your letter 
dated July 10, 2017. In your letter, you replied as follows to the Board's bases for denying your 
requests for information: 

I. The California Public Records Act does not subsume the Information Practice 
Act; and 

II. Public policy favors the release of this information under both CPRA and the 
Evidence Code. 

First, once it was determined that 1) you were seeking information relating to another person; 2) 
you were not the trustee of Audrey B. Murray's estate; and 3) the letter signed by trustee Peter B. 
Murray was not sufficient to permit the Board to release Ms. Murray's medical records to you, it 
was appropriate to evaluate the request as a Public Records Act request, and respond 
accordingly. Absent additional documentation, the Board is unable to release Ms. Murray's 
medical records to you. As discussed below, you are free to get the medical records from the 
actual creators of those records. 

Second, the information and documents you are requesting regarding the investigation of the 
complaint involving Ms. Murray fall under specific exemptions to the Public Records Act, 
including, but not limited to, Government Code section 6254 subdivision (t) and section 6255. 
These exemptions, among others, were intentionally written and codified by the legislature and 
governor to protect state agencies' records of investigation, as appropriate. 

The Board has evaluated your request to determine if public policy weighs in favor of releasing 
the documents despite the clear exemptions. While the Board obtained a copy of Ms. Murray's 
medical records, this was done pursuant to an investigation of a complaint. You are free, with 
the proper release, to obtain Ms. Murray's medical records directly from the facilities and 
medical providers who provided care and treatment to Ms. Murray as the creators and custodians 
of those records. 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Bruce T. Murray 
August 4, 2017 
Page2 

With regard to your requests for "information, reports and statements" acquired by the Medical 
Board, including from Dr. James Matchison, regarding Audrey B. Murray's medical condition, 
treatment and death, the Board has determined that it would be detrimental to the Board's 
investigation process to release this information. Physicians provide statements to the Board 
with the understanding that the Board will guard the confidentiality of such statements to the 
extent permitted by law. This process enhances the Board's ability to obtain information to 
perform a thorough and complete investigation. If the Board were to release such statements and 
information pursuant to a Public Records Act or Information Practices Act request, the Board 
believes physicians would be less likely to provide statements, which would hamper the Board's 
investigation process. Because these documents fall squarely within exemptions to the Public 
Records Act, among other code sections, the Board will not produce them. 

Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss this matter further. 

Kerrie Webb 
Senior Staff Counsel 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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BRUCE T. MURRAY
1931 E Street    San Diego, CA  92102   (619) 501-8556    murray@sagelaw.us 

January 8, 2018 

Kerrie Webb, Esq. 
Staff Counsel 
Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA  95815 

Re: Third request for information regarding Audrey B. Murray, Control No. 800 2014 
005263 

Dear Ms. Webb: 

Please let this letter serve to “meet and confer” with you regarding your Aug. 4, 2017 
letter, in which you reiterated your denial of my requests for information regarding my 
mother’s medical condition, treatment and death – and the subsequent Medical Board 
investigation. (My initial letter in this chain of requests was April 27, 2017, followed by a 
second letter July 10, 2017.) 

Regarding your most recent bases for denying my request for information, I reply as 
follows: 

1a. The issue of trustee authorization is moot, because Audrey B. Murray’s 
estate has been fully liquidated and distributed 

In your Aug. 4 letter, you denied my request for information because (1) I am “seeking 
information relating to another person”; (2) I am “not the trustee of Audrey B. Murray’s 
estate”; and (3) “the letter signed by trustee Peter B. Murray was not sufficient to permit 
the board to permit the Board to release Ms. Murray’s medical records to you.” You 
suggested that additional documentation would enable to the Medical Board to release 
information to me.  

Although it is not necessary, in order to facilitate the process, I am enclosing a copy of 
the August, 2017 bank statement for the Audrey B. Murray Trust, which shows the 
distribution of the final residual minutia of Audrey B. Murray’s estate. All of Audrey B. 
Murray’s assets have been fully liquidated and distributed. Thus, the role of trustee/ 
personal representative is a nullity, and the issue of trustee authorization is moot.  
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 1b. Beneficiaries and trustees are equally entitled to receive and authorize the 
release of information  

 Notwithstanding the facts of 1a above, the status of Audrey’s B. Murray’s 
testamentary trust is irrelevant to my request for information from the Medical Board. 
There was never any need for the trustee to authorize the release of information, as you 
assert. In this context, the law makes no distinction between beneficiaries, trustees, 
executors and personal representatives. This is true across the California Civil Code, the 
Confidentiality of Medical Information Act, the Business & Professions Code, the Public 
Health & Safety Code, the Information Practices Act, the Probate Code, the Code of Civil 
Procedure and the common law. For example: 

 “An authorization for the release of medical information by a provider of health 
care, health care service plan, pharmaceutical company, or contractor shall be valid 
if it … (c) is signed and dated by … (4) The beneficiary or personal 
representative of a deceased patient.”  Cal. Civ. Code § 56.11. [Emphasis added.] 

 “[I]n any investigation that involves the death of a patient, the board may inspect 
and copy the medical records of the deceased patient without the authorization of 
the beneficiary or personal representative of the deceased patient … Nothing 
in this subdivision shall be construed to allow the board to inspect and copy the 
medical records of a deceased patient without a court order when the beneficiary 
or personal representative of the deceased patient has been located and 
contacted but has refused to consent.” Cal. Bus. & Prof Code § 2225(c)(1). 
[Emphasis added.] Thus, the code enables either a beneficiary or the personal 
representative to authorize or refuse the Board’s access to medical records of a 
deceased patient. The beneficiary and personal representative have equal power. 

 “Any patient representative shall be entitled to inspect patient records.” Cal. Health 
& Saf. Code § 123110. “‘Patient’s representative’” or ‘representative’ means any of 
the following … (4) The beneficiary as defined in Section 24 of the Probate Code 
or personal representative as defined in Section 58 of the Probate Code, of a 
deceased patient.” Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123105(e). 

 The Information Practices Act allows an agency to disclose personal information 
not only to “the duly appointed guardian or conservator of the individual,” but 
also to “a person representing the individual.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.24(c). Here, 
the role of trustee/ personal representative has expired. Instead, I represent my 
mother and myself – as her survivor and beneficiary – in all matters concerning her 
medical treatment and death. I am her legal advocate. 

 The California Code of Civil Procedure mandates the issuance of a writ “where 
there is not a plain, speedy, and adequate remedy, in the ordinary course of law. It 
must be issued upon the verified petition of the party beneficially interested.” Cal. 
Code Civ. Proc. § 1086. The requirement that a petitioner be beneficially interested 
means that one may obtain the writ only if the person has some special interest to 
be served or some particular right to be preserved or protected over and above the 
interest held in common with the public at large. The petitioner’s interest in the 
outcome of the proceedings must be substantial. Braude v. City of Los Angeles, 226 
Cal App 3d 83 (1990); Tobe v. City of Santa Ana, 9 Cal 4th 1069 (1995).  
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Here, in my first writ action against the Medical Board,1 I conclusively established 
my standing and beneficial right to receive the information that I seek. In a future 
writ action, my beneficial right and standing are easily re-asserted through collateral 
estoppel/ issue preclusion. 

In summary on this point, your assertion of a distinction between the rights of the 
trustee and beneficiary is simply a red herring and finds no support in the statutes, case 
law or public policy. Therefore, the Medical Board must release to me the information 
that I have requested. 

2. The Medical Board generates and maintains unique medical information on
patients, and therefore the Medical Board is subject to the same disclosure rules as 
medical providers 

“Any business organized for the purpose of maintaining medical information … in 
order to make the information available to an individual or to a provider of health care at 
the request of the individual or a provider of health care, for purposes of allowing the 
individual to manage his or her information, or for the diagnosis and treatment of the 
individual, shall be deemed to be a provider of health care subject to the requirements of 
this part.” Cal. Civ. Code § 56.06. Furthermore, “any patient representative shall be 
entitled to inspect patient records upon presenting to the health care provider of a 
patient.” Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123110. 

An inherent function of the Medical Board is to gather and analyze medical 
information of patients treated by licensees who are under investigation. As the originator 
and repository of this information, the Medical Board meets the criteria of a health care 
provider for the purposes of providing personal information to patients and their 
representatives. 

Furthermore, the Medical Board employs consultants who are licensed pursuant to 
Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2000) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions 
Code. As such, these consultants are health care providers under Cal. Health & Saf. Code 
§ 123105; and they are subject to the same disclosure rules of Cal. Health & Saf. Code §
123110. Therefore, the Medical Board is obligated to disclose to me the identity of the
consultants it retained for MBC investigation number 800 2014 005263, and release to me
all of the information they produced regarding my mother’s medical condition, treatment
and death.

3. The release of personal information to Beneficiary is mandatory; the Medical
Board’s ‘balancing’ is erroneous and prejudicial against Beneficiary 

The obligation of a public agency to release one’s personal information is always 
mandatory, i.e., “[E]ach agency shall permit any individual upon request and proper 
identification to inspect all the personal information in any record containing personal 

1 Los Angeles County Super. Ct., No. BS158575. 
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information and maintained by reference to an identifying particular assigned to the 
individual.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.34. 2 [Emphasis added.]   

However, as I noted in my July 10 letter, you treated my request for personal 
information only as a public information request, and then you jumped to the exemptions 
under Cal. Gov. Code § 6254(f). From there, you set out “to determine if public policy 
weighs in favor of releasing the documents despite the clear exemptions” (from your Aug. 
4 letter). Not surprisingly, the result of this entirely one-sided “balancing test” weighs 
substantially against me. This prejudicial and erroneous legal conclusion is precisely the 
sort of anti-due process that requires independent judicial review. 

In light of the foregoing information and analysis, please reconsider my requests for 
information as reflected here and in my April 27, 2017 and July 10, 2017 letters. 

Please respond by Jan. 29, 2018. 

Sincerely, 

2 Also note the mandatory language of Cal. Civ. Code § 56.10: “A provider of health care, a 
health care service plan, or a contractor shall disclose medical information.” [Emphasis 
added.] Also see Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 123110: “Any patient representative shall be 
entitled to inspect patient records upon presenting to the health care provider a written 
request for those records.” 
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Business, Consumer Services, and Housing Agency- Dept1rtment of Co11sumer Affairs 

January 29, 2018 

Bruce T. Murray 
1931 E Street 

. .• -~. '.:- ····- . '.;. ~-- .'.'": . ..::..,,..":' =~ ··.·=:~ ·· -..::· -·-. :- .- :-:.. ·:;,··--· ·._-.. ·,:; . ... 

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
Executive Office 

S~ Diego, CA 92102 

Edmund G. Brown, Jr., Governor 

RE: · Your Request for Recotds Regarding Audrey B. Murray, Control No. 800 2014 005263 

Dear Mr. Murray: 

I am writing on behalf of the Medical Board of California (Board) in response to your letter 
dated January 8, 2018. In your letter, you stated the following: 

la. The issue of trustee authorization is moot, because Audrey B. Murray's estate has 
been fully liquidated and distributed; 

1 b. Beneficiaries and trustees ate equally entitled to receive and authorize the release 
of information; 

2. The Medical Board generates and maintains unique medical information on 
patients, and therefore the Medical Board is subject to the same disclosure rules as 
medical providers; and 

3. The release of personal information to Beneficiary is mandatory; the Medical 
Board's 'balancing' is erroneous and prejudicial against Beneficiary. 

With regard to statements 1 a and 1 b, except for your reference to California Civil Code section 
1798.24 subdivision (c), the code sections cited by you apply to medical providers, not 
regulatory agencies conducting confidential investigations. California Civil Code section 
1798.24 subdivision ( c ), provides an exception to the prohibition against disclosing personal 
information about a person to someone other than the individual to whom it pertains as follows: 
'"To the duly appointed guardian or conservator of the individual or a person representing the 
individual if it can be proven with reasonable certainty through the possession of agency forms, 
documents or correspondence that this person is the authorized representative of the individual to 
whom the information pertains." 

Peter B. Murray was identified as the trustee, and was recognized as Audrey B. Murray's 
authorized representative by the Board. Peter Murray wrote to the Board on September 9, 2014, 
stating in pertinent part: "If you have any questions regarding this request you may contact my 
brother Bruce T Murray or myself." 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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Bruce T. Murray 
January 29, 2018 
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In response to Peter Murray's authorization the Board has communicated with you about the 
complaint. Additionally, the Board has provided you with a copy of all correspondence 
exchanged between you and the Board, The Board further informed you that the authorization 
signed by Peter Murray was not sufficient to allow the Board to consider releasing Ms. Murray's 
medical records to you. 

If you provide a proper written authorization from Peter Murray, the Board will consider 
releasing Ms. Murray's medical records to you. Alternatively, as the Board has previously 
advised, you are free, with the proper release, to obtain Ms. Murray's medical records directly 
from the facilities and medical providers who provided care and treatment to Ms. Murray as the 
creators and custodians of those records. 

With regard to statement 2, the Board is a regulatory agency, and not a provider of health care. 
As previously stated, the information and documents you are requesting regarding the 
investigation of the complaint involving Ms. Murray fall under specific exemptions to the Public 
Records Act, including, but not limited to, Government Code section 6254 subdivision (f) and 
section 6255. These exemptions, among others, were intentionally written and codified by the 
legislature and governor to protect state agencies' records of investigation, as appropriate. 

The Board has evaluated your request to disclose the identity of the medical consultants retained 
for the investigation and to release the information they produced regarding Ms. Murray's 
"medical condition, treatment, and death." As previously indicated, disclosure of information 
gathered during the course of the investigation would endanger the successful completion of 
investigations. 

Disclosing the requested information would have a chilling effect on the Board's ability to 
complete investigations and protect the public. The public interest in non-disclosure clearly 
outweighs the public interest in disclosure here. Members of the public, health care institutions, 
medical consultants, and other possible complainants are less likely to provide the Board with 
information if their identities are public. "The prospect of public exposure discourages 
complaints and inhibits effective enforcement." (City of San Jose v. Superior Court (1999) 74 
Cal.App. 4th 1008, 1020 (citations omitted).) Additionally, licensees are not likely to provide 
explanatory information if such information becomes public. Without these explanations, the 
Board is not able fully to assess the full scope of the care and treatment of patients, as well as the 
circumstances surrounding possible violations of the laws governing the practice of medicine. 
Patients, too, are less likely to share confidential medical information for purposes of 
investigation with the risk that the information will be publicly shared. Further, requiring 
disclosure of investigative materials would not result in a disclosure to only those members of 
the public or to individuals by whom the information is sought. The information would 
potentially become available to the public at large. (Id., at p. 1018.) 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.rnbc.ca.gov 
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Bruce T. Murray 
January 29, 2018 
Page 3 

Moreover, the deliberative process privilege exempts from disclosure materials that would 
expose an agency's decision-making process in such a way as to discourage candid discussion 
within the agency and thereby undermine the agency's ability to perform its functions. Even if 
the content of a document is purely factual, it is nonetheless exempt from public scrutiny if it is 
actually related to the process by which policies are formulated or, if it is inextricably 
intertwined with policymaking processes. (Times Mirror Co. v. Superior Court (1991) 53 Cal.3d 
1325.) Records that reveal deliberative processes are protected through application of 
Government Code section 6255. Here, records concerning the decision-making relating to the 
course of an investigation are covered by the deliberative process privilege and, therefore, absent 
special circumstances, would be exempt from disclosure under Government Code section 6255. 

With regard to statement 3, Civil Code section 1798.34 does not apply to your request, because 
you are seeking records pertaining to another individual, and you have not provided a sufficient 
authorization for the Board to consider. Additionally, you are seeking records of investigation, 
which the Board is authorized and obligated to protect from disclosure, as indicated above. 

Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss this matter further. 

Senior Staff Counsel 

2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815-3831 (916) 263-2389 Fax (916) 263-2387 www.mbc.ca.gov 
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BRUCE T. MURRAY
1931 E Street    San Diego, CA  92102   (619) 501-8556    murray@sagelaw.us 

February 9, 2018 

Kerrie Webb, Esq. 
Staff Counsel 
Medical Board of California 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA  95815 

Re: Exhaustion of administrative remedies, Audrey B. Murray, Control No. 800 2014 
005263 

Dear Ms. Webb: 

I am in receipt of your Jan. 29, 2018 letter denying all of my requests for information 
regarding my mother’s medical condition, treatment and death – and the related Medical 
Board investigation. Your bases for denial are without merit. 

This is your third denial of my requests – beginning with my initial letter April 27, 
2017; my second letter July 10, 2017; and finally my Jan. 29, 2018 letter. In each response, 
you wrongfully denied my requests. 

I think it is fair to say that at this point, administrative remedies have been exhausted; 
and this matter is ripe for judicial review. Therefore, I will file a petition for writ of 
mandate in the Los Angeles Superior Court. 

If you wish to avoid the writ process, you may release to me all of the information that 
I have requested by Feb. 26, 2018. 

Sincerely, 
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